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Editor’s Desk
Michael Close
I’ve known Dal Sanders for a long time. Our paths have crossed
many times over the past twenty-plus years. Dal understands the
“business” side of show business, and is one of the busiest professional magicians in the country, performing hundreds of shows
a year. He is a staunch supporter of The Society of American
Magicians, and he brings commitment, energy, and focus to the
organization. I’m looking forward to working with him for the
next twelve months. You can read more about Dal in the cover
story on page 36.
I have also enjoyed working with Chris Bontjes, who will
wrap up his final duties as president at the national convention
in Washington, D.C. Chris was easy to get along with and was
punctual with his monthly column (which is one of those things
that editors really appreciate). Thanks, Chris, for all your hard
work.
Mona Morrison, who has served as the advertising manager
since I became editor of M-U-M, is stepping down from that
position. Mona has worked very hard for the S.A.M. during a
period when advertising in all print media has declined. I thank
Mona very much for her dedication and friendship, and on behalf
of all us who work on the magazine, I wish her the very best.
For the time being, Lisa Close will act as the contact
person for M-U-M advertising. She can be reached at
magikgal@gmail.com.
There was a small glitch in the June “On the Shoulders of
Giants” column. Photo 9 was repeated and Photo 10 was omitted.
The online version of the magazine is correct.

Photo 10

The following note comes from Dean George Schindler: “The
United States has been hit with some very damaging weather in
the past few months, from hurricane Sandy, to the recent tornados
that swept through Oklahoma, to the wildfires out west. The
Society of American Magicians Magic Endowment Fund assists
magicians who have suffered losses from such natural disasters.
The Disaster Relief Fund is supported by donations from the
magic fraternity and others. Recent disasters have reduced the
coffers and we need your help. Any donation to this humanitarian effort is appreciated. Recipients do not have to be members
of our Society to receive assistance. If you can help, please
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mail donations to the MEF Disaster Relief Fund at 234 Towyn
Ct., Ambler, PA 19002, or use PayPal to samadministrator@
magicsam.com. Use the words 'Disaster Fund' in your message.
Thanks for your consideration.”
I received the news from Michael Woolf of New Zealand that
the final print issue of Magicana magazine will be Volume 60,
No. 361. Michael writes, “Magicana has been published every
two months for sixty years, the last thirteen years under my
stewardship. Escalating costs and diminution of advertising have
made it impossible to continue in this format. Magicana has been
running at a personal loss for several years and unfortunately I
can’t afford to subsidize the costs any longer. I want to thank
all who have contributed to Magicana over the years – a list of
acknowledgements is printed in the magazine. I hope to be able
to return the proud name of Magicana in a different form in the
future.”
The Society of American Magicians Magic Endowment Fund
Scholarship Chairman, Warren J. Kaps, is pleased to announce
three of the magic camp scholarship winners. Kimberly Zoller
(age sixteen) of Seaford, Delaware, and Lee M. Winters (age
thirteen) of Redding, Connecticut, have been awarded scholarships to Tannen’s Magic Camp in suburban Pennsylvania.
Timothy Mason (age thirteen) of Melbourne, Australia, has been
awarded a full tuition scholarship to McBride’s Magic & Mystery
School in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Kimberly Zoller is currently a sophomore at Woodbridge
High School, where she is studying in a Business Pathway. She
plans on attending Delaware State University after high school.
Kimberly’s magic started at the age of twelve when she watched
a television show featuring a magician. Currently, Kim is a
member of the S.Y.M. and Denny and Lee’s Magic Club.
Lee Winters attends John Read Middle School. Lee has been
involved with magic for over six years, and is a member of S.Y.M.
42 (The Bill Andrews Society). Bill Andrews was one of Lee’s
mentors; he has also been coached by magician Matias Letelier.
Magic has taught Lee valuable life lessons and has helped him
overcome shyness, as well as teaching him how to speak in
public. Lee is awarded this scholarship in memory of Ed Hill.
Timothy Mason developed an interest in magic at the age
of four, after seeing a magician perform at a shopping center.
Tim has entertained and performed at many children’s birthday
parties, school functions, and corporate events. He has also had
numerous television appearances. Tim attends St. Andrews
Christian College. He is also a passionate supporter of a charity
called Kid Link and has raised over $2,000 for this cause. 
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looking forward to seeing what he brings to the table as a PNP.

A New Theme for a New President

President’s Desk
Dal Sanders
I want to begin by thanking all of you, the members of this
organization, for electing me to the office of president of The
Society of American Magicians. This is a tremendous honor
and a responsibility that I won’t take lightly. I understand the
obligations of the job and I promise that I will do whatever I can
to fulfill those responsibilities. I specifically want to thank the
Dallas Magic Club, Assembly 13, for nominating me to every
office I served as I moved “up the chairs” to become president.
I also want to thank PNP Dan Rodriguez for encouraging me
to get more involved with the S.A.M. when he was president
exactly twenty years ago. I also thank the other officers for their
encouragement over the years, but I especially want to thank Past
National Secretaries Chuck and Joannie Lehr for always supporting me and the S.A.M.
Many of you have never heard of me, and I’m fine with that.
I have never competed at a convention, I have only performed
at a few, and I have lectured at a few more. That being said, I
love magic conventions and I go to several a year. I’m the guy
at the back of the room, sitting out of the spotlight, enjoying the
shows and the lectures. I also enjoy visiting magic clubs. I really
enjoy the camaraderie that occurs whenever groups of magicians
gather. That being said, please understand that if you want me
to visit your magic event I need plenty of notice. I am a fulltime
entertainer with a mortgage. My calendar is very full and I have
clients who are booking me as far out as 2015 to make sure they
get their dates. You may not have heard of me, but I am a very
busy magician.
You can learn all you want to know about me and my career
from Frank Seltzer’s article in this issue. Frank is an old friend
and a correspondent for CNN. He has also been a producer for
ABC, has won two Emmys, and is a freelance writer. Frank is a
second generation S.A.M. member (his dad was also a member)
and has been a member himself since the early ‘70s. If that’s not
enough, Frank is also my next door neighbor. How many of you
have lived next door to another magician? The best part is that
Frank isn’t the first magician who has lived next door to me.
I also want to thank fellow magician, photographer, and friend
Aaron Stone of Fearless Portraits for the fantastic job he did on
my cover photo.

Congratulations to
Chris Bontjes
Chris has done a tremendous job as president this past year.
Under Chris, our new website was launched and, when it broke,
he got it fixed. We launched The Society of Collegiate Magicians
and another new affiliate program designed to appeal to retired
people. Chris has also dealt with more than a few unpleasant situations as well. Chris’s intellect and character made him a strong
leader. His friendship and dedication to The Society of American
Magicians has been apparent throughout his presidency. It has
been my pleasure to serve with him these past several years. I’m
8 M-U-M Magazine - JULY 2013

In recent years, each S.A.M. president has introduced a theme
that expressed what he expected to accomplish or how he felt
about the Society. This year I have chosen the theme “Great
Magicians are in S.A.M.” Like many of you, I am a member of
several magic and entertainer organizations, clubs, and guilds.
Of all of them, I feel that The Society of American Magicians is
the place where great magicians convene. Our history reads like
the Who’s Who of the magic world. Our list of past presidents,
deans, and ambassadors reflect the names of the people who
have truly elevated and advanced the art of magic. Our members
have always been passionate and creative. The members of The
Society of American Magicians mentor other magicians (even
though those they are mentoring may become their competition).
They have always stepped up to help those that need help and
comfort those who are in pain. The S.A.M. even provides scholarships and grants through the M.E.F. During my first month as
regional vice president, hurricane Rita demolished Galveston and
parts of Houston. While the storms were still raging overhead, I
had a call from PNP Brad Jacobs telling me I needed to get in
touch with magicians in the area to find out who needed help.
Help was offered, not only to members of the S.A.M., but to nonmember magicians as well. I knew then that Great Magicians
are in S.A.M.
This theme can be found on this year’s S.A.M. membership
card and the five-word phrase “Great Magicians are in S.A.M.”
can also be used in a special magic routine that is explained on
the website. The magic is based on Larry Becker’s classic Will
the Cards Match, from the award-winning book Stunners Plus,
first published in 1992.

Honoring PNP Cesareo Pelaez
You will also find Cesareo Pelaez’s picture on the back of the
new membership card. Cesareo was president of The Society of
American Magicians from 1985-1986. He was also the founder,
producer, director, designer, and choreographer of Le Grand
David and His Spectacular Magic Company, the longest consecutively-running stage
magic show in the world.
He was also a very kind
man who selflessly gave
to others, including a
young comedy magician
who was putting together
his own show in the late
‘70s. When I first met
Cesareo, I was on tour
with the Grassroots as
the opening act. I was
doing comedy magic
and I was also an actor,
Dal & Cesareo Pelaez
but I hadn’t yet figured
out how to combine the two. While in the area he invited me (a
nobody) to his show and treated me like royalty. He took time to
watch my show and make suggestions. Over the years he engaged
me in discussions, not about magic tricks, but about the art of
magic. He opened my eyes in much the same way that David
Bamberg (Fu Manchu) opened his eyes at the Gran Teatro de La

S.A.M. National Officers
Dean: George Schindler, 1735 East 26th St.,
Brooklyn, NY 11229, (718) 336-0605, Fax (718)
627-1397, showbiz10@aol.com
President: Dal Sanders, 3316 Northaven Rd,
Dallas, TX 75229 (214) 902-9200, DalSanders@
StagemMagic.com
President Elect: Kenrick “ICE”
McDonald, P.O. Box 341034, Los Angeles, CA
90034, (310) 559-8968
kenrickicemcdonald@yahoo.com
First Vice President: David Bowers,
(717) 414-7574, AMagicalExperience@live.com
Secretary: Marlene Clark, 274 Church Street,
#6B, Guilford, CT 06437, (203) 689-5730,
Skype: marlene.clark, afuntime@comcast.net
Treasurer: Eric Lampert, (215) 939-5555,
EBL00@aol.com

Regional
Vice Presidents
New England: CT MA RI NH ME VT
Joseph Caulfield (603) 654-6022,
josephcaulfield@joesephcaulfield.com
North Atlantic: NY NJ
Eric DeCamps, (718) 896-5861,
eric@ericdecamps.com
Mid Atlantic: PA DE MD VAWV DC
Phil Milstead, (703) 481-5271,
plm6569sam@verison.com
South Atlantic: FL AL GA MS NC SC
Debbie Leifer (404) 630-1120
debbie@debbieleifer.com
Central Plains: KY TN OH IN MI
Jania Taylor, (231)242-8242, magicjat@bright.net
Midwest: IL MN WI MO ND NE KS SD IA
Shaun Rivera, (618) 781-8621 shaun.rivera@
gmail.com
South Cental States: TX AR OK NM LA
Jeff Lanes, (713)850-1770, jeffie@texasfilm.net
Southwest: CA AZ NV HI
Ron Ishimaru, (808) 428-6019,
aliai@hawaiiantel.net
Northwest: WA OR UT ID CO AK WY MT
Michael Roth, (503)493-8316,
msr@nwresources.com
Canada: Rod Chow (604) 669-7777
rod@jackchow.com
Society of Young Magicians Director:
Jann Wherry Goodsell, 329 West 1750 North,
Orem, Utah 84057 (801) 376-0353.
bravesjann@comcast.net

Habana. More proof that Great Magicians are in S.A.M.

And Finally
The goal of The Society of American Magicians is to “elevate and advance the art
of magic.” This is vital to our success as an organization. It is my hope that all of us
keep this in mind. I hope that none of us allow our personal pride, agenda, or ego to
get in the way of that lofty goal set by the great magicians who have preceeded us. Of
course, this is just my opinion…I could be wrong. 
Always Believe…
Dal Sanders

Living Past
National Presidents
Bradley M. Jacobs, Richard L. Gustafson, Roy A.
Snyder, Bruce W. Fletcher, James E.
Zachary, David R. Goodsell, Fr. Cyprian Murray,
Michael D. Douglass, George Schindler, Dan
Rodriguez, Dan Garrett, Donald F. Oltz Jr., Craig
Dickson, Loren C. Lind, Gary D. Hughes, Harry
Monti, Jann Wherry Goodsell, Warren J. Kaps,
Ed Thomas, Jay Gorham, John Apperson, Richard
M. Dooley, Andy Dallas, Maria Ibáñez, Bruce
Kalver, Mike Miller, Mark Weidhaas, Vinny
Grosso, J. Christopher Bontjes
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Newsworthy
Compeers Perform at the Cycle
for Life Event
By Rich Dooley
On Sunday afternoon, June 25, 2013, five very generous
S.A.M. members donated a chunk of their time for the 6th Annual
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center “Cycle for Life” Cancer
Survivors event.
This event is held on National Cancer Survivors weekend;
when it started, Cycle for Life was the only pediatric cancer
survivors’ celebration.
My daughter Kaitlin, now twenty, is a childhood cancer
survivor and was treated at CCMC. Her oncologist, D. Eileen
Gillan is the founder of this event; each year I volunteer to recruit
a group of magicians to do some walk-around magic to entertain
the survivors and their families in a carnival-like setting.
Those donating their time and talent were (in the photo, from
left): Dan Sclare – S.A.M. Life Membership Chair (Ellington,
CT), Tom Gentile – Past New England Regional VP (Southampton, MA), John Knowles (Devens, MA), PNP Rich Dooley
(Tolland, CT), Kayla Drescher – from Today Show fame (Boston,
MA), and Peter Lennis (North Brookfield, MA).

Updates From Our
S.A.M. Members

tional arts community with regards to the Sandy Hook tragedy
and to develop a sustainable operation for long-term healing
through arts-based efforts.
President of Tom Prete Assembly 127, Jeff Doskos, read about
the efforts of this organization and felt that Assembly 127 could
be part of the healing process. Jeff made contacts with the organization and learned that they would be greatly interested in a magic
show to bring smiles to the children of the Newtown community.
After bringing it up at a club meeting, the idea was welcomed
with great enthusiasm. In addition to Jeff, other magicians lined
up to help perform. They were Marlene Clark, Mike Gagne, Bill
Hoagland, Chick Kelman, Adam Parisi, and Dave Wyskiel.
On April 20, 2013, the show was set to go.
Upon arrival at the center, the magicians weren’t prepared for
what they saw as they entered the building. Housed inside a former
Ace Hardware storefront was a small stage in the middle of a large
room. Covering the walls were paintings and art from around the
world. Sculptures from known artists were on the floor. On tables
about the room were boxes upon boxes of drawings and letters
from every state and dozens of countries, each being personally
read by volunteers. That sight alone was moving.
The assembly knew that this had to be the best show we had
ever given; in the audience were children from Newtown and
some that attended Sandy Hook Elementary. Backdrops were set
up, props were made ready, and lights were turned on. Let the
show begin.

Magicians Perform in Newtown
By Michael Gagne
On December 14, 2012, a sleepy little Connecticut community
made national headlines. A gunman stormed into Sandy Hook
Elementary in Newtown, Connecticut and killed twenty-six
people, twenty-two children and four adults. The children were
first-graders.
It was a tragedy that not only touched the nation, but the international community. Letters, paintings, sculpture, and other
artwork poured in from around the world in an attempt to help a
community heal.
In the wake of this tragedy, the town of Newtown and the
Newtown Cultural Arts Commission created “Healing Newtown:
Healing through the Arts.” The goal was to create a center to
manage crisis and the overwhelming response from the interna10 M-U-M Magazine - JULY 2013

From Left: Adam Parisi, Jeff Doskos (Assembly President),
Dave Wyskiel, Bill Hoagland, Marlene Clark, Chick Kelman,
and Mike Gagne.

From the moment that the Assembly President Jeff Doskos
stepped on the stage to the last moment when Chick Kelman
produced a live rabbit for the children, the room was filled with
laughter, awe, and amazement.
Perhaps the best moment came when a parent came up to
thank us for coming and said, “This is the most my daughter has
laughed since December. Thank you.” The club had accomplished
what it had set out to do and was proud to be a small part of the
healing process. 
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1
Bob Friedhoffer rocks
the Salute

New York, NY— The Magic
Table was busy this month. Ronnie
Reckeit and his lovely wife joined
Jerry Oppenheimer and his wife
Lee and the regulars sharing magic
and great humor at the Edison
Cafe. The Magic Table meets
every Friday at the Edison hotel on
47th Street in Times Square.
The monthly meeting was held on
May 2, 2013. It was all business.
Nominations for next year’s slate
were held. The membership
unanimously voted to approve the
March and April minutes and the
meeting was adjourned.
The next week was the 104th
Salute to Magic, which happened
on May 9. It was a terrific one-man
show by Bob Friedhoffer called
Magic Trix/Science Facts. Bob
had a sold out house, with Ace
Greenberg, Magic Balay, and
many other magicians attending.
Twenty-five percent of the ticket
sales went to the Make-A-Wish
Metro New York and Western
New York Chapter. Before the
show Doug Edwards was honored.
On stage were MI President Richie
Magic, President-elect David
Adamovich ( Throwdini), and me
as Chairman of the Board. Doug
was presented with the Magician
of the Year Award and spoke
about those who have helped him
through the years and of his life in
magic. He then did some fine ring
and rope effects to great applause.
Then Bob went on and wowed
the crowd with science and magic.
His humor also rocked the house.
It was a great night. —Tom Klem
PA Assembly 1 meets at Mount
Sinai, 1425 Madison Avenue at
98th Street Contact www.sampa1.
com for more details.

2

A FINE MIX OF MAGIC

SAN FRANCISCO, CA— The
May meeting took place on May 1
with eleven in attendance. Corky
LaVallee led this month’s teach-in

with an effect called Card Warp.
Buzz Lawrence demonstrated his
variation of the Invisible Deck
routine. Instead of arranging the
cards such that the behind card
and the face card added up to 13,
he placed the corresponding card
of the same color (diamond with
hearts, clubs with spades) back to
back. He showed that this method
was easier and smoother than
trying to do the math mentally.
Rich
Seguine’s
routine
was called $100 for a Beer.
The $100 bill was there as a
misdirection. His real effect
was to have Safire Lin shuffle
a deck to her satisfaction.
She then dealt cards into
a pile. Rich reached into a
wallet and placed a sealed
envelope on the pile. Inside the
envelope was a card prediction; when the top card was
revealed, it was the one predicted.
Corky LaVallee did a Torn and
Restored Spaghetti. He pulled
a raw spaghetti noodle out of a
box of spaghetti, broke it into
eight smaller pieces. He (audibly)
crunched the pieces in his mouth
and then in profile demonstrated
how he pulled a restored spaghetti
noodle out of his mouth. The
noodle was actually a rubber band.
John Caris had an effect called
Letting Go (Stewart James’s A
Match for Gravity). A piece of
twine had a mug on one end and
a weight on the other. A volunteer
held the weight while the twine
was positioned horizontally over
a wooden cooking spoon with the
mug suspended vertically. The
volunteer let go of the weight and
it magically swung itself around
the spoon to keep the mug from
crashing to the ground. Rounding
out the evening, Mr. Shap
performed the classic Count Them
Up in which he had a white card
with large black dots. He started
with two dots, but every time he
flipped the card, another dot would
show up until there were nine dots.
—Hippo Lau
Golden Gate Assembly 2 meets
first Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at
Community Room of Taraval
Police Station, 2345 24th Avenue,
San Francisco. Contact Tamaka

Tamaka3715@aol.com
(415)
531-9332
http://www.facebook.
com/groups/249018441875771/ for
more details.

4

DANNY ARCHER
LECTURES

PHILADELPHIA, PA— Our
May meeting featured an excellent
mini-lecture by George Hample
followed by the election of officers
for next year and the return of
Philadelphia native Danny Archer
with an all-new lecture. After an
enthusiastic welcome by President
Donna Horn, the incomparable
George Hample gave a brief but
extremely informative lecture
on “Magic You Can Do at a
Moment’s Notice,” with emphasis
not on the effects themselves, but
instead on presentation. Thereafter, the election of officers for
next year took place during which
we elected the following individuals to the following positions:
Brian Hurlburt – President, Jeff
Carson – First Vice-President,
Eric Johnson – Second Vice-President, Secretary – Arlen Solomon,
Treasurer – Eric Lampert, Sergeant
at Arms – Bill Brown, Members
at Large – Tony Antonelly, Kurt
Garwood, Joe McHugh, Helene
Schad, and Seuss Metivier. Congratulations to all!
Following the election, our old
friend Danny Archer lectured for
two solid two hours during which
he performed and taught many of
his signature effects. Danny, who
is the featured magician at The
Chop House Restaurant in Denver,
Colorado,
shared
numerous
practical effects that pack a
wallop that he uses to entertain
guests on a nightly basis. Danny
started things off with Eye Exam
– an amazing effect in which
four face-up Jacks proceeded to
turn over one by one, culminating with the red backs of all four
cards turning into eye charts.
Next, he performed Animental,
during which he miraculously
divined the identities of four
different animals that had been
freely selected by four audience

Danny Archer performs a card
miracle with help from Jim
Straub
members. Danny also demonstrated his family-friendly icecream-sundae themed Chop Cup
routine using a “cherry” instead of
a crochet ball. He also wowed the
crowd by performing Big Bucks,
during which four jumbo tendollar bills instantly changed into
four jumbo twenty-dollar bills. Of
course, Danny also performed his
infamous Birthday Party Banner
effect in which numerous greeting
cards magically transformed into
a colorful large birthday banner
comprised of all of the cards
he had previously displayed.
Danny ended the evening with
an excellent effect called Sneak
Preview in which he read the
mind of someone who was merely
thinking of his favorite film. It
was a fun night of magic for all.
—Peter Cuddihy
James Wobensmith Assembly
4 meets third Thursday at 7:00
p.m. at the Bustleton Memorial
Post, 810 (American Legion)
9151
Old
Newtown
Road
Contact
Information:
www.
sam4.org/ for more details.
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THE FUN IS IN THE
PRESENTATION

Omaha, NE— First, President
Bob Gehringer asked Jeff Sikora to
reflect on his recent attendance at
Abracorndabra, the magic convention closest to Omaha . There was
a lot to share about all of the activi-
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Assembly News
ties there along with the fact that
this part of the country was represented by over a dozen attendees.
In all, this seems to be an excellent
investment for any magician, or
for this year a clown, or for next
year a puppeteer. Jeff asked that
anyone not expecting to use the
dove pan given out at the convention please consider donating it
to our new S.Y.M. assembly that
meets immediately preceding our
meetings, along with an additional
gathering on the first Monday of
each month. To qualify for a dove
pan any member must write a
four-page essay on any magician
other than “the ones everyone
knows.” Jeff also explained that
S.A.M. President Chris Bontjes
intends to place a memorial at the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier immediately preceding this year’s
convention in Alexandria.

Nathan Kranzo asks Pete
Petrashek to select a card
Vice President Tom Zepf then
presented our guest lecturer
Nathan Kranzo, who opened his
presentation by explaining his
“late” entry into the field of magic
and where he has gone from there.
He started with some coin manipulations and proceeded to a
card effect in which he predicted
the selected card along with
the fact that the card would be
burned in the corner. What makes
Nathan different from most other
magicians is the clever and funny
way he gets to the “reveal.” He
requires that all should pay close
attention to his monologue, or you
may miss something. He uses a
Mene Tekel deck for this illusion
and then explained many variations of what he just performed.
He continued on with a magazine
prediction cleverly designed and
almost foolproof. Perhaps all of
the audience knew of times where
things didn’t go completely as
planned, and then there must be a
way out.
For the second half he turned a
cigarette into a pack of gum (it
could have been a “no smoking”
sign). Next he manipulated a coin

– or was it a rock? – through a
babushka. Before he explained
how the effects were done he did
a book test and explained it. More
than two hours went by extremely
quickly – a sign that something
wonderful
was
happening.
—Jerry Golmanavich
Assembly 7 generally meets on
the third Monday of each month
at the Southwest Church of Christ
near 124th St. and West Center
Road, right across from where
Hooters used to be. Contact
Jerry Golmanavich golubki@
cox.net (402) 390-9834 www.
omahamagicalsociety.com
for
more details.

8

Magical May!

St. Louis, MO — Our April
25th meeting featured “A trick I
like, but don’t get many chances to
do.” Dani Garcia filmed his world
famous Pretzel performance live
at our meeting for competition at
the national S.A.M. convention in
D.C. Andy Leonard was asking
for it when he pulled Columbus
Smith on stage to assist with a
card miracle. The card miracle
happened in his second effect
though, when the stakes and cards
were bigger. Columbus Smith
performed the Six Card Repeat
and topped it with the Three Card
Monte. Dan Todd caused a chosen
card to appear in his tidy-whities!
Squirrel Underpants that is. Larry
Minth performed a Harry Potter
book test. Was it real magic?
On May 9 we had elections and
“feed-back time,” helping each
other with effects. The newly
elected officers and board assume
duties at the first meeting in June.
New Officers: President – Randy
Kalin, Vice President – Steve Barcellona, Sec./Treasurer – Dick
Blowers, Sergeant of Arms –
Greg Lewis, and Chaplin – Harry
Monti. Board: Harry Monti, Jason
Stack, and Sandy Weis. Congratulations to all newly elected officers
and board members!
Ice McDonald lectured on May
16, with a good turnout for the
lecture and a good lecture for the
group. Our future S.A.M. national
president, Kenrick “Ice” McDonald’s Fortune Cookie Card and
Re-Store brought big reactions.
May 17 was our installation
banquet. Larry Minth was the
banquet committee chairman and
emcee. Both Derrick Daniels and
Dan Fleshman perform outstanding close-up magic. Outgoing
president Don Becker received
a special Award for Going that
Extra Mile (233miles). New
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officers and board members were
given their oath of office by none
other than PNP Harry Monti. The
show started with a real treat. Our
friend and visitor from Spain,
Dani Garcia, was in top form with
his hilarious Ice Cream Vendor
routine! Speaking of Ice, Ice
McDonald charmed the audience
with mentalism, magic, and so
much more.
May 21 was the Michael Weber
lecture. The concepts, secrets, and
performance methods were invaluable. Everything was explained,
the how and more important, the
why.
On May 23, Assembly 8 went to
the movies. This event was a huge
success, with special thanks to
Randy Kalin, Gregory Green, and
Greg Lewis. The line stretched
from just outside the theater room
all the way through the lobby to
the front doors. Don’t miss the
action packed movie. —Dan Todd
Assembly 8 meets at Mount
Tabor United Church of Christ
at 6520 Arsenal in Saint Louis
MO 63139. Contact Dick Blowers
rmblowers@aol.com
(213)
846-8468 Assembly8.com for
more details.
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April 12th Meeting

Cincinnati,

OH—

President
Leland
Pennington discussed the upcoming
elections in May. The nominating
committee is composed of Mark
Weichman and Chuck Arkin.
Leland Pennington was the first
to perform in the magician of the
month contest. He proceeded to
magically separate a ring from a
chain. Bill Pryor had a card selected
from a bag of indifferent cards that
happened to match a big card that
had been on display. Don Hinton
demonstrated a very strong Stuart
Judah card trick. Joe Papania also
performed an excellent card trick,
Jim Steinmeyer’s Nine Card Trick.
John Baylock performed an impossible effect with four balls on
two ribbons (the Grandmother’s
Necklace effect. Bill Winzig demonstrated Mark Wilson’s latest
card effect in which a spectator
selects a number between 1 and
52. Bill took the deck of cards out
of the pack and counted down to
that the number; the card matched
a card in a sealed envelope. Larry
Payne was the last performer. He
put imaginary silk worms in a
box and produced several silks.
Then the box produced two silk
worms that flew out of the box.
The judges determined that Bill

Pryor garnered third place, Joe
Papania was second, and John
Baylock was the first place winner.
—John Martini
Queen City Mystics, SAM
Assembly 11 generally meets
on the 2nd Friday of the month
at Haines House of Cards
in Cincinati, Ohio. Contact
www.assembly11.com for more
details.
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2013 Annual
Banquet

Dallas, TX— The Dallas
Magic Clubs’ annual banquet
was held for the second year in a
row at the Brookhaven Country
Club on May 13, 2013. The night
started with plenty of socializing, catching up with old and new
friends, followed by an excellent
buffet meal. The first order of
business was to award the second
Chuck and Joannie Lehr service
award, which was presented to
David Knight for his exceptional
service to the club over the last
few years.
Next, the club installed the new
officers for 2013-14. President
Mark Jensen stepped down to
introduce Derrel Allen as the
incoming president. Frank Seltzer
moved up the ranks to Vice
President, and Brad Ingle was
brought in as the new Sergeant at
Arms. Reade Quinton continues to
fill the role of Secretary/Treasurer.
The entertainment of the night
was provided by John Shyrock.
John performed a number of
effects for the audience including
his dancing hank, linking ringer
rings, bill to impossible location,
ring to impossible location, multiplying billard balls, and floating
table.

John Shyrock performs at the
annual Dallas Magic Club
banquet
After the performance, the festivities officially ended for the night,
but the Dallas Magic Clubs went
on to have a busy month. Activities
included a special lecture by John
Shyrock, and special screenings
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of two movies: Desperate Acts of
Magic and Now You See Me.
The Dallas Magic Clubs meet
every third Tuesday of the
month at 7:00 PM at Crosspointe
Community Center in Carrollton, Texas. Directions are at
www.dallasmagic.org.
Contact
Reade Quinton reade.quinton@
gmail.com (972) 4000195 www.
dallasmagic.org for more details.

lectured for us at RP’s Magic
Shop. What a great send off into
summer. —P.J. Pinsonnault
Dr. I.R. Calkins Assembly 17
meets the first Friday of every
month at 7 pm at RP Magic; 69
East Street; Ludlow, MA Contact
Rich Gilbert rgilbertmagic@
yahoo.com (413) 210-5725 www.
assembly17.org for more details.
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Magical May

Springfield, MA— Our
May meeting focused on silk and
rope magic. We had a great variety
of performances this month. Bob
Carroll, whose new book, The
World’s Most Famous Unknown
Magician and Ventriloquist, is
now on sale, started us off by
laying out a white silk and a white
rope before ignoring both and performing a card trick. The trick was
Stranger in Paradise. A card freely
chosen from a red deck seems to
be missing from the blue deck
that’s been on the table from the
beginning. The blue backed mate
of the selection was found pinned
to the bulletin board in the back of
the magic shop.
Peter Lennis performed a weird
divination of a playing card by
sniffing the backs of several cards
laid on the table. Jeff Pyzocha was
back and offered some worker’s
tips on the cut and restored rope. Pj
Pinsonnault performed Vernon’s
handling of Expansion of Texture.
Rich Gilbert performed a nice
silk routine involving a story of
Houdini escaping from shackles.
A silk with Houdini printed on
it vanished, and then reappeared
having changed. Houdini had
broken loose.
Finally, the pièce de resistance:
This was the night Tom Gentile
was born to be a part of…his
magnum opus. Tom stepped up
to the performance space with a
trunk and when he opened it, light
spewed forth and angels sang and
$4,000 worth of silks began their
walk of fame.
Tom showed us small silks, big
silks, a change bag, silks with
animals, silks with sayings, a
different change bag, silks with
messages, streamer silks, a third
change bag, blendo silks, a change
purse, a Niffen tube, a fountain
of silks with a baby chick in the
center, a Christmas stocking
change bag, silks that changed
into an American flag, and a silk
that represented poor dead Uncle
Bob.
The following week, Dan Garrett

Houston, TX— The May
meeting started with a teaching
session on the double lift hosted
by Frank Price. Rick Hebert, Jerry
Paul, Gene Protas, Kyle Hamsher,
and Mark Melchor all had different
styles that they shared with the
group. Frank stressed consistency
and a natural look in the handling
of your double lifts.
Dick Olson began the evening
performances by constructing a
magic square using a called out
number (70). The square totaled to
70 any way you could count. Johan
McElroy had a selected card end
up between two previously shown
Aces, just by waving them across
the deck. Rick Hebert performed
a series of magic revelations using
the four Aces. Indifferent cards
were then caused to change places
with the Aces, one at a time. David
Hinken was able to pull out three
selected cards from a mesh bag
after they had been selected and
returned to the deck.
Charlie Dodson had Miles Root’s
selected Seven of Diamonds
appear as a tattoo on guest Mark
Melchor’s
forearm.
Patrick
Messina had Marti Stein help out
in a Topsy-Turvy bottle routine.
No matter how hard Marti tried,
her bottle just didn’t seem to want
to cooperate. Chad Chesmark
performed a quick routine using a
single finger ring. The ring moved
from finger to finger and finally
vanished back onto his ring finger.
Randy Stulken had four indifferent cards that he changed one at
a time into Aces by just counting
them out.
Jerry Paul was able to find and
remove a selected card from a deck
that had been locked with rubber
bands. Kyle Hamsher showed
us how a selected card could be
found inside his mouth. It was not
handed out as a souvenir. Gene
Protas began by placing a ring
of chain with a large ring around
Marti Stein’s thumbs. Doing just
a couple of movements, the chain
was freed from the ring. Somehow
the Bermuda Triangle was

Silks and Ropes

in Houston

supposed to be involved in all of
this, but I don’t believe that much
of what was said was truthful.
Rick Hebert next assisted as cards
chosen by Marti were properly
discerned by Rick from across
the room. Three of four attempts
were right on. David Rangel used
old photos of shrunken heads
and guest Mark Melchor to share
an odd prediction. Mark’s photo
selections ended up matching
a prediction on the final photo.
—Miles Root
Assembly 19 meets the first
Monday of every month at the
IATSE (International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees)
Local 51 Meeting Hall, 3030
North Freeway, Houston, TX. A
teaching lecture begins at 7:30
pm with the meeting beginning
at 8:00 pm. Contact Miles Root
milesroot@aol.com
(832)
607-6678 houstonmagic.com for
more details.
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Dan Garrett
lectures

Hartford, CT— A great
lecture by PNP Garrett. His
emphasis was on new presentations of perhaps familiar stuff. He
started with the card-in-forehead
(pictured), and touched on such
effects as: gag production of a
“Toyota,” color-changing knives,
cards as “flatworms,” cereal boxes
on cards, the Godmother of All
Book Tests, transpositions, the
amazing jumping arrows/paddle
trick, a linking safety pin trick
called Grab That Pinhead, and a
double card-find at any number.
In the second half: Hartz, a lovely
trick with sponge hearts, Premonition Outdone, King Brain, a
couple of paddle tricks, and his
Inversions. His finale included an
excerpt from his two-man show in
Atlanta, and Epic Marked Down.
—Dana T. Ring

Dan Garrett has something
on his mind

Assembly 21 meets at Angelo’s
On Main, 289 South Main Street,
West Hartford CT 06107. Contact
Dana T. Ring dana@danaring.
com (860) 5239888 www.ctmagic.
org for more details.
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COMPEERS INITIATED

Los Angeles, CA— The
Southern California Assembly
22 meeting on May 20, 2013, was
filled with activity. Assembly
President Jim Callen began with
announcements about the magic
activities of various members and
the upcoming June 9 Assembly
awards and installation banquet.
S.A.M. National Treasurer Eric
Lampert, again visiting our
assembly from Philadelphia, encouraged everyone to attend the
upcoming S.A.M. national convention in July. Next on the agenda
was the election of officers to lead
the assembly for 2013-2014. Tom
Meseroll was unanimously elected
as our next assembly president.
Congratulations to Tom and all
newly elected Assembly officers.
The action then moved to the
area in our meeting hall set up for
the initiation ceremony conducted
in May of each year for new
members. The Southern California
Assembly has for its entire 82-year
history used the full form initiation ceremony. This ceremony was
developed by the S.A.M. national
council in its earliest days and
has changed very little since its
inception. As stated in the ritual
manual, “This ceremony, as a
whole, is intended to be a solemn
passage into the deeper understanding of what it means to be
a member of the S.A.M.” The
S.A.M. national council intends
the initiation to be the final step
in becoming a full member of the
Society. Assembly 22, as one of
the few assemblies that still use
the full form initiation ceremony,
conducts the ceremony complete
with robed costumes and regalia
as described in the ritual manual.
The ceremony provides those
initiated with a long-remembered
insight into the true significance
of S.A.M. and the importance of
their membership.
There were ten recently joined
neophytes
who
participated
in this ceremony. They were:
Bob Altman, Roy Ball, Howard
Hamburg,
Elena
Jacobson,
John Jacobson, Greg Johnson,
Harrison Lampert, Greg Quioan,
Jim Wilson, and visiting S.A.M.
National Treasurer Eric Lampert.
Eric participated to experience
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the historic initiation, which is
not used in his home assembly.
All of the neophytes successfully
completed their initiation and have
become “Illustrious Compeers.”
Congratulations to all.
Following
the
initiation
ceremony, a short break was
taken to enjoy the foods and treats
prepared by chef Bill Yamane,
to socialize, and to congratulate
the new compeers. The meeting
resumed with the new member
show. Our new compeers provided
a great show, with everyone demonstrating, in their own style,
a lot of talent as magicians.
Another most enjoyable evening
of magic at Assembly 22.
—Steven L. Jennings
Southern California Assembly
22 meets the third Monday each
month at 8:00 PM, St. Thomas
More Parish Hall, 2510 South
Fremont Avenue, Alhambra,
California Contact Ed Thomas
magicmred@earthlink.net
for
more details.
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New Officers Chosen

Washington, DC— New
officers were chosen at our May
meeting. Noland Montgomery was
elected president. Larry Lipman
was picked as vice president.
Dwight Redman will continue
as treasurer. Laurie Curry was
nominated as secretary.
During the performance phase
of our monthly meeting, regular
round-table performances were
done. Christian Vidrascu opened
with a slick four-Ace routine.
Noland presented an effect
designed for a young audience. He
showed three envelopes, claiming
each contained a prize. He put the
A envelope, which was chosen by
a helper, in his pocket so it could
still be seen sticking out. He then
showed envelope B contained a
prize for $500. The same message
was in envelope C, although
the prize was now $2,000.
Finally, envelope A’s message
declared the audience member
would pick A and the prize was
good for one round of applause.
Jonathan Walker delivered a card
to wallet effect in which a card
picked by Dwight wound up in
Jonathan’s wallet.
Dwight made a coin vanish
before causing it to show up in
a nest of wallets wrapped in a
handkerchief. He followed this
effect by inviting someone to pick
a card, a Queen, and to imagine
putting the card back in the deck.
He finally was asked the audience

member to pick a number between
ten and twenty. He chose eleven.
When he counted eleven cards
into Dwight’s hand the next card
turned over was his Queen.
Jim Flanigan invited Larry
and Matt up to assist him as
he pulled a long length of rope
through his body with silk scarves
still attached. Laurie showed a
Spiderman coloring book change
from black-and-white figures to
drawings that had turned into
bright hues.
Chanting the magic words
“shaka lacka boom boom,” Larry
produced three boxes of flowers
out of an empty bag and then
poured some more flowers out of
it. Matt asked a visitor to pick any
card from a deck and then coaxed
him to name any recent favorite
U.S. president. A gallery of photographs on a nearby National
Press Club wall included one of
Ronald Reagan holding a playing
card in his hand matching the one
Matt had his helper pick. Erik
Feinberg concluded the night
with a series of Tenyo tricks.
—Jim Flanigan and Laurie Curry
National Press Club,529 14th
Street NW, Washington, DC
20045 Contact James Flanigan
jflanigan@aol.com (202) 554-3775
National Press Club, Washington,
DC for more details.
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Coins and Cards as
Objects

Elmwood Park, NJ—
It was coin and card night at
Assembly 25, with coins and cards
being used as objects. It was also
“auction demo night” as President
Phil Schwartz dubbed it. Phil
conducted the auction of items
donated by Richard Bangs from
his late friend Meyer Lang’s collection. The auction raised $45 for
the club.
First up, Phil Schwartz performed
Spike through Coins, in a little
box. Then he did the Card Penetration Frame. John Mintz did
some parapsychology effects after
giving some interesting background on Dr. Rhine. Mintz had
Sean Burke think of one of the
ESP cards. Mintz placed the cards
into his jacket pocket. By the sense
of touch (he said), John removed
four cards saying he did not think
these were the card selected. Then
he had Sean reach in and remove
the only card left in his pocket, and
of course, this was his selection.
Items were auctioned after each
performer.
Richard Bangs was next,
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borrowing a dollar bill from Bill
Schmeelk. Rich folded it up real
small and produced a shiny silverdollar-size coin. Bangs then demonstrated the Audience Reaction
Tester, which he got from Bob
Little.
Ron Wohl then showed us how
Bill Schmeelk and John Mintz
were able to individually select
all the red cards and all the black
cards from a shuffled deck. Then
Ron did an unusual effect: Three
cards were selected and Ron folded
a sheet of newspaper into fourths;
with a pair of scissors, he cut
pieces forming the images of the
selected cards in the newspaper.
(Ron can be quite a cut up!) Seam
Burke showed us some different
card manipulation moves, and
then proceeded to produce three
milk bottles from a white silk
handkerchief.
Del Dixon did an Al Leech
effect in which Aces and Queens
changed places, followed by two
silk effects. One changed into a
sock, and another passed through
John Mintz’s cane.
Bob Delaney made a small glass
appear and then produced four
silver coins, which traveled to
different pockets, even penetrating one pocket, and then changing
into a jumbo coin for the big finish.
Afterwards, several members
stuck around and everybody
shared ideas and tips on tricks.
And now we have to wait a whole
month until we can do it again. See
you then! —Del Dixon
Assembly 25 meetings are held
the third Friday of each month
at the VFW Hall, 6 Veterans
Place, Elmwood Park, NJ
07407. Contact Phil Schwartz at
quackmagicphil@aol.com (973)
263-4419 for more details.
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Scripting Your Show

Atlanta, GA— Mark
Hatfield presented a very interesting workshop on scripting your
routines and your show. Mark
demonstrated with some of his
favorite routines how to go about
finding your best presentation and
writing it down so it will become
the same every time. He even did
two versions of his Ninja Rings
that he can present to different
kinds of audiences. Mark printed
out his information and gave
copies to the members so they can
study it and improve their presentations. Thanks, Mark, for a very
valuable presentation.
Mal Simpson started the performances by showing us a trick

that Ben Franklin might have
performed, since it had to do
with electrical energy. A card
was chosen from a shuffled deck.
Mal rubbed the card on his sleeve
to give it an electrical charge.
The cards were divided in half
with one half being face up. The
chosen card was not in that half.
Mal rubbed the other half of the
cards on his sleeve and the chosen
card was found face up in the
face-down half. Excellent.
Joe Turner showed us an effect
from the book Discoverie of
Witchcraft that involved beads
and cords. Joe had two cords and
three beads. The red bead was
threaded on the cords between the
two black beads. The cords were
tied onto Joe’s hand and when the
cords were pulled, the beads fell
off. How fourteenth century of
you, Joe!
Merritt Ambrose had a card in a
glass. Mark Hatfield guessed that
it was the Five of Hearts. Actually,
the card was Penelope and was a
Joker. When Merritt covered the
glass and made a magic pass, the
card became the Five of Hearts.
Earl South, our non-visitor
visitor, presented an exercise in
coins with eight silver dollars and
one brass coin. Lovely stuff.
Jim Driscoll showed us the difference between coincidence and
a remarkable occurrence. Jim
had two decks of cards, red and
blue backed. West Evans held a
deck in his hands and Jim held the
other behind his back. A card was
pulled from the deck and placed
face down on top of the deck
and the deck was cut. The decks
were then switched. The card
Jim had reversed was the Three
of Diamonds. West also had the
Three of Diamonds reversed (what
a coincidence!), but it was from
the other deck (that’s a remarkable
occurrence!). —Carol Garrett
Assembly 30 meets the second
Tuesday of the month at Piccadilly Cafeteria, I-85/North Druid
Hills Road, Atlanta, Georgia.
Contact Secretary Carol Garrett
carolmswiz@aol.com for more
details.
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An Evening of
Tarbell Magic

Indianapolis, IN— The
theme for our May Assembly 31
meeting was “My favorite trick
from Tarbell.” First, though, were
introductions of two magicians,
who “had gotten away from it for
awhile and were coming back” –
Jay Wehmeier and David Kirby.
Jim Croop, our emcee for the
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evening, started us off with his
version of Watch the Lemon from
Tarbell 5, a magical effect by Bert
Douglas that he adapted from
Lemon Crush, an early mystery of
Sid Lorraine’s. Jim introduced us
to two homemade cardboard cylindrical covers and their contents.
The first held a Champaign glass
with an orange perched on top,
the second, an empty Champaign
glass. With the help of Aaron Kalinowski, decked out in full teleportation regalia, the juice from
the orange was mysteriously teleported to the empty glass.
Taylor Martin, observing that
there is a lot of history in Tarbell
and talked of Tarbell’s mention
of Jean Eugene Robert-Houdin.
Taylor demonstrated his miniature
version of a torture device with
a magical box, a beautiful lady
(unfortunately represented by a
small block), and a sword. The
beautiful lady was symbolically
skewered and then magically
released unharmed. Jack Weigle
performed his favorite card trick
found in Tarbell 3, Nate Leipzig’s
Double Reverse. Both Jack and his
helper randomly selected a card

Aaron Kalinowski ready to
transport
from their half of a pack. When
the recombined pack was spread,
the selected cards were found to be
face up.
Mike Root used a rope to do the
Priests’ Necklace. He spun a tale
about a monastery, priests, and a
robber. Eventually the rope ended
up with evenly spaced pearls
(knots). Tom Winterrowd then entertained us with the Tarbell Egg
Bag (Volume 2), which he claimed
to be seventy-three years old, and
we believed him. The routine had
to do with a test of imagination.
First imagine the empty bag full
of hay and then a hen. As anticipated, he eventually produced the
egg. And as not anticipated, Tom
mentioned that it must have been
a bantam hen as he reached in and

produced as second smaller egg.
Phil Dubbs, proceeding with the
educational portion of the evening,
taught us how to do the Chinese
Tape through the Neck from page
324 of Tarbell 6. We used ropes
that he had passed out. He then
patiently walked through the steps
of the effect multiple times until
we all got it. —Dale Benson
Assembly 31 meets the first
Monday of the month at 7:00 pm.
If the first Monday conflicts with
a holiday weekend, we postpone
the meeting by one week. Unless
otherwise
announced,
the
meeting location is the Irvington
United Methodist Church, 30
Audubon Road, on the east side
of the city. Contact Taylor Martin
kazoo23@aol.com (317) 413-1320
www.sam31.com for more details.
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Good Mix of

35

TOO TIRED TO PERFORM?

Poughkeepsie,

May Magic

Lynchburg,

and red silks that magically
blended together. He also had a
prediction routine using three
colored envelopes, which he
taught after performing it.
The evening’s entertainment
finished with Bob Wallin presenting his handling and ending of
the Zombie Ball routine and his
own improvement to the Zombie
gimmick. Afterwards, Bob played
a DVD of Al Schneider’s impressive handling of the Zombie.
—John Jennings
The Hersy Basham Assembly 32
meets the third Tuesday at 7:00
p.m. at Tharp Funeral Home, 220
Breezewood Drive, Lynchburg,
VA. Contact John Jennings investigatefie@aol.com (434) 851-6240
for more details.

VA—

Assembly 32’s May meeting was
a good one. President Patrick
Hubble called the meeting to order
and after a couple of brief business
items, it was on to the magic. A
featured activity was holding the
short form initiation ceremony
and oath for our newest member,
Mike Kinnaird. The ceremony
was led by S.A.M. State Deputy
John Jennings and witnessed by
members Patrick Hubble, Bob
Wallin, Glen Rae, Bob Staton, and
Greg Coudoures.
There wasn’t a set theme this
month and attendees were free to
perform any magic they brought.
Mike Kinnaird got things started
with his nice handling of a Three
Card Monte routine or as Mike
called it, “follow the lady.” He had
a very clever line about why you
never do a “One Card Monte.”
John Jennings shared a card
trick based on Jim Steinmeyer’s
9-card Problem principle. Glen
Rae also got in on the cards with
an effect in which a selected card
is whispered by a spectator to the
next person followed by a couple
more whispers while Glen was
away in a corner. Somehow, Glen
must have heard the name of the
card with a really big ear (you had
to be there). Glen also performed
a mental effect that involved the
naming of a city, a movie star,
and a dog’s name. It was based on
the one-ahead principle, but Glen
added a brilliant touch by have
participants sign their names at
the bottom of the slips of paper on
which the choices were recorded.
Bob Staton performed with white

NY—

Nothing gets the old magical juices
flowing like an hour-long discussion about upcoming assembly
elections. From the duties of the
various positions, to moving our
assembly forward in the new era
of magic, it seemed like few stones
were left unturned. Our upcoming
benefit show, which will be just
a memory by the time this sees
print, was also discussed. Thanks
to Ryan Dutcher for hosting the
pre-show rehearsals. Although
many members wanted continue
to discuss income statements, cash
flows, and other business issues, a
few members decided performing
magic was necessary as per our
bylaws. Unfortunately everybody
was so exhausted from various
discussions they had no energy to
perform. Thankfully our theme
of the night was “Self-Working
Tricks” so members didn’t have to
work very hard.
Terry Morgan received assistance from Kevin Manning as he
performed an effect taught to him
by George Sands. Mike Bochar
helped Terry with his next trick,
a favorite from Mark Wilson.
Andy Weintraub showed us a
wonderful effect using a balloon
and various bottles and tubes.
Derrin Berger, as usual, actually
read something in a book and blew
us away with his performance!
Frank Monaco and Terry assisted
Derrin as he put all of our jaws
on the floor. Thanks to everybody
who was able to get up the energy
to do a little self-working magic.
—Craig Kunaschk
Al Baker Assembly No. 35
(usually) meets at 7:30 p.m. on the
second Tuesday of the month at the

Milanese Italian Restaurant, 115
Main Street, Poughkeepsie, NY
Contact www.compumagic.com/
sam35 for more details.
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“Super Abilities” on
Mentalism Night

Denver, CO— Outstanding member Gregg Tobo put
together a delightful May meeting:
Mentalism is Magic performed
by those with “Super Abilities.”
Officer Andrew Bates brought
along his super abilities in the form
of a box of unique toys. Members
Jeff Wake, Bruce Erickson, and
Tom King were invited up to select
a special toy from a bag that was
hidden among the boxed treasures.
Each of these special toys had a
number on it; remarkably, when
added up they equaled the same
number, 1647, which had been
predicted in advance.
Super abilities abounded when
Rich Nakata showed he could read
just the mind of a volunteer when
asked to select a card from a deck
and to just think about it. He successfully elected to use the brain
of the ever-ecstatic Marty Jewell;
he named her card without hesitation. He later credited Thompson
and Rutledge for their instructions
on the two-minute card code from
their 1969 book Between Two
Minds.
Delicious snacks were served by
our treasured life-time member
Kitty Spangler; these were
followed by Host Tobo’s effect
devoted to his love of books.
Member John Loung was asked to
select a page from a book called
A Book of 10,000 Dreams, which
was set aside. With the use of his
fast skill obtained from years of
book knowledge he was able to
repeat the words written there.
Gregg went on with the help
of mentalism enthusiast Larry
Betz and Marty. He performed a
wonderful effect called The Power

Mark Strivings volunteers:
Jerry Stoll, Lindsey Smith, Jeff
Wake and Bruce Erickson
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of Money written by Patrick Page
and Ken deCourcy and then graciously taught it and provided a
book list.
Last up was member and professional mentalist Mark Strivings.
His fast wit and mind-blowing skill
in performing an array of comedy
mentalism was cherished by all
including me, Secretary Elstun,
and President Chad Wonder. He
ended this fun evening by using
the help of four unsuspecting
men: Jerry Stoll, Lindsay Smith,
Bruce Erickson, and Jeff Wake.
The men were seated in chairs
and then handed envelopes that
they could decide to keep of give
to another. Their decision making
proved to be hysterical. Of course
when they opened the envelopes
the prediction number was before
our eyes in the form of Pi; to top
it off, they were color coded to
go with the chairs that they had
randomly selected. Amazing
“super abilities” no doubt!
—Connie Elstun
Assembly 37 meets the second
Thursday of the month at the
Riverpointe Senior Center in
Littleton
Colorado
Contact
Chad Wonder chad@Idomagic.
com (303) 933-4118 www.
milehighmagicians.com for more
details.

47

May 2013 Election
Results

Rochester, NY— It was
the time of the year to pick out
the new leader; with a run-off
election, new member J.P. Lacey
was elected president. Also
elected were Nick Young – Vice
President, Jeff Blood – Treasurer,
and Mike Ihrig – Secretary. Magic
was shared by several of our
members: Dan Grayson performed
the broken and restored toothpick
(under handkerchief); J.P. Lacey
got us mixed up with pairs of fruit
(apples and oranges), which oddly
came out even; Vern Massey
made a selected card invert itself
in the deck; Nick Young linked
two mints (tasty); REM taught his
version of the Woody Aragon trick
he named Ditch It; John Adams
told bunny puns he uses at the Renaissance Fair; Brian Nadworny
showed us a solid deception deck
made by his uncle before Paul
Harris: Don Aman performed the
mis-made jumbo $500 bill; and
Mike Ihrig displayed two neat
books: The Magic Show (pop-up
book) and Illusionology. A fun
time was had by all.
We are looking forward to new

ideas in the coming year and the
end of the year picnic in June.
Have a safe and magical summer!
—Mike Ihrig
Assembly 47 meets the third
Tuesday of every month September
– May at 7pm at St Joseph’s
School, 39 Gebhardt Rd, Penfield,
NY 14526 For more information,
contact: Mike Ihrig ihrigmagic@
aol.com www.sam47.com Contact
Mike Ihrig ihrigmagic@aol.com
(585) 377-1566 www.sam47.com
for more details.

51

Magic from Books and
Magazines and Flowers!

Peoria, IL— President Jerry
Tupper opened our April meeting,
by introducing guests and giving
a briefing on the public shows. VP
Rodney Nordstrom briefed us on
the riverfront shows this summer.
Our theme was “Magic from
Books and Magazines.” Michael
Seyfert wanted ropes tied together,
but ended up with ropes tied to
a box of Tide. Regis Kormick
described a card prediction that he
likes from Magic Digest. Michael
Baker performed The Great Rope
Trick from Magic Digest.
Grant Golden began by demonstrating and then teaching
The Jumping Bands. He then did
likewise with Copper and Silver
Coins in a Hanky. Finally, he
brought three people up and tied
them together with long ribbons,
only to have them magically
penetrate through all the helpers.
Mike Tate described a book by
Paul Winchell, from which he
learned his skill at ventriloquism.
Mike’s “distant voice” is one of the
best I’ve ever heard. Jay Zentko
showed us The Piano Trick from
Scarne on Card Tricks. Alan
Broomfield reminded us all of the
great information found in Royal
Road to Card Magic.
Flowers That Bloom with a
Spring was our theme for May.
President Jerry Tupper opened the
May meeting. We heard reports on
the recent public shows, as well
as the Abracorndabra convention.
Mike Tate began the entertainment portion with some of his
excellent ventriloquism. First was
his dummy, Dr. Odd, who looks
oddly like Fats from the movie
Magic. Dr. Odd sang songs by
Tiny Tim and Willie Nelson.
Grant Golden showed a version
of thirteen cuts, and then a
Christmas card version of Will
the Cards Match? Although not
Christmas, he had recently come
across this set of cards, which
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worked nicely for the trick. Jerry
Tupper told a story for Mother’s
Day, which worked into a color
changing rose. This was based
on an idea by Ed Solomon. CJ
Diamond was next, presenting
this month’s mini lecture on the
making of spring flowers. He took
us through the whole process from
locating the proper materials to
folding the tissue, to cutting and
bending the springs, to assembling
the various parts into some really
nice paper flowers. The process
is time-consuming, but not at all
difficult, and has the advantage
of customizing one’s own spring
flowers for color selection, size,
shape, etc. It is a nice skill to have!
—Michael Baker
Assembly 51 meets the third
Monday at 7:00pm at Schnucks
Grocery - In Contact Michael
Baker at 205-612-3696 or
themagiccompany@aol.com
or
visit http://peoriamagicians.com/
for more details.

52
APRIL SHOWERS BRING
MAY FLOWERS

SAN ANTONIO, TX— May
2, 2013, Brother John Hamman
Assembly 52 held its monthly
meeting at LaMadeleine Restaurant. We had sixteen in attendance. Welcome to guest Kurt
McClain. Starting off the open
performances tonight was Michael
Tallon, who in keeping with
tonight’s theme, performed the
Crystal Casket. Ray Adams did
two effects: Hot Rod and WOW,
followed by Dwayne Stanton’s
version of Dice and Change. Doug
Gorman performed an effect titled
Mental Marriage and Ed Solomon
produced a flower in a jumbo card.

John Dahlinger entertaining
Assembly 52 with a Close-Up
Show
We had election of officers
tonight. Congratulations to the
new slate of officers for 2013-2014:

Don Moravits – President, John
Dahlinger – Vice President, Doug
Gorman – Secretary/Treasurer,
and Geoffrey Sadowski – Sergeant-at-Arms.
John Dahlinger provided a great
close-up show for us tonight. He
did several coin and card effects.
Highlights included his signature
Coins and Cylinder routine; a torn
and restored card trick, in which
the restored card was mis-made;
and several Matrix routines, culminating with the production of a
giant Chinese coin. Thanks, John,
for a wonderful show.
Door prize winners tonight were
Doug Gorman, Michael Tallon,
Ray Adams, Dwayne Stanton, and
Joe Libby.
Brother John Hamman Assembly
52 meets at 7:30 p.m. on the first
Thursday of the month at La
Madeleine Restaurant, located at
722 N.W. Loop 410. The restaurant
is inside Loop 410 on the access
road between Blanco Rd. and
San Pedro. For more information,
contact douggorman@att.net.

59

All About
Cards

Portland, OR— The April
meeting of Assembly 59 was all
about cards. In fact, it was our
annual card contest, sponsored
by Dave’s Killer Magic Shop in
Vancouver, Washington. The
card contest celebrates the most
entertaining card tricks and is in
honor and memory of Assembly
59 member Leo Haglund. The
packed audience of more than
forty members and guests was
entertained by ten performers and
two hosts, Tom Cramer and David
Lemberg. The contestants for the
card contest were Donnie Beeler,
Mel Anderson, Tom Waldrop,
Larry Seymore, Mark Barrett,
Dan Waterman, Jay Fredrickson,
John Edsall, John Stevens, and
Bob Eaton. Our panel of judges
had a tough choice, but finally
awarded second place to Mark
Barrett in his Rusty the Clown
performance and first place to Dan
Waterman for his “stressed out,”
chain-smoking magician, who was
frustrated with all of the demands
on the modern card man. All in attendance agree that the magic was
both amazing and entertaining.
—Danny Schreiber
Assembly 59 meets on the fourth
Wednesday of each month
except
July/August/December
at The Beaverton Elks, 3500
SW 104th, Beaverton, OR
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88
The History of

97005. Contact Glen L. Bledsoe
g l e n b l e d s o e @ m a c .
com
(503)
967-9151
www.sam59portland.org for more
details.

Magic, lecture

69
Al Lampkin
Lecture

Bakersfield, CA— On
February 18, 2013, we hosted a
lecture by comedy magician Al
Lampkin. This was an awesome
lecture that had something for
everyone. He presented effects
that were simple yet played big on
stage. Our club has both amateur
and professional magicians and
everyone said they walked away
learning either something new
or how to improve old effects to
make them new. Club member
Charles McCall said, “It was one
of the best lectures the club has
had.” I personally took tons of
notes and loved how Al simplified some effects that I thought
were complicated, such as Cards
Across. He presented it in a way
that there is no way you can flash
to the audience. This lecture was
very well put together and entertaining at the same time. I would
highly recommend having Al
lecture for any club, and can’t wait
to have him back. —Chris Lopez
Assembly 69 meets at East Bakersfield Veterans Hall, which is
located at 2101 Ridge Road, Bakersfield, CA 93305 Contact Chris
Lopez chrislopezmagic@yahoo.
com (661) 496-8160 for more
details.

77

Fast & Direct Magic at
the Mystics

Massapequa, NY— Due to
TJ Tana’s busy schedule as a professional magician and student,
our typical Challenge Night went
bye-bye, so I took over for a bevy of
great magic that either was “quick
and visual” or “most memorable.”
It went fast like lightning.
I began with a real worker from
Brother John Hamman called,
The Pinochle Card Trick. VP
Phil Levy took the stage with two
rope and ring effects that were
instantly effective. New member
Bartholomew Simpson loves performing his routine called Steal, in
which a selected card travels from
one packet that a spectator holds
to the other packet that was in his
hands.
(Our group The Mystics not only
has a Facebook page but now

President John Lepre lays his
cards out on the table
boasts a closed group page on
Facebook just for members only.
Now Bart and anyone else who
would like to share info on a trick
or routine that they presented can
safely post the info and even a
clip of the routine without fear of
exposing it to the public eye.)
Okay, now back to the evening.
Bill Gleason, shared a coin and
string effect called Houdini Coins.
Jeff Spiller showed one of his
faster card routines. Linda Robbins
showed us Juan Pablo’s Bare Hand
Bill Production and a smart phone
card prediction as well. Allan Rubenstein presented a rope trick
that was so fast. Full-time pro
David Levitan showed a slew of
fast card effects ending with the
discovery of a four of a kind.
Noteworthy is that John Lepre
will be stepping down as our
president. He performed JC
Wagner’s Supercloser with a
few additions that fooled a lot of
us! Well played, Mr. President.
Also featured this meeting was
Mike Maione with his new
and amazing tool for mentalists called Diary Presage. Using
an ordinary planner for keeping
track of important dates, Mike
determined a saying that Linda
was thinking about. I feel that
this effect designed by Mike and
Paul Romhany is going to be a big
hit. Zach Mandel showed us why
he reigns supreme with a deck of
cards and our Sergeant-at-Arms
Bob Weinowitz closed with his
eating the air of two balloons.
(You have to see and hear it!) See
you at the diner. —Lou Johnson
Long Island Mystics Assembly
#77 meets at 7:30PM on the
second Monday of the month
at The Community United
Methodist Church. Contact Lou
Johnson loucircus@aol.com (516)
5992612 www.limystics.org for
more details.

Ann Arbor/Ypsilanti, MI—
Paul Nielsen owner of Wunderground Magic Inc. in Clawson,
MI, gave a very interesting
lecture on the history of magic
for our May meeting! Before Paul
gave the lecture, one of his store
employees, magician Joshua Jay,
showed some of the magic supplies
from the store to sell afterwards. It
seems May is going to be Magic
History Month, at least for the
Ann Arbor Magic Club, because
on the 18th a trip was planned to
the American Museum of Magic

Jack Markley tries to lift the
Light-Heavy Box with Paul
watching
in Marshall, MI. (The first time
I had ever been there.) An added
bonus for our meeting was Ray
Belz of Ring 1 in St. Louis, MO (a
friend of member Jim Folki) with
a lot of collectable magic that he
had acquired over the years, most
of which would be very hard to
find nowadays. A very nice way
to start off our Magic History
Month! —Randy A. Smith
Hank Moorehouse Assembly 88
second Wednesday at 7PM Faith
Lutheran Church, 1255 East
Forest Ave, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
Contact Randy A. Smith randy.
remarkable@gmail.com
(313)
562-3875 www.aamagic.org for
more details.

94

Thumb Tips
and More

Silicon Valley, CA— For
our May Learners’ Workshop, Phil
Ackerly taught a vanishing and
reappearing match he has used
for forty years. A thumb tip was
involved. We also had an interesting discussion of the real, personal

impact our magic sometimes has
on people.
We enjoyed a visit by Roy
Porfido and Larry “Zappo” Wright
from nearby Assembly 112. Roy
told us about his past experience
with school shows and the magic
summer camp that he runs. Then
he started the performance part
of our meeting by proving he
predicted how many pairs of cards
from a shuffled deck would be
color matches. Zappo showed a
silk with printed top hat and had
it inspected by Bill Benson. Bill
Goldman reached into the silk and
pulled out a rabbit silk. The rabbit
disappeared to reappear in Bill’s
sleeve.
Phil Ackerly performed a Thumb
Tip Blendo and a routine with a
message that developed as a piece
of paper was folded and unfolded.
He made a silk disappear and
reappear in Twinkie Dee Star’s
sleeve. Bill Benson caused blank
cards to change into face cards.
John Jones had a card selected by
Zappo and returned to the deck.
He cut the deck several times but
each cut showed a back – just
backs on both sides. Finally all
the cards turned face up except
the chosen one. Bill and John got
feedback and suggestions on their
routines.
Kim Silverman demonstrated
an ancient Druidic device. A
bill borrowed from Bill Benson
vanished in a flash of fire and
was found, somewhat burnt, in
a green pepper chosen by Susan
Zeller. Repeating the experiment,
Twinkie signed the bill’s remains
and Zappo selected an egg. A flash
of fire, and the bill appeared in
the egg. The signature and serial
number proved his success.
Bill Goldman closed with some
very funny stuff with a red balloon
and a series of great gags. He
showed an old deck of cards held
with a rubber band, mentioned
Twisting the Aces, twisted the
deck and the four Aces flew out.
The Aces were all face up, and
then face down. Then they were
the One, Two, Three, and Four.
Spectators each took a card and
returned it to a different place
in the deck. Bill shook the deck
and the cards popped out in the
order chosen, except the last card
was in his pocket. And he told
some wonderful personal stories.
—Joe Caffall
Assembly
94
does
not
currently
have
a
regular
meeting location. Please email
jocaff@pacbell.net for information about an upcoming
meeting.
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95
Ray Roch’s

Impossible Box

Vancouver, Canada—

The May 2013 meeting was
held at the home of Ray Roch
in Delta. Ray Roch presented
a
mini-lecture/workshop
of
his Impossible Box effect.
Before the lecture, Anthony
Young showed different variations
of stars created from an elastic
band between his fingers. He
then showed that the elastic itself
was a star-shaped elastic band.
Anthony, who just returned from
an extended trip to China, handed
out souvenirs of the star elastic
band to everyone, and a well-constructed red stiff rope.
Ray Roch’s lecture started off
by Ray teaching everyone how to
make a box out of cards, emphasizing that a good crease on the
cards is important. Ray said that
if you give these out as souvenirs
that people will keep them. Ray
then did a Chop Cup routine with

Ray Roch and his
Impossible Box
the box and a small baseball,
producing three wooden eggs as
a finale. Ray gave instructions on
how to load a box while building it,
and how to show a box empty, and
then load the box while opening it.
As a variation, Ray showed a
box made to look like a die, and
produced a pair of dice from it,
concluding with a finale of three
large dice and one large jumbo die.
This could be said about Ray’s
lecture: “Ray Roch’s thinking is
really outside of the box when it
comes to something so innocent
as a little origami box built in
front of you in a matter of seconds
out of just six playing cards. Ray
teaches how to quickly build, and
gives away his in-depth secrets,
which turns his Impossible Box
into a diabolical magical device
for producing, vanishing, and
switching. The moves that Ray
showed us could have only be
honed through years of perfor-

mance, but Ray is able to teach
us the artifice which makes the
impossible possible to master, and
completely adaptable to one’s own
routine and patter. Not only does
Ray give you a very magical and
entertaining routine that even
fools magicians, but he also give
you the ability to easily create an
instant cost-nothing working prop
anytime for yourself or a unique
souvenir for your volunteer which
that person will value and keep
forever.” —Rod Chow
The Carl Hemeon Assembly No.
95 meets the first Tuesday of
each month at members’ homes.
Contact Rod Chow rod@rodchow.
com (604) 669-7777 www.sam95.
com for more details.

104

May Day becomes Magic
Night in Salem
Witch City, Salem, MA—
On May 1, Len Lazar walked his
students on the wild side of card
magic, wrapping up the season’s
School of Magic lessons until
meetings resume in September.
A sad note was struck by the announcement of the sudden passing
of R.I.S.M.’s Ed Hill. Ed was a
friend of many and had been kind
enough to preside over Assembly
104’s Officers Installation Ceremonies last year.
Tonight, the officers who will
be installed at the East Sakura
Restaurant Banquet, in Salem,
on June 5, were elected with only
one change in the slate. They will
be President – Bill Jensen; Vice
President – Eddie Gardner; Second
Vice President – Rob Snider; new
Treasurer – Jay Fraser (taking over
for Kathy Forrest who honorably
kept the books for two years);
Secretary – Bob Forrest; and Sergeant-at-Arms – Jon Hubbard.
Good news filled the evening with
the announcement that our S.Y.M.
124 group had recently swelled its
ranks and were about to participate in a magical charity performance event for Boston Strong.
Good news on the SAMCON front
was also announced, with Eugene
Burger and Bill Abbott already
in place for our November 9 convention; Andrew Goldenhersh
has now signed up to complete a
terrific bill.
Our lecturer for this May
evening was Kainoa Harbottle
who has recently become an
inspired teaching presence in the
DVD issues of Kozmo’s excellent
Reel Magic Magazine. Kainoa’s
easygoing style and well-honed
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Kainoa and the secret of the
Faro’s burial
skills with coins and cards help
make his magic both exciting
and accessible. Kainoa provided
a generous supply of ideas for
coin workers, including a Fingertips Muscle Pass that highlighted
his handling of that venerable
sleight by bringing it into a more
deceptive position. Kainoa also
incorporated this pass into a wonderfully convincing illusion of
two coins being “magnetically”
drawn to each other. He taught a
wonderful opening coin routine
with several surprises, as well as a
killer Coins Across in which coins
appear to jump invisibly back and
forth between glasses held by two
spectators. Not to leave pasteboard
lovers out, Harbottle revealed a sly
notion or two about false shuffling.
His piece de resistance in that department is his Like Mike Shuffle,
a wickedly deceptive false faro
shuffle, influenced in part by a
Michael Close handling. This
one can serve as a very deceptive
utility move. We had a great night
and look forward to fellowship and
the magic of Shin Lim at the Installation Banquet.—Bob Forrest
Information on SAMCON and
Assembly 104 can be found at the
website. S.A.M. 104 meets on the
first Wednesday of each month,
September to June, 7 p.m., at the
First Baptist Church of Salem,
292 Lafayette Street, Salem,
Massachusetts. Contact Bob
Forrest
captainalbrightsq1@
comcast.net
(339)
227-0797
www.sam104.com
for
more
details.

110

After Meeting
New Cumberland, PA— The
month of May was a magical one
in the Harrisburg area, beginning
with a lecture by Daryl on the 5th
in Mechanicsburg, Danny Archer
on the 6th in Lancaster, Tim
Sonefelt on the 12th in Baltimore,
and Dan Garrett on the 14th in
New Cumberland. All of the
lectures were well presented and
provided the attendees a range of

useful effects. The Daryl and Dan
Garret lectures were sponsored by
Assembly 110.
Daryl’s lecture, titled “4F XII,”
was comprised of fourteen effects
that were all presentable in a
platform situation and many that
could serve as stage or close-up
presentations. Most effects could
be accomplished with materials
most magicians already have on
hand or can purchase from places
such as the Dollar Store. Effects
with paper napkins, rope, cards,
envelopes, dice, rubber bands,
and pencils were all presented in
Daryl’s usual smooth and entertaining manner and produced entertaining wonder in those in attendance. There was even a short
essay of magic theory concerning
what Daryl calls the “Effect-less
Method.” If you get the opportunity to see Daryl at any time, be sure
to take it. This lecture is certainly
worth your time.
Dan Garrett’s Forward into
the Past lecture contained nine
separate “tricks” with a number
of effects within many of them.
Dan’s major theme was “words”
and their importance. The way
words are used and their various
meanings shape the effect within
the observer’s mind. Combined
with a bit of acting and proper
staging a simple trick becomes an
unfathomable miracle. Some of
the highlights were: a book test, a
complete pocket knife act, paddle
effects galore, a mentalism act
that you can carry in your jacket
pockets that is great for stage or
close-up, coins and cards both
easy and intermediate, rubber
bands, and a killer, double card
at any number that must be seen
to be appreciated. If you get the
opportunity to see Dan Garrett’s
lecture do not pass it up. This
lecture is one you’ll remember.
Joe Homecheck, SAM Assembly
110 meets 2nd Thursdays,
7:00pm, at Doc Holiday’s Restaurant, Limekiln Road, Email:
Secretary@SAM110.com

112

Game Show
Night

Pleasant Hill, CA— Our
assembly’s first meeting at the
Veterans of Foreign Wars post
in Pleasant Hill turned out to be
a great one. Several members of
Assembly 72 from Sacramento, led
by President Dale Lorzo, showed
up to take part in the competition
of Game Show Night, the theme of
this month’s meeting. About two

Assembly News
dozen magicians attended.
Kara Ewing explained the
workings of Game Show Night.
A number of brown paper lunch
bags, each containing an unknown
magic prop to be used by the contestants in an impromptu performance, are set upon a table. Prior
to choosing a bag, each contestant must answer three random
questions. Any incorrect answer
results in the contestant being
required to perform a trick using
the contents of one of the bags. If
all three questions are answered
correctly, the magician performs
a trick using the contents of a bag
(yes, you read that correctly).
Eleven magicians signed up to
face the challenge, answering
questions about our local assembly
and then demonstrating a bit
of magical skill and ingenuity.
Two notable performances were
given by the first and second
place winners, Mary Mowder
of Assembly 72, and our own
Douglass the MagicMan.
Mary performed an entire
magical routine with a metal
ring and a rope. Mary’s mystery
prop was a ball and vase, without
the ball. She cleverly used the
vase to hold up the ring on the
table. Douglass later amazed
the audience with a shrinking
die routine that ended with the

including the Finger Jump, Band
through Thumb, and the Rising
Ring.
The off-topic magic portion
of the activities provided opportunity for several members
and guests to strut their stuff,
performing a grand variety of
effects and routines. Performers
included Dale Lorzo, Ric Ewing,
Tom Allen, Douglass Kovacich,
Larry Wright, Rod McFadden,
Bob Holdridge, Larry Impson, and
Mary Mowder. —Bill Marquardt
Diablo Assembly 112 meets on the
third Wednesday of every month at
the VFW building in Pleasant Hill,
California. Contact Doug Kovacich
douglassthemagicman@hotmail.
com (925) 435-4824 http://sam112.
com/ for more details.

115

Coin Magic

Charlottesville,

VA—

The meeting theme for May was
coin magic. Dan Hall started the
meeting with a teaching session
with the S.Y.M. members that
included a presentation of coin
sleights such as the classic palm,
the finger palm, the Bobo switch
and more. He also gave a demonstration of how these sleights
could be used to create magic
effects such as Three Fly. Dan
Rowan taught a series of techniques using a coin and silk, which
included a magical coin, silk, and
ring routine. Other effects shared
that evening included Wes Isle’s
Two Coin Trick, Coin through
Table by David Claus, Blackstone’s Dime by George Buckley,

Douglass the MagicMan
performs a shrinking-die
routine
large die multiplying into a large
number of normal sized dice.
Ric Ewing vanished a silk,
which reappeared in one of his
socks. Tom Allen of Assembly
72 produced and vanished a ball
and performed Hot Rod. Rod
McFadden changed a red ball into
a black one, and Zappo performed
a unique ring-on-silk routine.
Roy Porfido performed with Cups
and Balls, Jerry Barrilleaux used
ropes, and Bob Holdridge juggled.
The second half of the night’s
program began with the Trick
of the Month, presented by
Roy Porfido. Roy presented a
three-phase rubber band routine

Dan Rowan Teaches Coins &
Silk Routine
Rattle by David Feng, and a Coins
Across performed by Mark Davis.
Other in attendance included
Everett Anderson, Nathan Clauss,
and Landon Allen.
Contact Mark Davis (434962-3019) regarding time and
location. Contact Mark Davis
whiteoakcanyon@gmail.
com (434) 962-3019 for more
details.

118
Granite State
Conjuror

Nashua, NH— Assembly
118 has been busy performing and
planning events for the summer.
On May 18, we performed at
Camp Sargent for the YMCA

it is sometimes new again. He also
explained how Card-toon was one
of the tricks that changed magic,
which lead, as usual, to a lively
and entertaining discussion. See
ya at the meeting. —Ken Barham
Andy Dallas Assembly 120, meets
the third Wed. 7pm, (except Nov.
and Dec.) For location call Jim
Percy at 217-494-2222 or Ken
Barham Sec, 2318 Winchester Dr,
Champaign, IL 61821, 217-8415616 email: Kebram@aol.com

127

MENTALISM
WITH MATH

Wallingford,

Glen Riel performing at Black
Sword Estate
Healthy Kids Day 2013. Many
compeers from our assembly will
be participating in the Famous
Unknown Magician Convention in
Manchester, NH, on June 7th and
8th, which will include our annual
Magic Contest. Joseph and Kathy
Caulfield hosted our monthly
meeting at Black Sword Estate.
Assembly 118 meets on the third
Wednesday of each month at
7:00 p.m. at Black Sword Estate,
126 Perham Corner Rd Lyndeborough, NH 03082 Our venue
rotates, so contact us first. Contact
Robert Granville sam.nashua@
gmail.com (603) 505 8749 http://
sam118.com for more details.

120

A Variety of
Magic

Champaign, IL— We
opened the meeting with discussion of the upcoming Get-Together, which was last weekend. It
went off with very few hitches and
everyone seemed to have a good
time. I know I did.
Andy Dallas started the magic
portion of the evening with a
ring/rubber band penetration:
rubber band handcuffs. Jim Percy
and Ken Barham demonstrated
some variations. Chris Bontjes
showed his version of the signed
card appearing on the back of a
spectator as seen recently on TV.
Check our Facebook page for a
link to the video.
Jim Percy took the floor again
with Diction, Thought Bubbles,
Card-toon, and Name that Card.
Andy Dallas regaled us with a
story of Trick of Ten, one of the
oldest card tricks around, and how

CT—

Assembly member Michael Nabel,
a mathematics professor at Quinnipiac University in Hamden,
Connecticut, can always be relied
on to present unusual and instructive mental routines, often using
mathematical principles. The May
21st meeting was no exception.
The after-meeting theme was Math
Magic Night, and Mike presented
Lie to Me, an effect based on
binary arithmetic and set theory.
A set of eight cards was passed
out to three people. Each card had
six words written in either red or
black ink. Each person was asked
to mentally select one of the words
and then call out the color of each
of the six words on their card in
order. But when they came to their
selected word they were told to lie
about the color. When each person
had done this, the performer
told each person the word they
selected – and the color of the
word. Nabel explained how this
was done and was kind enough to
print a four-page instruction sheet,
detailing every part of the routine
so members could make their own
cards. He explained the words
could be changed for a particular audience. This was a unique
mental routine that should astound
any audience.
Before Mike Nabel’s presentation, guest Jim Roady showed a
nice variation on the Split Deck.
Using jumbo cards cut in half, and
using a pirate patter theme, Jim had
two spectators select a card from
each “half.” A prediction card was
set aside. The usual effect has the
two split cards put together, which
then match. But this time, each
card had both selections (the Four
of Hearts and the Eight of Clubs)
printed on one card! Of course,
the prediction card matched this
strange looking card – a surprise
ending to a standard effect.
Despite a small turnout, it was
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an evening of entertaining magic
and we look forward to next
month when prospective member
Matt Martin will be twisting some
balloons for us, in what promises
to be a fun evening on Balloon
Night. —Dick Hodes
Assembly 127 June, July, and
August meeting at Libero Pensiero
Italian Club, 91 Dudley Avenue,
Wallingford, Connecticut. Contact
Dick
Hodes
richardhodes@
att.net (203) 287-1635 www.
magicsam127.org for more details.

129

had to see it to believe it. Last but
not least was our favorite madcap
magician Dave Kloman performing the drooping rose and the
mental clock. —Beau Broomall
Assembly 129 meets the Third
Thursday of each month at the
Bay View Senior Center 2000
East Lloyd in Pensacola Florida
starting at 6:45 PM. Contact Beau
Broomall beaumagic@bellsouth.
net (850) 994-1060 www.
gulfcoastmagiciansguild.com for
more details.

131

Gulf Coast Magician’s
Guild May Meeting

Danbury Top Hatters-Up
Date

Pensacola, FL— Fifteen
members gathered this month
for our meeting of the Gulf
Coast Magician’s Guild. Nate
Nickerson led off the meeting with
a short business report. One of our
members, Jeremy Spurling, will
be graduating this month from
high school.
It was reported that Nate
Nickerson attended the Quidditch
World Cup games in Orlando. He
was performing his act in between
the games. He was not struck by
any flying brooms during this
time. It was discussed that we
move our public show to an earlier
date in October since there is so
much conflict with Halloween
festivities towards the end of the
month.
Nate performed one of the effects
from the John Carey DVD Handle
with Carey. He gave the DVD a
thumbs-up. Most of the effects
were easy to do but had entertainment value. Nate also demoed the
Coinvex 3 trick.
The monthly raffle of magic
items sent members scrambling for
tickets hoping the luck of the draw
would get them a few new tricks to
add to their routines. Brian Drake
did a teach in on the Acid Peek,
a pretty neat peek used in mental
magic that is much better than a
center fold. Nice one, Brian.
The theme for this month was
“Magic of Famous Magicians.” Up
first was Gene Burrell performing
“This” with flower productions.
Pretty magic. Beau Broomall was
up next performing the Slydini
Silks. Brian Drake, with Jeremy
Spurling assisting, performed a
unique mental type effect with
Jeremy holding his head down then
responding to silent commands
by Brian. When Brian raised his
hand Jeremy responded likewise.
The same effect was created by
a member of the audience. You

Danbury, CT— Well, our
May 20, 2012, meeting went
real fast.Tony Spiro performed
a David Corsaro card effect,
drawing a select card with the
person’s name on it. Great effect.
Bob Able performed a pop up silk
effect, which he caught in mid air.
President Magic Mo performed a
$1 to $5, to $10, to $20 and then
onto a fifty...cent piece. Cute but
effective. Vice President Magic
Marty performed a four coin
routine. He began with one coin,
and ended with four.
Our annual BBQ will be at Vice
President Magic Marty and Gail’s
home in Hopewell Junction, NY,
on Saturday August 10, 2013,
from 12 to 5 p.m. Our September
16, 2013 lecture will be by David
Corsaro at our Methodist Church.
It is a marketing lecture, “The
Business of Being Awesome.” —
Magic Marty Steinberg
Assembly 131 Danbury Top
Hatters, Danbury Connecticut
Meets the third Monday of each
Month at the Methodist Church
on Clapboard Ridge Rd Danbury
Ct. Contact Magic Marty 845797-8363, magicmarty@aol.com,
(845) 797-8363 for more details.

138

“Doug’s Law of Magic”
Unveiled

FORT WORTH, TX—The
May meeting of the Fort Worth
Magicians Club featured “Tricked
Out Tricks,” ideas for refurbishing old routines. Larry Heil,
club president, greeted members
and turned the meeting over to
Michael Stein, club vice president
and program chair.
Michael introduced the evening’s
“Totem” performer, Bill Irwin,
who began with a kid’s ball and
paddle. Bouncing it several times,
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Bill suddenly vanished the ball,
which he mimed throwing to
members of the audience who
threw it back into a small bag. The
third return, however, landed into a
grocery sack that Bill turned over,
exposing the now visible rubber
ball. Turning the sack over again,
Bill produced a large bowling ball
that crashed to the floor. He then
tied a rope into a four-foot loop,
and with a large ring illustrated
various magical “laws of nature.”
Passing the ring on rope to Doug
Wilson, Bill separated the linked
rope, illustrating “Doug’s Law,”
that no two objects can remain
linked without penalty of dissolution. Bill passed the “Totem” to
Ron Wilson who will bring the
“best of his best” to the club at the
July meeting.

Bill Irwin Illustrates ‘Doug’s
Law’
Michael opened the program
topic with his “Performing Artists
Skills Session,” exploring how
we might refresh old routines. He
shared video clips from his Six
Flags stage acts. Instead of first
vanishing a beautiful assistant
in his Temple of Benares, he
vanished a rabbit. Withdrawing
the swords, Michael opened the
top from which sprang Tracie,
a beautiful new assistant, who
jumped up, twirled around, and
landed in his arms. “Now you understand why I had to marry her!”
Michael confessed.
Michael then invited members
to share their own magical pieces.
Geoff Grimes performed his 3-D
sponge bunny restaurant routine.
Suggestions included adding
“eyes,” using a squirt bulb, and
creating some bunny personalities. Michael played a second
video clip of the Pendragons’
version of Houdini’s Metamorphosis, a revitalized and stunning
transposition.
Michael solicited suggestions
for other effects. Geoff sought
ideas for expanding the passépassé multiplying bottle routine
from the eight-bottle set to a
sixteen-bottle production. Bill
Irwin solicited commentary on
the paddle/ball routine. The dis-

cussion was lively and insightful.
Several members suggested we
continue the “Tricked out Tricks”
in future meetings. See www.fortworthmagiciansclub.org for club
information. —Geoff Grimes
The Fort Worth Magician Club
meets the first Thursday of each
month at 7:00 pm in the Tarrant
County College-Trinity River
Campus Energy Auditorium.
Contact
Geoff
Grimes
ggrimes1@aol.com (972) 740-3125
www.fortworthmagiciansclub.org
for more details.

148

M.M.M. (Mazda Mystic
Magicians)

Elmhurst, IL— It was time
for our yearly exchange-performance with the Mazda Mystics
of Elgin, IL, and they set a very
high bar indeed in terms of both
quality and quantity. Members of
Assembly 148 will really have to
be on top of their game during our
upcoming reciprocal visit.
Mazda President Jack Skalon
started things off with a five-card
repeat and then segued into an
impossible location effect, based
on a Paul Rossini item in Greater
Magic, but popularized for this
generation by Geoff Williams.
After Jack’s fine performance, Les
Wittekind repeatedly produced
brightly colored flowers followed
by equally colorful linking loops.
Next, Steve Mills did an excellent
routine called, Before we Start,
with a nod to Woody Aragon.
Steve was followed by a true
close-up wizard, Sam Monoco,
who stunned the crowd with dice
stacking, the Benson Bowl using a
steel ball, and a signed, folded card
to a small woven-straw basket.
Next, Kevin Sarnwick entertained us with a thought-of card
to pocket and his original version
of the Invisible Deck. Long time
pro Doc Morrissy did a trick with
Pepto Bismol (yes, you read that
right) followed by a marked coin to
matchbox routine. Don Bothwell
then added a unique touch to the
proceedings; donning a chef’s hat
and speaking in an Italian accent,
he performed magic with spaghetti
(rope) and meatballs (sponges).
To round out the program, we
had Bob Coluzzi (renamed Doctor
Spurlock for the occasion) who did
mental effects with both regular
and jumbo cards; then, one of
Mazda’s newer members, Ivan
Tzonchev, executed a bewildering series of changes and reversals
with a small packet of cards. All in

Assembly News
all, we had the pleasure of seeing
nine fine magicians, which may
be a record for a visiting club.
Next month will be “card night”
here at Assembly 148 and all our
finger flingers will, no doubt, be
showing their newest and slickest
pasteboard effects. The month
after, we will host a lecture by the
wonderful Nathan Kranzo. See
you all soon.—Tony Noice
Assembly 148 meets at the
Lutheran Epiphany Evangelical Church (downstairs), corner
of Spring Road and Vallette,
Elmhurst, IL Contact Tony Noice
noicea@net.elmhurst.edu
(630)
993-3740 www.SAM148.com for
more details.

150

You CAN Fool All

Fort Myers, FL — Easter’s
gone, and so are the unfortunate
guys who don’t live year-round in
fantastic Southwest Florida. Still,
the May meeting attracted twenty
wonder-workers and guests for
several hours of laughs and groans
(well, not every gag works). The
“business” of the evening was over
as fast as a Pendragons sub-trunk
switch. A sad announcement that
longtime member and former
Treasurer Don Brown had passed
away preceded a discussion of
possible lecturers for next winter’s
meetings. Then, President Tony
Dunn sat down – he’d somehow
banged up his knee – and turned
things over to Treasurer Dick
Payne to introduce performers
vying for a DVD prize.
First up, Jim Canaday showed
a pocket calendar that seemed to
have a chosen card on a spectator’s birthday date. (It well could
have, but is the effect – with its
mix of dates and cards – practical
for a group?) Jim’s handling of a
four-Ace revelation, done with
four Eights, was more effective.
Alan Banspack had a clever
item from Magic Wagon: a nicely

Jim readies a revelation

carved sarcophagus that secretly
tipped to reveal which differentcolored mummy was inside. In a
coincidence, Tony Chaudhuri had
brought a similar trick to perform,
but his Tomb of Isis had a prediction angle.
Chop cups come in all sizes and
prices, but Wally Feather showed
what you can do if you left your
expensive one at home. With a
Styrofoam cup and a ball made
by crunching up a dollar bill (plus
a PK ring), he did a routine that
could be truly impromptu. (Dan
Tong recalled a version that can
be made with the plastic cup and a
couple of inches of thread.)
Yurz Trooley (a stage name?)
offered a bit of mind-reading
called The No-Book Test, learned
from browsing a copy of Conversation as Mentalism during a slow
period behind the counter at Tin
City Magic in Naples. Practically
worth the slender booklet’s $30
cost, it requires memorization of
just ten words to discern which
one a spectator has in mind.
Despite a slight limp, Tony Dunn
won a buck from a sucker who
fell for a “cut deeper” force. Jim
Flaherty did an Elmsley count
routine with cards showing top
hats and rabbits, and “worker”
Matt dazzled all with a very fast
coin routine and his no-reel Ring
Flight. Tony Chaudhuri closed
with a flurry of new items from his
shop – a cute twisting-the-straw
effect and a thumb tip that pops
a flashbulb when an object disappears. —Don Dunn
Assembly 150 meets on the
second Tuesday of the month at
Myerlee Manor, Ft. Myers, FL
Contact Richard Payne, sec/treas.
richardhpayne@aol.com for more
details.

157

A Quarter Penetration
by Don Moody on “Money
Gimmicks.” The topic was so
big it turned into a mini lecture.
Several members also contributed.
Performances were emceed by
Eric Davis. Don Moody performed
a coin trick with a brass cylinder
and four quarters. Eric Davis
made a poker chip disappear; it
ended up on his helper’s shoulder.
The chip then vanished and reappeared in an empty bag. Jim Tate
showed his helper that he had two
coins in a bag. The helper chose
a coin, checked the bag for holes,
and the coin disappeared. He then
performed Hover Card, a floating
card routine. Ray Lucas presented
a six-card repeat routine using
$1 bills. He ended by producing
an over-sized dollar. He also told
members about a die on which
numbers are words to use with
Flippy Strip. Tom Chidester asked
which came first, the chicken or
the egg. He showed an empty bag,
produced an egg, and put it in a
bag. It vanished and reappeared
several times. —Judy Steed
The Mystic Magicians of Beaver
Valley (#157) meet the second
Thursday of every month at the
Towne Square Reataurant in
Beaver, PA. Contact Judy Steed
heyjude1943@msn.com
(330)
525-5389 for more details.

161

Money and Magic

Meeting Recap

Beaver, PA— President
Ray Lucas welcomed guests and
members of I.B.M. Ring 13 who
were meeting with us because
their date had been when Battle
of Magicians was in progress.
Financial report for the GPMN
banquet was a loss for each group
because attendance was low.
Riverside Fundraiser was financially beneficial to the club and
the school. A fun time was had by
all. Rich Howard had a hospital
stay and is recovering well. The
financial assistance changes were
approved and made final for bylaw
changes.
Teach and Learn was presented

Scotch Plains, NJ— We
are a little out of chronological sequence with our report this
month – this is about our “Teach a
Trick” night in January.
We had a fine turnout. President
Doug Thornton started with a
performance of Brand Name
Mash-Up, an effect he created
and which was published in the
December 2012 issue of M-U-M,
written up by Steve Marshall in
his column “I Left My Cards At
Home.”
Vice President Joe Sagarese
demonstrated a Michael Ammar
card effect that had three endings.
Next, Rich Bangs showed an ESP

effect that he performed once at
Fechter’s. Vince Mendoza fooled
us with Egg Salad Sandwich – a
card effect he created. (Ask him
why it’s “egg salad.” There’s a
funny reason!)
Charlie Mulrooney made his
debut on our stage with a topological trick. He had a playing
card with a flap cut in its center.
A spectator held the flap under the
cover of a handkerchief and when
the cloth was removed, the card
was somehow facing the opposite
direction. Matt Sawchuck brought
an invention – a device from the
future that predicted a chosen
card. Bruce Harpster performed a
card effect called Cupid’s Arrow –
an effect for a couple in which they
end up with the Ace of Hearts,
Cupid’s card.
Jeffrey Wetzel had something
different – a straitjacket! After
being secured inside it, he showed
us – and talked us through – the
steps to escape. Greg Ferdinand
performed Out of This Blah Blah,
a Jon Armstrong variation on the
classic Out of This World. It’s very
clever. Mike Lamparello was next
with a Paul Green effect from Out
of the Trenches.
Secretary Chris Smith closed the
night by performing several card
effects, including one very clever
card location. Chris also showed
the group how to set a Si Stebbins
stack from a brand new deck of
cards in two quick shuffles. We all
learned something new.
A number of us are excited
about this summer’s S.A.M. convention in Washington, D.C. If
you are not registered yet, here’s
a nudge for you to do so soon!
—Christopher J Smith
Assembly 161 meets at the Stage
House Restaurant 366 Park
Avenue, Scotch Plains, New Jersey
07076, 908-332-4224. We meet on
the second Monday of the month
Contact Christopher J Smith at
SAM-161@comcast.net
(908)
850-8765 http://www.sam161.org/
for more details.

170
Magic Marketing and
Classics of Magic

Colorado Springs, CO —
PNP Mark Weidhass gave us an
excellent presentation, sharing
his insights on how to be a commercially successful magician.
In other words: how to be paid
for performing the magic you
love. This was a valuable lecture,
filled with useful information.
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At our next meeting, we revisited
the classics of Harlan Tarbell,
Mark Wilson, and Joshua Jay.
Larry Scott demonstrated many of
the “lost” Tarbell Volume 2 magic
of cigarettes. Since cigarettes are
no longer in vogue, much of this
magic in now goes unseen. Larry
Mahan showed some simple card
handling such as the cross cut
force, and slip force. These led to a
rising card routine that culminated
with the last rising card suddenly
transforming into a human figure
(Tarbell Volume 5).
Valiant Pico fooled me with
a deck transformation (Tarbell
Volume 1) in which a chosen card
from a red deck was actually a
blue-backed card. To complete the
transformation, the rest of the red
deck also turned blue.
Dick Bowman had been amazed
at Joshua Jay’s Order out Of
Chaos and showed it. After three
riffle shuffles and many idiosyncratic shuffles, the Diamond cards
arranged themselves into perfect
order.
Dave Wintermute remembered
that one of his first Tarbell tricks
came from Volume 4, page 39.
From his bag, he pulled a cylinder,
two empty paper cups, and his
magic wand. He placed one empty
cup into the cylinder and the other
onto the table. He pulled the end
from his wand and poured in the
“invisible dehydrated water.”
After mixing with his wand, he
then removed the cylinder and
poured out fully constituted liquid
water from the cup.
Larry Mahan recounted that as
he searched Tarbell Volume 7, he
came across some unusual balloon
magic. He had three long, narrow,
inflated balloons that had been
tied into large rings. One he put
on his shoulder, one he held, and
the last ring he linked onto the
one in his hand. As we wondered
about this, he pulled the one off his
shoulder and it two linked with the
other two. Unfortunately he could
not do any “bang linking” because
the balloons were too bouncy.
This review of the classics
helps remind us how much fun
magic exists in the books that
we all have in our libraries.
—Dr Dave Wintermute
Assembly 170, Pikes Peak Prestidigitators, meets on the 4th
Tuesday every month in the
Community Room of the Sand
Creek Police Station at 4125
Center Park Dr. Colorado Springs,
CO 80916 – Come and visit when
you can. Contact Dr Dave Wintermute, bWintermute@juno.com,
(719) 494-0171, for more details.

174
May Meeting
Augusta, ME— Our May
11, 2013, meeting was a gas. Dan
Garrett’s new lecture wowed us
with huge amounts of practical,
wondrous magic. At the aftermeeting party Dan shared with
us stories of the professional
magician on the road. We had
representatives from several
magic organizations in Maine
at the meeting. We hope to have
many more meetings like that.
Everybody went away feeling full
of information. —Robert Rand
Assembly 174 meets at Kennebec
Church, 5 Glen Ridge Drive,
Augusta, Maine Contact Robert
Rand rand.robert30@gmail.com
for more details.

181

Magic and Music

Hightstown, NJ— May’s
assembly meeting was about
magic and music, literally. Most
of our meetings start with a member-led workshop on a topic of
interest. The workshop gives an
opportunity to members to share
their interests and expertise and
hopefully starts a spark of interest
in the members. Hank Strasser, a
man with a background in music
production and magic, a past
president of both Assemblies 181
and 4, presented this workshop.
ERYX, Hank’s magical stage
name, started with an explanation
of how music enhances a performance. If you have ever watched a
performance on TV with the mute
button on, you noticed right way
that the whole production falls
short.
Magic Mike assisted in the
workshop by performing the
section of his children’s show that
is set to music. The upbeat tempo
of the music complements Magic
Mike’s actions with the props.
ERYX completed the workshop by
playing samples of the music that
he likes to see used for various
types of magical performances. It
was a very interesting workshop
on a topic that is not often
discussed or demonstrated.
On a Sunday in mid-month,
several members of Assembly 181
performed in a fundraiser magic
show for Adath Israel Congregation. The show opened with
Ralpho doing his cut and restore
rope routine. Ralpho is a former
M.A.E.S. winner for close-up and
originality. ERYX brought along
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Hank Strasser
Kipper, the mind-reading dog, for
a performance. Dennis Thomas
closed the first half of the show
with a tackle box that produced
many varieties of flowers and his
story about the Shop of Many
Teas. Dennis left the audience in
anticipation of the show’s second
half by attempting to produce a
rabbit.
In the opening of the second half,
with a volunteer magician from
the audience, Dennis Thomas was
able to produce a live rabbit in
fulfillment of his earlier attempts.
The second half and show was
concluded by Jay the Magician entertaining with a large production
of colorful scarves and a live dove.
Jay concluded his act with disappearing flowers that re-appear in a
large Botania.
Joining an assembly gives you
the opportunity to meet many
talented magicians and to perform
at meetings and other assembly
events. Hope to meet you here
some day. —David Zboray
Assembly 181 of Hightstown
meets the first Thursday of every
month, September thru June at
the First United Methodist Church
187 Stockton Street Hightstown,
NJ 08520. Doors open at 7:00PM.
Contact Stephan Sloan lands10@
optonline.net (732) 757-5337
http://www.magicsam181.com/ for
more details.

188

Dollar Store/Difficult
Sleights Night

Orem, UT— May’s meeting
theme was Dollar Store/Difficult
Sleights. Bob Christensen opened
by changing both the faces and
the backs of five cards. Then he
did a clever routine with a cheapo
plastic Adams Ball and Vase that
utilized sleights more than the

usual gimmick. He then produced
four coins from the air and made
them penetrate the table one by
one.
Visitor
Mick
Kristofferson
showed
his
“counterfeiting
machine,” a plastic coin slide
that changed a red plastic coin
to yellow. Another visitor, Jason
Carling, did some nice manipulation with a finger ring that kept
reappearing on his finger. Not bad.
He says he has an online magic
shop at frogsandmagic.com. Steve
Dawson performed a Benson Bowl
routine using a cereal bowl, three
cat balls, and a light stick wand,
all from the dollar store, with a
plastic dog-toy hamburger finale.
Then, after failing multiple times
to find a selected card, a banner
dropped from his table to reveal
the selection.
Ron Carrasco (the dollar store
king) did a nice job with an “I’ll
Name Your Card” routine with a
dollar store jumbo deck. Walter
Webb attempted a “sit or stand”
envelope prediction using eight
spectators in chairs. Another
visitor, Keoni Chuang, did some
very nice sleights with a single
dollar-size coin, ending with John
Cornelius’s Coin That Falls Up.
His manipulation was first rate.
He then borrowed three one-dollar
bills and did a “one in the pocket,
two in the hand” routine.
Dave
“Magical”
Johnson
performed a book test using
seven dollar-store books. Kerry
Summers then performed his
jumbo fly swatter card sword. He
said it took him about forty hours
to perfect it. It looked great and
was a funny way to do the effect.
Al Lampkin did a very entertaining knife through coat routine with
a dollar store table knife, and then
Frank Bright performed a mental
effect using plastic disks that fit on
the end of a dollar-store flashlight.
His flashlight prediction matched
the disk chosen by the spectator.
Clever and unusual.
David
Goodsell
performed
George Hempel’s Be-Switched, a
transposition of a one- and a fivedollar bill. Next, Curtis Hickman,
our resident card expert, had ten
cards selected by ten different
spectators, lost all of them in the
deck, then produced them – in
order – in ten different ways.
His card control was frankly
amazing, and a delight to watch.
—Steve Dawson
Assembly 188 meets the second
Thursday of each month at the
Courtyard
Jamestown,
3352
North 100 East in Provo, Utah.
Contact Brian South Brian@

Assembly News
Teachbymagic.com
(801)
916-2442 utahmagicclub.org for
more details.

194

Dave Corsaro Lecture

Yonkers, NY— After installing new member Oscar Capel,
we were treated to an exceptional
lecture titled “Creativity and
Marketing” from David Corsaro.
David revealed a solid knowledge
of marketing (his steady job)
and how he has applied it to his
magic business. Along the way
he shared some very fine and
doable effects and a good number
of very practical hints for a better
performance. He stressed how
each effect should be suited to the
particular situation at which it is
performed, and noted the differences for those for whom magic is
a hobby, a part-time endeavor, or
a full-time craft. He also emphasized the need to “make it your
own, not a copy of someone else,”
and that the true measure of a successful show is if you are invited
back.
His opening effect was Mad
about You, in which he showed
a picture of his wife and himself
at their wedding and then asked
someone to name his wife. After
showing a whole deck with a
different woman’s name on each,
he turned over a previously tabled
card to match the selected name.
Next came Mallrats, in which,
using a unique force, a chosen
number of steps led to a predicted
store on the floor plan of a mall.
Wild Birthday is a fine adaptation
of Wild Card for kids, especially
in restaurants. He ended with
Getting to Know You, in which
you have to listen to your audience
and their selections.
The second half was on
Marketing Your Magic. Ideas – all
very well thought out – were given
on getting your first job, how to
scout out good locations, getting
to know the wait staff, and how
you can solve the owner’s three
biggest problems.
The hints he shared throughout
showed a great deal of thought
about small things that mean so
much, such as how to display
cards and have the volunteer show
his pick to the audience, how to
approach a table, and other things
that not enough performers think
about but that are key to a successful performance.
This was a lecture from which
everyone in the room benefited
and which showed a great deal

of thought. It was also accompanied by a very clear PowerPoint
presentation. This was a topdrawer presentation by a young
man who has given hours of productive thought to what he does.
—Fr. Dermot Brennan
Assembly 194 meet at 7:30 PM
on the third Wednesday of each
month (except July and August)
at the Catholic Slovak Club on
Lockwood Avenue in Yoners New
York. Contact James Stranges
magicjim1@optonline.net
for
more details.
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May Magic

Seattle,
WA—
John
Cameron was working on a very
funny routine called “In the Bag,”
in which he used a helper doll
inside a paper bag to help him
retrieve cards chosen by the spectators. John had some nice jokes
to go with the magic, which really
pulled the piece together.
Michael Jacobs presented more
of his great homemade props. This
routine featured a very nice clock
face stand that held cards around
the various numbers. Mike was
able to divine a spectator’s favorite
hour as well as predict what card
would be located at the selected
hour.
Roger Sylwester performed
a wonderful Egg Bag routine.
Roger had a lot of originality in
the routine; it was quite funny and
enjoyed by the entire club.

card was signed and turned out
to be the only non-blank card in
the deck. Ben used the device to
“rewind” to show how the trick
was done, however there were
no batteries, only a prediction
showing the chosen card.
Danny Dragon gave a great demonstration of his amazing sleight
of hand. He presented an effect
showing how he develops his hand
speed in which he was able to flip
over multiple Aces in the deck
as well as half the cards in one
quick motion. Danny combined a
Twisting the Aces routine with a
Triumph type routine into a very
nice combination.
Bill Murray continued to work
on a routine involving his ability
to detect if people are telling the
truth or a lie about a selected card.
Bill has developed some great
dialog to go along with his presentation. Larry Dimmitt presented a
great story line involving an old
police case. Larry had numerous
props to go with the prediction
effect and he was able to immerse
the club with his story telling.
Mark Paulson continued with
the theme of the evening (packet
tricks) and presented a quick
B’wave effect that was new to a
few of the members. Jim Earnshaw
presented an Out of This World
effect that was well received by
the club. —Jim Earnshaw
The Emerald City Wizards meets
at 7 p.m. on the first Thursday of
each month at a branch of the King
County Library. Check website
for location details Contact
Jim Earnshaw jimearnshaw@
live.com (206) 225-6715 www.
emeraldcitywizards.org for more
details.

206

Friends and Family
Astounded During April
Meeting

SAM Deputy Mark Paulson
and newest member Chris
Carlisle
Chris Carlisle presented a very
nice color changing card effect.
Chris showed the chosen card to be
red while all the other cards were
blue, however once a different
card was chosen it turned out to
be the only blue one. It was a great
visual effect.
Ben Eskinasi performed a very
nice prediction effect with an
oversized remote control device
and a deck of cards. The selected

Austin,
TX— Ukulele
playing, mind reading, ring
linking, and doves – Assembly
206’s April 15, 2013, meeting
featured all that and more. The
evening’s theme was “Friends and
Family,” and as the name implied
the meeting was open to anyone
who loves magic.
Emcee “Cranius Astounding”
(also known as Assembly VP Dan
Page) got the festivities started
with his ukulele ballad “Half of
Me.” Kent Cummins did magic
with blank cards, invisible cards,
and an original version of the
trick Penn & Teller called “The
National Magic Trick.” Assembly

Vice President Mike Brewer
performed several miracles with
coins, cards, and rubber bands.
Vintage posters, antique books,
small effects and large – these
were just some of the newly
acquired treasures on display
during the Assembly 206 meeting
in May.

Assembly Vice President Dan
Page served as master of ceremonies for the April Friends
and Family meeting.
Austin’s Famous Magic Auction
had just concluded a few days
earlier, and so members brought
their new acquisitions for an
assembly “show and tell.” The
gathered magicians also gave a
warm thanks to Trixie Bond, this
year’s auction chairwoman. Trixie
reported over 1,200 items sold
during the auction – including
some items that sold for more than
$500.
Among some of those auctioned
items on display during the May
meeting were vintage props used
for a Chinese magic show that
had been performed by the Great
Scott and Judy. The fabulous and
energetic Kent Cummins, who
worked tirelessly at the auction,
explained the props as assembly
member James Caldwell presented
a VHS video of a 1989 performance by the beloved magicians.
Kent then presented an original
poster of the Chinese Magic act
to Assembly 206 president Mike
Gold, who collects Scott & Judy
magic. Kent also announced that
the props themselves – including
an ornate Chinese lantern – were
to be presented to Mike as a
thirteenth anniversary gift from
Mike’s wife, Mary Cay Gold.
Gold, for his part, showed off
a wonderful vintage Blackstone
poster that he acquired at the
auction. A few assembly members
also demonstrated newly acquired
props and gimmicks. For instance,
member
Edward
Boswell
performed a card effect called
Color Triumphant from a Derek
Dingle book he purchased at the
auction. In the effect, Boswell
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Assembly News
magically transformed a deck
of both face-up and face-down
cards into a deck of only face-up
cards – but with a preselected card
reversed in the middle. Assembly
Secretary R.A. “Jake” Dyer
likewise performed a key bending
mystery he acquired at the auction.
—R.A. Dyer
Assembly 206 meets the third
Monday of each month at the
Omni South Park Hotel, 4140
Governors Row, Austin, TX
78744. Contact R.A. “Jake”
Dyer jakedyer@yahoo.com (512)
658-0017
http://sam206.com/
index.html for more details.

215

Dr. Robert A. Escher, Jr.

Louisville, KY— It is with
a saddened heart that I report
Dr. Robert A. Escher Jr., seventy-one years of age, Louisville,
Kentucky, passed into the next life
on May 3, 2013. Dr. Escher was
president of the Louisville Magic
Club for many years and International Brotherhood of Magicians
President in 2001-2002. He was
a member of both the International Brotherhood of Magicians
and The Society of American
Magicians and had a large part in
establishing I.B.M. Ring 64 (the
Okito/Lance Burton Ring) and the
S.A.M. Assembly 215 (the Mac
King Assembly).
Dr. Escher’s accomplishments
were many. Born November 2,
1941, he graduated from Butler
High School and received his
DMD degree from the University of Louisville in 1966. He
served in the Navy for two years
active duty and was a Lieutenant
Commander in the United States
Naval Reserve.
Bob was introduced to magic
when he was about ten years old,
watching a magic show performed
by Sherrell Nunnelley. Sherrell
was a close friend of Dr. Escher
from that moment forward. Other
magicians that Bob was mentored
by include Harry Collins, the
FritoLay magician, as well as Paul
Diamond and Del Ray. Bob has
worked with Lance Burton, Mac
King, Steve Bargatze, and many
others.
Bob possessed outstanding
magic skills and his personality
set these skills far above ordinary
magicians. His willingness to help
teach magic to anyone wanting

to learn, his unselfishness in
sharing his props and illusions,
and his warm, soft talk impressed
everyone who met him. Past Louisville Magic Club President David
Garrard delivered the broken
wand ceremony and stated, “Bob‘s
magic is done here on earth; it will
live forever in every one of us who
knew him and considered him our
friend. Now he will learn the real
secrets of magic.”
Dr. Bob Escher, I.B.M. Past
President, LMC president, orthodontist, mentor, and friend to
thousands is survived by his wife,
Sandy, three married daughters,
and several grandchildren. “We
have lost a very dear friend,”
Sherrill told me the day of the
broken wand ceremony. He was
right. —Tom Crecelius
Assembly 215 meets at various
dates during the month at
the Kosair headquarters on
Eastern Parkway in Louisville,
Kentucky. Contact Tom Crecelius
medimagic@cs.com
(812)
633-7875 for more details.

226

Video Night!

Williamsburg,

VA—

President Michael Heckenberger
called the meeting to order at 7:00
p.m. with fourteen members and
guests present. They were Tom
Armentrout, Chip Baggett, Bill
Baber, Steve Fuller, Alexander
Goldberg,
Amy
Goldberg,
Michael Heckenberger, Watt Hyer,
Steve Mains, Ron Grossman, Penn
Russell, Jim Tannehill, Philip
Thorp, and Harold Wood. Michael
called Chip Bagggett to the front
where he presented him with his
membership certificate in The
Society of American Magicians.
We are delighted that you have
joined our assembly. Welcome
aboard.

Our Newest Member Brandon
“Chip” Baggett
Alexander Goldberg, the assembly’s new librarian, announced
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plans to cull the library of
items that are not being used by
members. These will be disposed
of at an auction to be held at our
June meeting. Harold Wood
offered to add more free items to
the auction. Money raised will go
the assembly treasury.
The theme of this meeting was
DVD night. Watt Hyer chose two
DVDs from his collection. The
first was Legends of Magic. The
clips of performances included
Dai Vernon, Slydini, Houdini, and
many others. The second DVD
was Don Alan’s Magic Ranch, a
TV program popular in the 1960s.
What a great choice for assembly
members. Thank you so much,
Watt. Y’all come... —Phil Thorp
Baker-Temple Assembly 226
meets at 7:00 p.m. on the 4th
Wednesday (except December
and January) room 009, Williamsburg Presbyterian Church, 215
Richmond Road, Williamsburg,
VA 23185. Contact Phil Thorp
pthorp@widomaker.com
(757)
229-2329 http/sites.google.com/
site/samassembly226gmail.com
for more details.

263

Two Lectures in Two
Months!

Big Flats, NY—Wow, what
a spring we’ve had; two lectures
in two months. At our March
meeting we featured a lecture by
Ed Ellis, who is known as the man
with the fastest hands in the world.
He more than lived up to that name
here. Ed is a card worker primarily
and demonstrated his skills many
times during the evening.
He also enchanted us with a
few rubber band effects that
were workable by even novices
in the art. He was warm, witty,
and totally humorous throughout
the evening. If you get a chance,
we here in Big Flats highly
recommend catching his lecture.

Our April meeting was twice
as edifying, because we had the
pleasure of a double lecture,
Woody Aragon and Dani da Ortiz.
Both are card men and both were
giving us all a case of mental
melt down . Cards in their hands
seemed to change, not once but
numerous times. Aces thrown on
the table turned to Kings then back
again to Aces. It was impossible
to tell when switches occurred.
And though we all paid close
attention, it seemed they caught
us all sleeping. Both magicians
hail from Spain and both were
extremely easy to understand.
It was their magic we couldn’t
explain. We saw Woody again at
the MAWNY convention a week
later. (MAWNY is a one day convention following on the heels of
the 4F convention.) By all means
see these two magi if the opportunity presents itself. —Tim Cleary
Assembly 263 meets fourth
Monday at 7:00 pm at Hillview
United Methodist Church Hillview
Drive, Big Flats, NY. Contact Tim
Cleary at magictim2@yahoo.com
for more information.

266

Magical May
Merrymaking

Lakeland, FL— President
Jerry Kardos kicked off the May
business meeting, which was a
discussion of our Steve Reynolds
lecture coming up in August. After
banging out the details we moved
on to magic with Dean Bob Macey
demonstrating a use for Tom
Craven’s Keeper Card principle.
It looked like Beverly Kenemuth
had a free choice but Bob
somehow controlled her actions.
Next up, scribe Al D’Alfonso
showed off Max Maven’s Mind’s
Eye Deck and was able to
divine Bob’s thought-of design.
Beverly then took center stage
with her tale of a magical wizard
and the Key of Kronos,
another of Beverly’s magical
tales that came to life for the
crowd. Pres Jerry was back
with a key bending demonstration that would have made
Uri Geller believe. Al returned
with a show-and-tell item of
De’vos “Magicians Must Die”
comic deck. The backs of the
cards contained a graphic
novel about magicians, a neat
Dani daOrtiz getting help from
idea. Al also showed off an
one of the attendees

Assembly News
eye test in which he was able to
tell which letter from an eye chart
was selected.
Sensentional Sammy shared a
prediction effect in which random
numbers called out by the group
ended up being the same total
as his sealed prediction. Ravelli
shared some of his close-up set
with us which contained some
neat items. The highpoint was his
paper clip prediction that ended
up turning into a teach-in, during
which he showed us all how to
work it and some presentation tips.
If your summer vacation plans
bring you to Central Florida, be
sure to stop in for all the magical
happenings at Assembly 266.
—Al D’Alfonso
Jim Zachary Assembly 266 meets
the second Monday of the month
at 7PM at the Lakeland I-HOP at
Rt-98 and I-4 Contact Al D’Alfonso
keeper0499@embarqmail.com
(321) 437-3814 for more details.

274

ICE MACDONALD
LECTURE

BOCA RATON, FL —At our
May meeting we had an informative lecture by Ice. He has
performed throughout the world
and has been featured at the Magic
Castle. In addition to his magic he
gave us some excellent pointers.
He said you should always be
prepared to perform. The audience
assumes you have magic powers
and do not depend on props. He
also said you should look at your
audience not at your hands while
performing. Ice explained all his
tricks in great detail. He showed
us a beautiful torn and restored
card effect in which the restored
card is passed out for examination
after having previously shown one
of its quarters. His handling of all
his tricks was carefully worked
out. —Marshall Johnson
The Sam Schwartz Assembly

274 meets on the first Monday
at the JCC in Boca Raton, FL.
For information call Marshall
Johnson (561) 638-0043. E-mail
marshj4magic@aol.com.

277

The PMMC Has “Flower
Power”

Stroudsburg,

PA—

PMMC Has “Flower Power.”
Our third Friday meeting began
with some close-up magic to kick
things off the right way. S. Patrick,
Jordan Benoit, and Jarred Kraft
performed some close-up magic
before the business meeting began
to get everyone in the right mood.
After the business we got down
to our theme for the night “Flower
Magic.” Members were encouraged to perform with, or something
related to, flowers. Up first was
Jordan Benoit who showed us the
Coins through Hand routine that
he has been working on for some
time. It looks great and you can
tell he’s put some effort into it.
Next up was Ryne Gade with one
of the cheesiest, and funniest, Professor’s Nightmare rope routines I
have seen in a long time. Ryne has
a talent to be naturally funny and
it shows with this one. Good job!
S. Patrick was up next with
a football-related routine. He
had a poster board with twelve
different NFL team logos in a big

Stephan Gathings Routine
Finale

circle. A spectator was invited to
randomly pick a team logo, and
spell it around the circle a number
of times. He randomly landed on
the “Fleur De Lis” which is the
logo for the New Orleans Saints.
S. then showed that his prediction matched perfectly and it was
indeed a “fleur” trick as per the
theme, albeit a bit stretched.
Jimmy Pagan was up next with
an effect he bought specifically
for this night. Salvador Sufrate’s
Flower Power from Bazaar De
Magia was a hit. A single bud
flower was produced from an
empty silk, changed color, and
then morphed into a blooming
bouquet. This was especially cool
for Jimmy who speaks Spanish to
learn a trick from a DVD produced
and narrated in Spanish.
Jarred Kraft was up next and
was up to his wacky tricks again.
Jarred proceeded to show us a red
Chinese envelope and a deck of
cards. He had a card chosen and
then with nowhere to place the
envelope in plain sight so no one
would mess with it, he decided to
hammer a nail into his nose and
hang it on the nail by the string
connected to the envelope. After
a magic pass, the envelope was
opened and shown to contain the
chosen card.
Stephan Gathings was our last
performer and he put together a
complete seven-minute routine set
to music, which saw a drooping
flower, bottle vanishes, bottle
productions, and ending with
a thank-you banner on an open
umbrella. A lot of thought went
into this. Great job Stephan!
—S. Patrick Toman
Assembly 277, Pocono Mountains
Magic Club meets on the third
Friday each month at the “Art
Space Gallery” (18 N. 7th St.
Stroudsburg PA. 18360) S. Patrick
- Damagician@verizon.net - (570)
242-6821. Contact S. Patrick
Toman damagician@verizon.net
(570) 242-6821 www.pmmc.webs.

com for more details.

292

Trade of the Tricks!

Greeley, CO— The first
annual “Trade of the Tricks” swap
and auction meeting was held
on Ma7 25, 2013, with five club
member sellers offering magic at
bargain prices. The magic fell into

Buyers and Sellers
these categories: (a) “I’ve got two of
these.” (b) “I’ll never use this.” (c)
“I can’t use this.” (d) “I hate this.”
(e) “I need money to buy more of
that.” Magicians from central and
northern Colorado came to take
advantage of the large variety of
magic, as well as the bargains.
In fact, one magician was able to
make up a whole show for about
$50! The “Trade of the Tricks”
not only “unloaded” magic, but it
was a wonderful opportunity for
magicians to socialize and swap
stories, as well as tricks. After
the meeting, all agreed that we
should do this again next year.
—Ron Dutton
The Dr. Ronald p. Dutton
Assembly 292 usually meets on
the second Saturday monthly
at Kenny’s Steak House, 3502
West 10th Street (corner of 35th
Avenue and 10th) 11 AM to 2
PM (lunch optional). Contact
Dr. Lloyd Worley Lloyd@
WorleyTheWizard.com
(970)
584-3136 for more details. 

Need to Write an Assembly Report?
We Made Your Job a Little Easier

Go
to
www.mum-magazine.com
and
click
on
“Easy
Report
Submission.” You’ll be taken to a page with a form that makes submitting your assembly
report a breeze. Simply fill in the required fields and paste in your report from your word
processor. Upload a photo and a caption if are submitting one. Then hit “Submit Form.”
You’re done, and your report comes to us in format that makes our job a lot easier, too.
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Broken Wands
Robert A. “Bob” Escher, Jr.
It is with a saddened heart that I report Dr. Robert A. Escher
Jr., seventy-one years of age, Louisville, Kentucky, died on May
3, 2013. Dr. Escher was president of the Louisville Magic Club
for many years and International Brotherhood of Magicians
President in 2001-2002. He was a member of both the International Brotherhood of Magicians and The Society of American
Magicians and had a large part in establishing I.B.M. Ring 64 (the
Okito/Lance Burton Ring) and the S.A.M. Assembly 215 (the
Mac King Assembly).
Dr. Escher’s accomplishments were many. Born November
2, 1941, he graduated from Butler High School and received
his DMD degree from the University of Louisville in 1966. He
served in the Navy for two years active duty and was a Lieutenant Commander in the United States Naval Reserve.
Bob was introduced to magic when he was about ten years
old, watching a magic show performed by Sherrell Nunnelley.
Sherrell was a close friend of Dr. Escher from that moment
forward. Other magicians that Bob was mentored by include
Harry Collins (the Frito-Lay magician), as well as Paul Diamond
and Del Ray. Bob has worked with Lance Burton, Mac King,
Steve Bargatze, and many others.
Bob possessed outstanding magic skills and his personality
set these skills far above ordinary magicians. His willingness to
help teach magic to anyone wanting to learn, his unselfishness in
sharing his props and illusions, and his warm, soft talk impressed
everyone who met him. Past Louisville Magic Club President
David Garrard delivered the broken wand ceremony and
stated, “Bob’s magic is done here on earth; it will live forever in
every one of us who knew him and considered him our friend.
Now he will learn the real secrets of magic.”
Dr. Bob Escher is survived by his wife, Sandy, three married
daughters, and several grandchildren. “We have lost a very dear
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friend,” Sherrill told me the day of the broken wand ceremony.
He was right. —Tom Crecelius

Mark Saks
Mark Saks died May 22, 2013. Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1945, Mark Saks grew up to be a math whiz kid and
later went on to teach mathematics at the Community College
of Philadelphia, where he remained for thirty-five years.
He retired from teaching on the East coast, and after a
visit to the Grand Canyon, Mark and his wife Judy decided to
retire to the deserts of Tucson, Arizona, in June of 2005. Even
after “retiring,” he still continued to teach classes on-line at the
Community College of Philadelphia.
Mark was a problem solver. It was this drive to understand how things work that drove him to become a self-taught
computer expert and to tackle the mysteries of magic without
the help of a mentor or supporting group of other magicians.
Several years ago, he attended a party where a magician was
performing. After introducing himself to George Franzen, the
two became friends and Mark was invited to come to a meeting
of Assembly 136. Mark had finally found the place where he fit
in perfectly: the S.A.M.
He was a talented close-up magician with a varied set of
skills. His obvious love and enthusiasm for magic was infectious;
he was always ready and willing to perform anywhere, anytime,
and for anyone who would sit still long enough to enjoy one of
his routines.
He was elected as our treasurer for the first time in
December of 2012, a post he carried with pride and professionalism. He fell ill in mid-April, saw a doctor, and was misdiagnosed. He was admitted to the hospital in mid May and
passed away a few short days later from a virulent form of liver
cancer. He will surely be missed by all. —Gary Husson

Good Cheer List
Please take a minute to spread a few words of cheer with a card or note to one of our less fortunate members. Send additions, changes,
or deletions to: Anthony Antonelly, Chairman, Sick and Convalescent Committee, (215) 820-3192 ext. 1512. magicforfun60@aol.com
Roger Barr
883 B Leverpool Circle,
Manchester, NJ 08759
Tony Corrao
100 Daly Blvd. #2804
Oceanside, NY 11572
Daniel Cudennec
“Dany Trick”
225, Stang-ar-Veild’an-Traon, Mellac-29300,
Quimperle, France

Roy Horn
c/o Siegfried & Roy
1639 N Valley Drive,
Las Vegas, NV 89108
Bob King
304 Suburban Court,
Rochester, NY 14620
Robert D. Knigge
PO Box 5,
Jones Borough, TN 3765

Dan A. Dorsey
98 Woodvalley Dr.
Fayetteville, GA 30215

Stanley R. Kramien
11205 SW Summerfield Dr.
Apt 161
Tigard, OR 97224-3391

Joseph H. (Ben) Grant
400 Commonwealth Ave, Unit 9
Warwick, RI 02886

Richard Laneau
4020 55th St. N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33709

Charlie Gross
16745 Gertrude Street,
Omaha, NE 60136-3023

George Gilbert Lott
1725 Great Hill Rd.
Guilford, CT 06437

Frank J. McNaughton, Sr
1926 Apple Street,
Williamsport, PA 17701

Harry Riser
11755 N. Michigan Rd #313
Zionsville, IN 46077

James J. Morrisey
24 Grove St.
Wayland, MA 01788

Pat Ryan
43 Fairbanks Rd.
Churchville, NY 14428

Anthony Murphy
11 Angel Rd.,
North Reading, MA 01864

Matt Savin
P.O. Box 7693
Alhambra, CA 91802-7533

Nahmen Nissen
PO Box 1856
Colfax, CA 95713-1856

Sybill Simons
65 West 95 St. Apt 3A
New York, NY 10025

David Oliver
141 Audaubon Rd. #201
Weymouth, MA 02188

Hank Strasser
46 Bordentown-Chesterfield Rd.
Chesterfield, NJ 08515

Larry Poague
34221 West 90 Circle
Desota, KS 66108

Mario Susi
6 Bristol Rd.
W. Peabody, MA 01960

Jim Relyea
241 W. Lakeshore
Rockaway, NJ 07866

Jack White
4288 Arguello St.
San Diego, CA 92103
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El Roberto Enigm atico

The M agic of Bob Far mer
tr anslated from the spanish
By R .D. Michaels
actually looks fairer and more convincing
if the audience can see the cards being held
apart.
The right hand revolves palm up as the
left hand moves inward slightly (Photo 6).
Note the wide break being held by the right
thumb. Also note that the Two of Clubs is
jogged over so that the audience can see
both the index of the Ace and the index of
the Two.

Photo 3

Victoria’s Other
Secret and the
Spiritu Count
Effect: The four Queens are shown.
One of the Queens is continually discarded
and it magically reappears back with the
other Queens. Finally, a Queen is placed
under the spectator’s hand; it vanishes and
once again the magician ends up with fourof-a-kind.
Method: Some verbal obfuscation and
a new version of the two-as-four Spirit
Count make this effect work.
The Spiritu Count: The Spiritu Count
allows you to apparently display the faces
of a four-card packet. Actually, only two
faces are shown (each of those faces is
shown twice). As you will see in the effect
below, the packet can contain more than
four cards.
To begin, arrange a packet of cards as
shown in Photo 1. Hold the packet face
down in the left hand (Photo 2). The two
hands come together as the left thumb
pushes off the top card (the Ace of Clubs);
the right hand takes the Ace in an overhand
grip (Photo 3).

The right hand turns palm up to show
the face of the card (Photo 4); as it does
so, the left hand moves inward slightly.
Because the right hand is out in front a bit,
the positions of the two hands direct the
audience to look at the right-hand card. It
is very important to focus the audience’s
attention on the right hand and its card.
You don’t want the audience’s attention
diffused over two hands; you want it
focused on the right hand.

Photo 4

Photo 6

The right hand turns palm down; as it
does so, the right forefinger pushes the Two
square with the Ace (Photo 7), but the right
thumb still maintains the break (Photo 8).
Photo 7

The right hand turns palm down and the
two hands come together. The left thumb
pushes off the next card (Two of Clubs) and
the right hand grips the card. This card is
side-jogged about a half-inch to the left; the
right thumb holds a huge break at the inner
end (Photo 5). This break is not meant to
be hidden; none of the breaks in the Spiritu
Count are meant to be hidden. The count

Photo 1

Photo 5

Photo 2
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Photo 8

The two hands come together. The
left thumb shifts to the upper left corner
and presses down as the left fingers drop
slightly. (This frees up the entire right edge
of the left-hand packet and makes the sub-

sequent actions much smoother.) As the
right hand completes its palm-down turn,
it freezes; the left hand places its cards on
top of the right-hand cards (Photo 9). The
right thumb break is maintained.
Photo 9

The left hand moves to the right,
squaring its cards (Photos 10 and 11). The
right thumb break is still maintained. The
right thumb lifts all of the cards above
the break to show the apparent third card
(which is, in fact, the first card being
shown a second time). The packet is completely square and no breaks are being held

(Photo 12).
Important: In the sequence of actions
just described, the proper imaginary
procedure is that you are putting one card
from the left hand onto the right hand
and then immediately showing it. This is
completely illogical, but will fly. Do not
imagine that you are putting the right-hand
cards under the left-hand cards; doing so
will destroy your rhythm.
The right hand turns palm down and
the two hands come together. The right
hand takes the last card (really the second
card being shown again). Note that the card
is taken jogged and with a wide thumb
break (Photo 13).
The right hand turns palm up, as the
empty left hand turns palm inwards. Once
again, because of the jogging, the audience
can clearly see the indices of two cards and
all the air between them (Photo 14).
With the packet still face up, relax
the right hand’s grip so that the packet
coalesces. Square it with your right forefinger (Photo 15). Return the packet face
down to the left hand (Photo 16).
Photo 13

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 14

Photo 15

Photo 12

The packet started in Ace-Two-ThreeFour order, top to bottom, and is now in
Three-Four-Ace-Two order, top to bottom.

Photo 16

Victoria’s Other
Secret
Step 1: Start with a squared, face-down
packet in your left hand running from the
top down, black Queen, red Queen, and the
four Aces. The deck is tabled face down.
There is no need for any fancy
switching here because the trick doesn’t
apparently start until you start showing the
faces of the cards. As I start my introductory patter, I secretly get two Aces to the
top of the deck. Then I up-jog two more
Aces without showing their faces. I openly
remove them (hiding their faces) and place
them on top. Now I run through the deck,
up-jogging a red and a black Queen. I
remove them and accidentally flash their
faces as I move them to the top of the deck.
Holding the deck face down, I push off
three cards and then I square them with the
deck, taking a left little finger break under
the top three. Then, using a right hand
overhand grip, I take the top three cards as
one. I then push over the next three cards,
taking these under the three-as-one held
by the right hand. My right hand ends with
a squared, face-down, six-card packet. My
left hand tables the deck. My right hand
places the packet into my left hand.
Step 2: “I have some ladies here.
They’re all Victoria’s Secret models, and
they’re going to let you in on Victoria’s
other secret.” As I say these lines I perform
the Spiritu Count to apparently show four
Queens. Because I am talking while I am
showing the Queens, and because I refer to
“some ladies” (rather than identifying each
Queen by suit), the audience will not pay
any attention to the suits and will “see” the
four Queens.
Step 3: The packet ends up squared face
down in the left hand. Flip it face up. (Alternately, at the end of the Spiritu Count,
after you show the last card, keep your
right hand palm up and place the face-up
packet into your left hand.) From the face,
the packet will consist of a red and a black
Queen (in some order, it doesn’t matter
which color comes first), and then the four
Aces.
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Step 4: I deal the Queen (on the face of
the packet) face down onto the deck. I do
not emphasize its suit; I simply refer to “a
Queen.” The right hand cuts the deck and
squares it.
Step 5: The packet in the left hand is
turned face down and is counted as three
cards as follows (I use a modified Elmsley
count):
(a) The left thumb pulls off the top card
(Photo 17).
Photo 17

(b) The right thumb pushes off three
cards as one; these are taken onto the
single card in the left hand (Photo 18).
(c) The last card is placed onto the
left-hand packet (Photo 19).
Photo 18

After this false count, the order from
the top of the face-down packet will be
Queen-Ace-Ace-Ace-Ace.
Step 6: I snap my fingers and claim that
Victoria’s other secret will now cause the
Queen to vanish from the deck and appear
back in the packet.

Photo 19

Step 7: I give the packet an Elmsley
count, counting the packet as four cards.
(The actions are exactly like those of a
regular Elmsley count, except that on the
count of “two” the right thumb pushes off
a block of three cards.) At the end of this
count, the order of the packet from the top
down will again be Queen-Ace-Ace-AceAce.
Step 8: I say, “I’ve made a special deal
with Victoria; she’ll demonstrate her secret
again.” I turn over the top card, showing a
Queen, and then I deal it face down onto
the face-down deck. The right hand again
cuts the deck, burying the Queen.
Step 9: The four face-down cards in my
left hand are counted as three by using the
same procedure described above (take one,
push off two, and take one).
Step 10: I snap my fingers, invoking
Victoria’s other secret, and I slowly (and
legitimately) count the packet as four
face-down cards.
Step 11: Now comes the big lie that
makes this trick so much fun. I deal the top
card of the packet face down to the table
and I ask the spectator place both hands
on top of the Queen(?). I say, “Okay, let’s
make this a lot more impossible. This time
the Queen will vanish from under your
hand and once again I’ll end up with fourof-a-kind. Do you think that’s possible?”
Naturally, the spectator will say it’s absolutely impossible.
“But,” I say, “Victoria’s other secret
can do many things; in a few seconds you
will agree that I made the Queen disappear

and that I ended up with four-of-a-kind
again.”
Step 12: I snap my fingers and I ask the
spectator to lift his hand. He thinks you’ve
failed because the card is still there. Have
him turn it over, revealing an Ace.
“The Queen has vanished, just like I
said it would.” I turn over the three cards
in my hands to show three Aces, saying,
“And I have four-of-a-kind again, just like
I said I would.”
[Editor’s notes: If you are performing Victoria’s Other Secret for fellow
magicians, there are two moments when
you can lead them a little farther down the
garden path. In Step 4, instead of dealing
the Queen off the face-up packet, turn
the left hand palm down and apparently
perform a Glide of the face card. Actually,
you genuinely remove the Queen with the
right hand, placing it onto the deck.
In Step 7, when you perform an Elmsley
count with the five-card packet, place the
final card (a Queen) to the bottom of the
packet. The flip the packet face up into the
left palm and repeat the fake Glide ploy
just described.
Because the apparent Glide actions will
be familiar to magicians, they will assume
that the Queens are still in the packet. This
makes the appearance of the Aces at the
end more surprising. You are now in a
position to continue with a four-Ace trick.
If you use Jacks or Kings instead of
Aces, you could easily create a slightly
more ribald routine, in which the revelation of the male court cards is Victoria’s
real other secret.] 
References: A description of the original
Spirit Count can be found in Counts, Cuts,
Moves, and Subtlety by Jerry Mentzer (pp.
56-60) and Counthesaurus by Jon Racherbaumer (pp. 164-167).
Copyright 2006 Every Trick In The
Book Inc. All rights reserved.

Need to Write an Assembly Report?
We Made Your Job a Little Easier
Go
to
www.mum-magazine.com
and
click
on
“Easy
Report
Submission.” You’ll be taken to a page with a form that makes submitting your
assembly report a breeze. Simply fill in the required fields and paste in your report
from your word processor. Upload a photo and a caption if are submitting one. Then
hit “Submit Form.” You’re done, and your report comes to us in format that makes
our job a lot easier, too.
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The High Road
script writing, char acter
development, and act construction
for the modern conjuror
By Mick Ayres

“To communicate through silence is a link
between the thoughts of man.”
—Marcel Marceau

Discussing Dialogue
“I have discovered something incredible."
“Really? What?”
“A power.”
“You have a super power?”
“Sort of – it seems to be a rare thing
anyway.”
“That’s a bit too fantastic. Show me.”
“Okay…but you’re not going to believe it
at first. Watch.”
“Wait – that’s impossible!”
“I told you it was amazing.”
That simple dialogue is universal
among conjurers. On a subconscious
level, each of us holds that same unspoken
conversation with our audiences every
time we step up and present ourselves as
magicians.
A conjurer is a man preaching a gospel
of wonder to a congregation of hopeful
believers. However, there are a few steps
one must take to get to that point. Every
act begins with an audience that can be
accurately defined as a group of skeptical
observers. After introducing himself, a
good performer will hold a conversation
of sorts that, as the act progresses, will
gradually transform the group into willing
participants and finally to trusting friends
who are excited to be packing the pews.
If you think about it, the very nature
of our profession is to make outrageous
claims and back them up with plausible
demonstrations. But it’s not enough for a
conjurer to just offer evidence in the form
of relevant illusions and mysteries. If a
performer wants his audience to willingly
morph from skepticism through dubiousness and on to belief, then both entities
must bond with each other in a theatrical
give-and-take that builds mutual trust –
and even affection – with each response.
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But how does one go about creating
this interactive dialogue? Interestingly, a
majority of it is non-verbal. As artist and
audience gain familiarity, both engage
in a tennis match of unspoken responses
solely through the language of physical
movement, attitude, and gestures. Even
silence itself can be a bold shout easily
heard by either participant.
Veteran conjurers often speak of the
rhythm, or tempo, of their act. They will
joyfully describe how, when a performance
is “in the zone,” both the conjurer and the
audience seem to be aware of this subliminal call-and-answer they are all experiencing. It is very much like a dance – and in
those moments your show evolves from an
observed event to an intimate experience.
For the performer, there is a heightened
sense of awareness about every aspect
of the show – you seem to know exactly
how much emphasis to put upon a certain
movement, or whether your voice pitch
should be raised or lowered to deliver a
line perfectly, or how long a silent pause is
needed before delivering a comedic punch
line. For the audience, their awareness
of the show’s rhythm allows them to
seemingly predict the arrival of humor and
events. They may not know exactly what
is going to occur, but there is no doubt as
to when it will likely happen. This level
of anticipation is the very thing that shifts
guests to the edge of their seats.
Traditionally, shows such as these are
rare events. However, by including tools
of theatrical dialogue into our acts, this
level of entertainment can be generated
more often. For example, you can create a
feeling of intimacy by lowering your voice
a notch or two. Use diction and enunciate
clearly – but reduce the volume of your
voice as if sharing something private. The
audience will answer your intentional
stage whisper by leaning forward. It is
human nature to respond in that manner
when one is sharing something personal or
confidential.
To present a friendly, more approachable side of your nature to your audience,

try fiddling with an article of clothing in a
way that is familiar to everyone in the room
– discover a loose thread on your tie, roll
back your sleeves to make yourself more
comfortable, remove your glasses and
clean them. Do these things absentmindedly while speaking so the actions appear
spontaneous – even if you are quite comfortable, there is no errant thread, and your
glasses are already spotless. There is much
to be said for standing tall and speaking
boldly with grand sweeping gestures
during the delivery of impassioned
lines. Your posture, in this case, reflects
assurance and a command of knowledge.
However, a stationary performer can also
reflect a certain coldness or distance; avoid
that.
Don’t be afraid of silence when
preparing your scripts. There is a considerable difference between a silent pause and
“dead air.” The former is a well-rehearsed
moment that is often a prelude to a punch
line or a brief opportunity for an audience
to reflect on what they have seen or heard.
The latter is nearly always the result of
poor scripting and a lack of rehearsal.
Musicians will tell you that music truly
comes from the space between the notes.
Similarly, there are points of silence in
every conversation. Silence is when we
breathe, when we pause for emphasis,
when we wait for a response. Silence is the
gasp of delight before the roar of applause.
The creation of a dialogue between you
and your audiences will only come through
experience and consistent presence on
stage. If you desire to spend a major part
of your life performing on a stage, then
it makes sense to be familiar with every
aspect of stagecraft. To help your understanding of the principles and techniques
being discussed here, consider joining a
local theater company and audition for
a part or volunteer to work backstage.
Immerse yourself in the theater life and
take notes – lots of notes.
As a working example, here is a
scripted monologue that has been successfully employed in countless parlor shows.

Mind you, this is a dramatic introduction
– not the effect itself. However, once the
script is read and studied, it allows you to
take on the role of a storyteller. By adding
vocal inflections, facial expressions, and
physical movements of your own choosing,
this script becomes a theatrical dialogue
with your audience that will carry through
to the finale of the effect.

A Great Escape
To do this right, dust off your copy
of Mark Wilson’s Course in Magic and
turn to the last trick in the Rope Magic
section, Don Wayne’s Impossible Rope
Escape. It requires two seven-foot lengths
of half-inch diameter white rope, a chair,
and a large cloth about forty-eight inches
square. The cloth and ropes are laid neatly
across the back of the chair, which is then
positioned in full view but well behind the
performer. The audience is addressed:
“By show of hands, how many of you
have heard of Houdini? Everyone, please
look at how many hands are raised – and
notice how many children have their hands
up, too. Thank you.
“That sight always amazes me. Harry
Houdini passed away on Halloween night
in the year 1926, yet his name is still a
household word today – even among
children! Did you know Houdini was
America’s first celebrity superstar? It
wasn’t an actor, a musician, a singer, or a
dancer – it was a magician!
“Here’s another question. Why was
Houdini famous? What could he do?”
[Wait for responses.] “That’s right! He
could escape from anything. The advertising posters proclaimed: Nothing on Earth
Can Hold Houdini! And it was true. Many
tried, but none succeeded.
“Let’s talk about ‘escapes’ for a
moment. Pretend I have been handcuffed
and a cloth is thrown over my wrists.
After a bit of struggle, the now-opened
handcuffs are brought out from under the
cloth. I have escaped.
“It would be reasonable for anyone to
think an extra key has been used or perhaps
the locks were picked. That’s a safe assumption – and likely true! So where’s
the mystery? Where’s the drama? What
made Houdini’s escapes so unforgettable?
[Pause] Because when Houdini gained his
freedom, he left no clues behind.
“Here’s an example. One of Houdini’s
most impressive feats was to gather a

huge crowd on a riverbank. People are
asked to bring their own handcuffs. These
handcuffs, which Houdini has never seen
before, are attached from his wrists to his
elbows. His legs are chained in irons, too.
Hobbled and bound, Houdini shouts to
the crowd on shore: ‘I am Houdini! Like
you, I want to be free from anything that
holds me back! I go now to challenge
death itself! Soon, I hope to stand free
from these bonds…and walk among you
again!’
“At that point, Houdini steps into
a thick, canvas mail sack. A steel rod
is threaded through the grommets and
padlocked on the outside of the bag.
This sack, with Houdini balled up inside,
is lifted by several men into a wooden
packing crate. The lid is nailed shut, and
the crate is further wrapped in ropes and
chains. The ropes are knotted by professional sailors and the chains are secured
using the brass padlocks of the day –
making Houdini’s crate the most unusual
coffin the world has ever seen.
“As if that wasn’t enough, this crate
is now lifted by a crane and dropped into
the river. The cold water covers the box as
it sinks – and everyone on shore has the
same reaction.”
[Draw a large, audible breath and hold
it for a moment. The next sentence is now
spoken in a strained voice. The sentence
that follows immediately after is delivered
in a normal theatre voice. This vocal
dichotomy is a powerful, dramatic touch
for the storyteller.]
“Can I hold my breath as long as
Houdini? The average person can only
hold his breath for thirty to forty seconds
before he gasps for air. But, Houdini has
practiced until he can hold his breath for
nearly four minutes. Do you know what
that means? It means that when Houdini
finally splashes the surface of the water,
the crowd goes nuts. Why? Because for the
past few minutes, they have been convinced
he was a dead man!
“Houdini staggers ashore. Everyone
rushes forward to wrap blankets around
him. They pepper him with questions, but
he cannot answer while coughing out water
and trying to breathe again. The crowd’s
curiosity is overwhelmed again when the
crane lifts the crate from the water and
drops it on the shore. Everyone rushes
forward to discover the secret of Houdini’s
escape. But what they find baffles them
even more. The box is still wrapped in

ropes and chains that are knotted and
locked. When these are released, the nailed
lid must be pried off with a crowbar. Inside
is the canvas sack; the steel bar is locked,
too. The key is found and the bar removed.
Inside the sack are all the handcuffs and
all the leg-irons – but not one has been
opened. [Pause] Figure that out.” [Pause
again]
“In the 1920s, people had no choice but
to believe Houdini could dematerialize his
body and pass through solid objects. Here
in the twenty-first century, we are far too
intelligent to believe that nonsense – but
we still take our politicians at their word.
Go figure.
“Tonight, I would like to recreate one
of Houdini’s escapes – and give you the
chance to experience things the way his
audiences did. I forgot to bring my upsidedown water torture cell, however I did
bring this.” [The chair is brought forward.]
“On stage, Houdini would step in front
of the closed curtain with these same items
and entertain his audiences with a brief
mystery. This gave the stagehands time to
prepare everything for his next act.
“I require the help of two young men…
or strong boys…or both.” [A pair of volunteers is brought on stage and the Impossible Rope Escape is presented with all its
inherent humor. Just before the final revelation, while you are still seated and bound
in the chair, Houdini’s name is invoked
again.]
“After his shows, people often asked
Houdini about this particular escape.
They asked, ‘What is the hardest part
about getting free from those ropes?’
Houdini would answer, ‘It isn’t getting my
right hand free – or my left hand.
[Bring your right hand out from under
the cloth – and then the left hand. Grasp
the knot through the cloth and simply
stand up. Gather the ropes and cloth into a
small bundle.]
“The tough part is getting the ropes to
pass right through the legs.”
Smile broadly with your arms stretched
wide. When the applause begins to fade,
renew it by boldly thanking the volunteers are for their assistance. Renew the
applause a third time with a deep bow
from the waist. As Cellini reminds us, it is
a final gift of respect to our guests.
Mick welcomes input (and dialogue)
and can be reached at
mick@
mickayreswares.com.
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Dr. Cunning – World’s Greatest
Psychic

threw the deck at the star, and each card appeared on a point. No
one applauded; there were a few snickers, though.
In the late Teens, Cunning served as manager, bodyguard, and
If there was ever a performer who lived up to the billing on fellow performer with Alexander; during that show he presented
his lithograph, surely Doc Cunning qualifies. Over the course of the Spirit Paintings. In this effect, the image of a famous deceased
his lifetime he knew everything there was to know about magic, person selected by the audience appears on a previously empty
escapes, and mentalism; he saw show business from every angle; and marked picture canvas.
In the early 1920s, Cunning’s combination of escapes and
he could tell what audiences liked; and he did it all.
magic was very popular and caused The Great Raymond
His actual name was Robert Cunningham and he was
no end of trouble. In a letter to his father about opening
born in Provo, Utah, in 1872. By the time he passed
in Honolulu, Raymond wrote, “Honolulu has been
away on April 5, 1951, he could boast that he had
a severe test to the show. Cunning the handcuff
presented an escape act that experts agreed
man, who also does all sorts and kinds of magic
rivaled or surpassed Houdini’s, offered a largeand illusions, closed a month’s engagement
scale illusion show, cut his early teeth in the
here just before I arrived, where he had been
mindreading game with Alexander “The Man
playing at a theater which had sufficient
Who Knows,” and went on to develop his
seating capacity to enable the major portion
own telepathic/crystal gazing act.
of the good citizens of this town to see all
He began doing escapes around the turn
he knew in magic.” Of course, Raymond was
of the last century; accounts of his exploits
also offering handcuff escapes in his show.
fill the pages of The Sphinx magazine in the
In the 1930s he served as ringmasearly Teens. During his Australian tour he
ter for the Al G. Barnes Circus and while
was challenged to escape from a Tasmanian
appearing in Oakland, California, all of the
Torture-post. On this crucifix-like affair,
local magicians attended, greeted “Doc,” and
Cunning’s outstretched hands were handcuffed
reported that he was going over very big in the
to heavy iron rings on the crossbar, his ankles
center ring.
were shackled with chains and nailed to the floor
Photo from the David
Cunning spent most of his closing years on
with spikes, and heavy chains were wound around
Charvet collection
the West Coast in the Los Angeles area. A testimohis body and neck and locked with English padlocks.
nial dinner in his honor was given by the Los Angeles
He escaped in twenty-four minutes and considered it the
most severe test of his entire career. He also regularly escaped Society of Magicians in March 1945 attended by Nicola and his
wife, the Great Leon, Richard Himber, the Larsen’s, Virgil, and
from jails, vaults, and other restraints.
Even when he was presenting escapes, he also offered magic many others.
When Cunning passed away, a ten-line obituary appeared in
and illusions. Dai Vernon praised Cunning’s presentation of the
Die Box to adult audiences. This trick, usually reserved for chil- The Linking Ring. Noted mentalist C.A. George Newmann comdren’s audiences, was a masterpiece in his hands according to plained of this in the September 1951 issue, saying, “I note with
Vernon. He was also very skilled at the Multiplying Billiard Balls. some regret, the very brief notice accorded to ‘Cunning the Jail
One humorous incident occurred in the 1930s during a show Breaker’ on his recent demise. I saw him many times just as I
in Calgary, Alberta. Cunning was performing the Card Star, in did many of the old-timers, and in my opinion, Cunning was the
which six forced cards appear magically on the points of a giant most accomplished escape artist in the world – a great showman –
metal star on stage. While Cunning was down in the audience and later a mentalist who was Alexander’s only rival. Cunning is
forcing the six cards, his assistant tripped over the thread release entitled to more space and lengthier consideration…he was truly
and bang, the cards appeared. Cunning was so intent on having one of the greats.” Consider this a late, but well-deserved addithe cards selected that he didn’t notice this. The assistant calmly tional accolade. 
—Tom Ewing
reset the cards behind the star. Returning to the stage, Cunning
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Dal Sanders
Playing at Life
By Frank Seltzer

Photo by Aaron Stone

In The Book of Secrets, John Carney says, “Creativity is play.”
If you accept that as truth, then Dal Sanders is playing at life. I
do not know of another person so full of creativity. While most
of you may know Dal as a magician, he is constantly working on
creating magic, writing books, and designing routines for himself
and others; he is even a songwriter. He loves to write. In fact, if I
hadn’t said I wanted to write this for him, he would have written
it himself. Says Dal, “Creativity is like a muscle: the more you use
it the stronger it gets.” And he does this in what spare time he has,
working over six hundred gigs a year. (By Dal’s definition a gig is
not just one show; it can be a week-long event for a client at a mall
opening or even the Texas State Fair, performing five shows a day
for twenty-four days.) Dal is the only one I know who seems to
have a thirty-six-hour day.
Dal Sanders is a busy man, but early on success didn’t seem
to be in the cards. As a child, Dal had obstacles to overcome – he
had trouble breathing and talking. Born in San Antonio while his
dad was in the Air Force, the family was transferred to Memphis
where his sister Shan was born. Once out of the Air Force, Dal’s
father moved the family to Nashville, where Dal developed severe
breathing problems. His father followed a doctor’s advice to get
the boy somewhere warm; at age three, his family moved to
Miami, Florida, where his sister Fauve was born.
While most two- and three-year-olds are chatting away, Dal
was not. A speech impediment made his conversation almost incoherent. Quite simply, he couldn’t talk. It wasn’t until he was five
that doctors realized it was a problem with his tongue – it could
not move. Minor surgery corrected it, but then Dal had to re-learn
to speak.
He was taken to the Easter Seals clinic in Miami, where Mrs.
Stein became his speech therapist. For many years, he worked
with her, even though her appearance was off-putting. Says Dal,
“She was blind, but did not wear dark glasses that concealed
her eyes. She had a hunchback and was not much taller than I
was. She also walked with a cane. For a five-year-old she was the
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embodiment of the witch from Hansel and Gretel; my mom left
me with her for two hours every week.” Mrs. Stein’s kindness
and expertise soon won Dal over, and he learned to love her. He
added, “Even though she couldn’t see my lips she knew exactly
what I was doing wrong; she made me learn to think about each
syllable before I said it.” Mrs. Stein spent five years working with
Dal, having him read Shakespeare aloud while most kids were
reading Dick and Jane.
Dal saw his first live magic shows while living in Florida,
but for the longest time he thought it was two shows by the same
magician. It wasn’t until he became a magician himself that he
realized they were different. “I saw Willard the Wizard do a tent
show when we were travelling for vacation. I also saw one of
Harry Blackstone Sr.’s last theater shows.” The Willard show was
a bit of foreshadowing of what was to come, in that the assembly
to which Dal belongs is the Willard the Wizard Assembly
13 in Dallas; Dal’s home houses the assembly’s collection of
memorabilia and props from the Willard show.
Dal did some magic as a child but it wasn’t a life-changing
passion like it is for many magicians. He watched The Magic Land
of Alakazam every Saturday, but he was also drawn to puppets;
Howdy Doody and Kukla, Fran, and Ollie were favorite shows.
Seeing the musical Carousel made him want to perform. Dal
made some puppets, built a puppet stage, got his magic together,
and hosted a show for the neighborhood kids, charging them a
nickel each. When his mother found out, she was furious and she
made him return all the money. By 1968, Dal’s family relocated to
Atlanta. While he doesn’t remember doing magic in high school,
he says he must have done some. “I just had my fortieth reunion;
they had the old school newspaper and it talked about me doing
magic for other students, I have no real memory of that. Magic
still wasn’t a passion; I was more interested in playing guitar.”
Music has always been a draw for Dal. While in high school in
1969, he started writing songs with his best friends Lou Simmons
and John Tyler and their band, Today. That band still plays the

Atlanta area as Spies of Life. In addition to writing songs and
playing guitar, Dal was the editor of the high school newspaper
and held a part time job in a music store.
In his spare time Dal could be found onstage acting. He
appeared in every school presentation and in several local theater
productions as well. He found he loved being an actor; his theater
coach once said that she couldn’t imagine him without an audience.
After high school graduation Dal started working for a local
church as a youth director. He also began writing rock reviews for
an Atlanta paper called “Creative Loafing,” and even sold a couple
of his stories to the Rolling Stone. Dal says those years of writing
about music were a lot of fun, but more important, they gave him
opportunities. For example, one time he was supposed to do a
review of the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, but instead was fascinated
by the opening act – a young comedian/magician named Steve
Martin. Dal interviewed Martin at length. That chat changed the
way he would forever look at comedy and magic. “Nothing is too
silly and nothing is too
smart, and it is okay to
be both.”
In
1974,
Dal
received a scholarship to Centenary
College in Shreveport, Louisiana, with
plans to continue his
church career. While at
Centenary, Dal worked
as a youth director for a
local church and on the
college newspaper. One
day he saw the college
was putting in a radio
station across the hall
from the paper. It was
only a ten-watt campus
At the radio station
station, but Dal applied
and got a show. In a short time, he became music director and
eventually program director of the station. Upon graduation from
Centenary, Dal was offered a job running a local Shreveport FM
station, which wanted to change their format to rock. Using his
own record collection (this was what people used for music before
MP3s), Dal began programming KMBQ. Within a short time,
another station in Longview, Texas, asked if Dal would launch
their format as well. For a time, Dal was working mornings in
Shreveport, then getting into his car driving an hour to Longview
for an afternoon shift there. This was in 1977 and that was a
pivotal year.
Dal was doing mornings and afternoons at the two radio
stations and then working as a disc jockey at a local disco at night
until two in the morning. (All that work enabled him to pay off
his student loans within a year.) Part of his radio duties included
doing live remotes. There was a problem: radio is boring to a live
audience. Radio shows are broadcast from a small room with
someone talking into a microphone and playing music. Dal’s
roommate at the time was Charlie Urban, a working magician.
Not wanting to bore his audience, Dal asked Charlie to teach him
a few simple tricks so he could entertain people during those appearances. Dal learned the magic well and soon his radio remotes
were drawing bigger crowds for the radio stations. A bit of a ham
as a DJ, Dal really liked making people laugh or just say wow. Six
months later, his roommate had Dal out doing birthday parties as a
magician. Also that year, Dal had the chance to attend a workshop
put on by Ted Giannoulas, who was just getting known as the San

Diego Chicken. Ted taught Dal how, even though you may be in a
big costume, you can still project your personality and bring the
character to life. Dal didn’t know it at the time, but soon those
skills would come in handy.
In the fall of that year, a local mall was looking for a Santa
to be part of their Christmas season. Dal applied, but instead of
being Santa, the mall wanted him to be Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer. Taking everything Giannoulas said to heart, Dal made
Rudolph come alive. He was a hit. The following year, the mall
asked Dal back, but this time to run the entire show – Rudolph,
Santa, the elves, everything. Soon Dal’s fledgling company was
handling every special event for the mall…photos with Santa and
the Easter Bunny and, much like Charlie Urban had booked Dal
as a magician, Dal was now finding work for others to be characters such as the Easter Bunny, Santa, and Raggedy Ann and
Andy. Dal was also teaching at the Barbizon Modeling School and
dating a former Miss Louisiana. During this time, he was learning
the agency business as well.
But it was at that first Christmas season performance, when
Dal noticed a woman paying very close attention to him. She
came backstage and introduced herself as a representative from
one of Louisiana’s largest advertising agencies, Jack Hodges III,
Communications. She wanted to know if Dal would audition for
a magical spokesperson job for one of the firm’s national clients.
Dal did and got the job (and thirty-four years later is still working
for that national client). This job would forever change Dal’s life.
The nightclub where Dal was working underwent a
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transformation as disco was dying; he lost that DJ job because
bands were replacing the records. But the hotel still used Dal’s
magic for Sunday brunches and his character expertise for a thing
called Frog Friday, where Dal would dress up in green tights and a
frog head and the girls were supposed to kiss the frog to turn him
into a prince. One very good thing came out of the club; a band
played there towards the end of the ‘70s while Dal was still putting
his stage magic show together. The band was called Pure Magic.
When they left, they also left a banner. The club gave it to Dal and
now his show had a name, the Pure Magic of Dal Sanders.
Also by this time the magic virus had taken full control of Dal.
He was devouring every book he could find on the subject. He
was working stage, parlor, and close-up. He did not specialize; he
wanted to learn it all. Another thing he noticed in Shreveport was
that performers often stabbed each other in the back, undercutting
pay for gigs, even birthday parties. Dal felt there was too much infighting and believed there was enough work for everyone if they
cooperated. And this is why he formed his company to run events
for people.
Dal put together a comedy magic act and started touring as an
opening act for many entertainers. Dal toured with the Serendipity
Singers, the New Christy Minstrels, the New Seekers, Gary Lewis
and the Playboys, and the Grass Roots. After growing the business
in Shreveport as much as he could, another opportunity opened up
in Dallas, where his national client had a bigger base of operations
and therefore the chance for more shows. Dal moved to Dallas in
1981 but still kept his mall client and commuted back and forth to
other gigs in the Shreveport/Bossier City area.
Upon moving to Dallas, Dal kept running into Cinde Hodges,
the daughter of Jack Hodges, Dal’s largest corporate client. Cinde
had earned a degree in marketing and advertising, but was working
at a small ad agency because her dad wanted her to get some experience before bringing her on board with his ad agency. (Cinde,
by the way, was dating some guy named Mark Cuban…what ever
happened to him?)
Cinde moved back to Shreveport in 1984 to begin working for
her dad; her job was to take care of the talent – i.e., Dal – among
other things. Dal remembers one show where Cinde was helping
him and his assistant (and also girlfriend). “It was chilly and cold
and we hadn’t seen the sun for two weeks. Cinde came to meet
us and suddenly, the clouds parted and the sun hit Cinde’s golden
blonde hair and I heard, ‘Oh my God that is the most beautiful
woman.’ I realized that my then-girlfriend had said it, but I was
thinking it.”
Dal’s girlfriend had already decided to break up with him; for
the next ten-and-a-half months, every time Dal went to Shreveport
he saw Cinde and she looked amazing. Cinde had known when Dal
was coming to Shreveport, and she dressed up to try to catch his
attention. It took a while, but Dal finally caught on. Eventually, they
set up a “business meeting” to go over budgets. “Sometime during
the second margarita I said to Cinde, ‘There is something I have
wanted to do for a long time.’ She said, ‘Oh what’s that?’ I leaned
over and kissed her. Cinde leaned back, looked me in the eye, and
said, ‘Oh.’ I thought, ‘Oh is not the response I was looking for.’
Then it hit me. I had just kissed Jack Hodges’s daughter. I had just
kissed the woman who was essentially my boss. I thought I was
going to be fired. Then Cinde said, ‘This isn’t exactly a business
meeting, is it?’ I said, ‘No, I guess not.’ She said, ‘I just have one
thing to say; you are the slowest SOB I have ever met in my life.’”
They kept their personal relationship a secret so it would not
affect their working relationship. At the same time, his old high
school band recorded an album with Dal’s songs about Cinde. That
album was titled Top Secret. On September 13, 1986, Dal and Cinde
got married. By the next year, their company became Amazing
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Attractions, which is run as
he continues writing songs,
a co-op for entertainers. Dal
shows, and routines. He says
also stopped touring as an
as much as he loves performopening act with the bands,
ing (and he considers himself
partly because of the time
a “decent entertainer") he
commitment; the tours were
still loves the creativity of
a month to six weeks each
inventing tricks and routines.
of one-nighters. Instead,
He says, “Nothing compares
his agent asked if he could
to sitting in an audience and
do a full show himself, and
hearing a band perform your
Dal’s answer was yes. He
song, or watching someone
played theaters in small to
in China doing magic where
medium-sized towns. “I’m
I don’t understand a single
huge in Keokuk, Iowa,” Dal
word of what they are saying,
said. He also did additional
yet I know every word
tours of school shows across
because I wrote it.”
the country; Cinde toured
For all his modesty about
with him much of the time.
his skills, Dal still has a bit
But while she can be an
of the youth minister in
assistant, Cinde does not get
him. He likes his magic not
into the boxes.
only to entertain but also
The Sanders Family
At the same time, Dal
to inspire and enlighten.
and Cinde opened a chain of
He also considers being a
magic stores across Texas.
magician more than a job; it
They also worked to grow Amazing Attractions. Dal was working is a calling, like preachers, but the calling is to excellence. Says
local clubs and got to know a lot of local entertainers. “All these Dal, “We have the responsibility to be the very best entertainers
variety entertainers would hang out. So I picked out the best in we can be; we should push ourselves to raise the bar of our art.
the market and asked if they wanted to share resources, rehearsal After all, this is the coolest job in the world. I can’t wait to get up
and office space, and advertising costs, and start what I call a every day to do it.”
co-op of entertainers. That was how Amazing Attractions started;
Dal believes that what we do matters. He often tells the story
even today twenty percent goes back into the company. No one of a show where a little boy laughed hard throughout his perforgets paid that percentage; it goes into marketing and keeping the mance. It was only after the show that Dal was told the same boy
company top-of-mind to our clients. Magicians tend to be com- had not laughed at all since his mother had died earlier that year.
petitive, when they should be collaborative. When another good In January 2012, Dal worked with a group in Naples, Florida, to
magician works that’s good for me and it’s good for magic.”
teach magic to kids. During their performance he was shocked to
The magic stores lasted for many years, but they were taking hear the parents talking throughout a session. After that show he
too much time from Dal and Cinde, who had their two sons to learned that the performers were special needs kids and this was
raise, Kel and Chaz. They eventually closed the stores to con- the first time they had ever done anything like this. The parents
centrate on performing and creating. Dal continued to tour with were reacting with shock, surprise, and pride. One nine-year-old
his magic show; he also developed a variety show that toured the with autism came out of his shell and performed; he now is talking
country as well.
more than ever before.
Dal then developed a lecture for corporate magicians. His first
lecture experience went well, but Dal was a bit afraid when he
found out he was slotted between Kevin James and Mac King.
When he asked the organizer who booked him why he wasn’t told
of this ahead of time, the organizer asked Dal, “Would you have
agreed to lecture if you had known?” Dal, of course, said no. The
organizer, Aye Jaye, then said, “That’s why I didn’t tell you.”
Since that beginning, Dal now has presented lectures across
the United States and around the world. Recently, he lectured and
performed in Portugal, Mexico, Brazil, and China. When on tour,
Dal and Cinde always take extra time to be tourists. While seeing
the sights in China, Dal “just happened” to have some magic with
him and Cinde “just happened” to have some balloons with her,
so they did an impromptu show for the other visitors to the Great
Wall of China. The Chinese were amazed at the surprise performance. Dal’s lectures talk about creativity, family magic, and developing themed magic. Key points in Dal’s lectures are what he
For Dal it has been a lot of work and fun. This summer’s S.A.M
considers to be cardinal rules. Number one: boring a child is a sin. convention has a special significance. Dal’s first magic perforNumber two: boring an adult is bad business.
mance was July 4, 1977. His first performance at a convention
Today Dal splits his time into thirds; about a third is for his was the S.A.M. annual convention on July 4, 2007. Now, thirtymain corporate client, another third is for other corporate clients, six years after his first magic performance, Dal will become the
small conventions, or trade shows, and the final third is for private president of The Society of American Magicians over the Fourth
shows, schools, family shows, and the like. In his spare time, of July weekend. All I can say is, “Wow.” 
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Stage 101
By Levent

This month I shall explain rule number
six from my list of “Fundamental Rules of
Stage Magic.”
“Secretly maneuvering a palmed object
from one hand to another is better if the
procedure employs a visible object.”
As I described in recent columns, the
palming of small objects is a foundational
skill that is often at the core of sleight-ofhand magic. A magician may choose to
palm an object that has been vanished, or
secretly acquire and palm an object, so that
it can be produced later. In some cases the
palmed object may be a secret gimmick
that is never seen by the audience.
In rule number six, I wrote, “Secretly
maneuvering a palmed object from one
hand to another...” which to the knowledgeable conjurer means a very old sleight
that is commonly called a change-over
palm. In my collection I have a small,
twenty-four-page booklet that was printed
in England in the year 1904, which is titled
New Billiard Ball Sleights (first series)
by Professor Ellis Stanyon. Under the
heading “The Change-Over Palm” it says
the following:
“Place the fingertips of the right hand,
containing the ball, on the palm of the left
hand, indicating ‘nothing there.’ Then
make a movement of the hands across the
body in such a manner that the palms of the
hands pass over each other (the ball being
transferred from the palm of the right hand
to that of the left) until the fingertips of
the left hand rest on the right-hand palm,
indicating ‘nothing there.’ Having shown
both hands empty, back and front, the ball
is produced slowly, for the effect, from the
back of the right hand.”
In the change-over palm you are
basically attempting to secretly transfer
a ball from one hand to the other while
making it look like your hands are empty.
Truth be told, this move on its own is
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not deceptive. There is, however, a way
to improve it so that it is very effective.
Before I explain how this works, a bit of
magic history is in order.

The Age of Silk
For a long time conjurers have
performed tricks with props made of
cloth. Whether it is the Chinese magician
producing a bowl of goldfish from under a
foulard, an Indian Fakir doing the cut and
restored turban, or the European conjurer
performing the venerable Egg Bag, fabrics
have always been a part of magic. That
said, silk magic as we know it today did
not come into being until the last half of
the nineteenth century. The reason was
because silk itself was primarily a luxury
item; in magic, the silk that was used was
usually a plain (yet elegant) handkerchief.
For instance, Robert-Houdin (1805-1871)
used to display a plain white silk handkerchief and then produce a plateful of hard
candies from it for his “tour des dragées”
(“shower of sweets”) routine. And Colonel
Stodare (1831-1866) would poke a plain
white silk into his fist and change it into
an egg. But in the middle of the 1800s you
never saw a magician produce dozens of
silks from a production box or do a color
changing silk trick. In that period there
were tricks with handkerchiefs (often
borrowed from spectators), but no tricks
with silks as we know it today.
Surprisingly, it was two unrelated
world events that popularized silk magic.
First and foremost, the manufacturing of
fabrics in Europe and America became
fully industrialized, which in turn lowered
the cost of domestically made silk. And
secondly, with the completion of the Suez
Canal in the year 1869, cargo ships were
able to transit from Asia to Europe without
going around the entire continent of
Africa. This act of maritime engineering
greatly lowered the cost of importing silk
from Asia. With silk being much cheaper
and plentiful, magicians began to take
advantage of the fine fabric’s beauty and
compressibility.

Secret Containers
for Silks
Among the early silk tricks was
an effect in which a handkerchief was
vanished in a closed fist. Since a silk (even
when rolled up into a tight ball) is difficult
to palm, someone figured out that if the silk
was secretly pushed into a small container
hidden in the hand, the container could be
stolen away, thus seeming to cause the silk
to vanish. The first of this type of gimmick
was called the “hand box,” which consisted
of a hollow sheet metal box soldered
together into the shape of a shoe heel,
painted black. On one side was riveted a
piece of spring steel that allowed the hand
box to clip onto the fleshy part of the palm,
near the base of the thumb. Soon after the
hand box was explained in the 1876 book
Modern Magic, magicians created many
different variations that consisted of containers with small projections that allowed
them to be secretly clipped at the fingers
and even at the back of the hand. No matter
what form it took, the basic function of
these gimmicks was to make silks appear
and disappear in the hand.

Hoffmann Hand Box

One magician who used a hand box
was Harry Kellar (1849-1922). In his full
evening show he did a short segment in
which several silks appeared and disappeared; he culminated the routine with
the production of a long string of silks

from under a spectator’s coat. Kellar used
various gimmicks for this routine, such as
a false finger, silks hidden under his lapels
and trouser seams, and a hand box that
was loaded onto a servante hidden behind
a chair. The thing to keep in mind with the
hand box and gimmicks of that type is that
they were intended to be secretly transferred from one hand to the other when
the silk was poked into it and supposedly
vanished. At one point in his career Harry
Kellar wanted to be able to move the silk
gimmick from hand to hand in a continuous fashion (similar to the change-over
palm). To do this he used a new kind of
gimmick called a Nikko Ball. The Nikko
Ball is a hollow, flesh-colored, metal ball
with an opening to accept a silk. Opposite
the opening is a short metal rod with a
small knob at the end. The rod allows the
gimmick to be thumb palmed, which in
turn makes it very easy to securely grip
the gimmick as it is transferred from hand
to hand.

The Stillwell
Handkerchief Act
By the 1890s, “polite vaudeville” was
in full swing and it became common for
theaters to hire magicians who did acts
that ran from about five to twenty minutes
in length. This was also a period in which
magicians found it profitable to create a
specialty act in order to differentiate them
from the competition. For instance, during
this period Howard Thurston (1869-1936)
did a card act and T. Nelson Downs (18671938) did a coin act. One of these specialty
acts was George Stillwell (1874-1934) who
did a silk act. His act was explained in the
1902 book Stillwell’s Handkerchief Manipulation Act.
The basic rundown of the act was
that Stillwell pattered about the history
of silk and its commercial manufacture.
He would tell the audience that he had a
much quicker method to make silk, which
he called “The Mystical Process.” He
removed the sleeves of his coat and rolled
up his shirt sleeves. After he supposedly
showed his hands to be empty, he began
to produce several silks one at a time,
draping them on a metal stand after they
appeared. Next he asked a spectator to

call out a number; he suddenly made the
requested number of silks appear in his
hand. He then told the audience that he had
a magical way to dispose of silk and demonstrated this by poking two silks in his
fist and making them vanish and reappear.
He then did a color changing silk routine.
For the final routine, he asked a spectator
to name the color of one of the silks that he
had produced. He then took that requested
silk and poked it into his fist, whereby it
changed into a billiard ball in the same
color as the silk. The ball transformed into
a large bunch of various colored silks that
fell to the floor; then an American Flag
appeared at his fingertips (or a Union Jack
when he performed in Britain), which he
showed on both sides. From the flag he
produced a pair of six-foot-long flagstaffs
containing an American flag and a Union
Jack.
The essential secret was that all the
production items were loaded into various
pockets in Stillwell’s costume. The billiard
ball was actually a clear glass ball with a
hole in the side, so that it took on the same
color as the silk that was secretly stuffed
inside. For the sequential silk productions
he used five rubber balls with holes on the
side into which silks were stuffed. At the
very beginning of his act, after he rolled up
his shirt sleeves, George Stillwell did the
change-over palm with a rubber ball containing a trio of silks. This is the first time
that particular move appears in magic!
Soon thereafter, other magicians copied
the change-over palm and adopted it for
use in for billiard ball manipulations.

What is Wrong with
the Move?
The main problem with the changeover palm is that there is no logical reason
for the hands to come together when you
are supposedly showing your hand empty.
Furthermore, if you were showing your
hands, why wouldn’t you show both hands
empty at the same time? Fundamentally,
the change-over palm as described by
Ellis Stanyon’s book is neither logical nor
deceptive.
In Stillwell’s defense, I will say that as
egregious as the move is, he was making
silks appear; the rubber ball was a secret

container for a loose and hard-to-handle
item. So if a layperson suspected Stillwell
was transferring an object from hand
to hand, he probably would not be able
to figure out how he was palming loose
silks. But when the move was adopted by
ball manipulators, it was just plain bad
technique. I am not the only person to
make this observation; for instance, the
great vaudeville magician Nate Leipzig
(1873-1939) often called the move “handwashing” and railed against it.

How Can We Make the
Move Acceptable?
In order to make the change-over palm
a truly deceptive move, you must create
a logical reason for bringing your hands
together. According to my rule, the key to
doing this is to have a visible object in your
hand; by transferring the visible object
from one hand to the other, you create the
apparent motivation for the hands to make
contact with each other. This is usually
done in one of two modes.

Mode One: Showing
Your Hands to Be
Empty
Classic palm an object in your right
hand, while holding a visible object at your
fingertips. Turn slightly to your left while
deliberately showing your left hand to be
empty. Next, bring your left hand down to
your right hand, so that the hidden object
is in the palm of both your left and right
hands and the visible object is at the fingertips of both hands. Once the hands
make contact with each other, the classicpalmed object is transferred from the right
palm to the left palm, while the visible
object is transferred from the fingers of
the right hand to the left. As soon as the
transfer is complete, slightly turn your
body to your right, while separating the
hands. Complete the move by deliberately
showing the right hand empty.
This move works because the apparent
motivation is that you are showing your
hands empty; since you are holding a visible
object, you need to transfer it from hand to
hand in order to free the hand that you want
to show empty. Additionally, the presence
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Bad change-over palm

Change-over palm mode one

Change-over palm mode two

of the visible object helps mask the palmed
object as explained in the April 2013 issue
of M-U-M, when I covered rule number
three and the so-called “Wand Theory.”

Mode Two: Displaying
the Object
The second way to utilize rule number
six is to hold a concealed object in the
right hand in a classic palm while showing
a visible object in the left hand. The left
hand comes down to the right hand and
the hands come together. While the visible
object is transferred to the fingertips of the
right hand, the palmed object is transferred
from the right hand to the left hand, which
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secures it in a classic palm. The right hand
then moves away from the left hand and
displays the object.
This move works because the apparent
motivation is that you are showing the
object to the audience on your left and then
transferring it to the right hand so that you
can show it to the spectators on your right.

Please Note: There
Are Variations
In the photographic illustrations I am
using a billiard ball and a classic palm in
order to make this technique clear. But you
are not limited to using a ball or a classic
palm; you can modify this concept to suit

your needs. For instance, go to YouTube
and watch me do the Salt Pour trick on the
TV show Masters of Illusion. I use this
technique to show my hands empty while
holding the salt shaker, but I am not using
a classic palm or a billiard ball.
Also be aware that your motivations
can be modified as well. For instance, let’s
say that on stage right you have a table
and resting on it is a magic wand. Using
“Mode One,” you can talk to the audience
and gesture with your left hand so that
they can see it is empty, without calling
attention to it. In your right hand you are
holding the visible object at the fingertips
while secretly palming an object. You then
execute the move as you turn to the table on

Stillwell Sequence.jpg

your right. Now your left hand is palming
the hidden object, while the visible object
is seen at the fingertips of the left hand.
The right hand goes to the table and picks
up the wand. In this case it seems that you
are simply transferring an object from
hand to hand in order to pick up a magic
wand. But in a subtle way, you are showing
your hands empty while secretly hiding an
additional object.
And as far as “Mode Two” is concerned,
the display of the visible object does not
have to be very pronounced. In just the
process of handling the visible object, the
secret object can be constantly transferred
from hand to hand. For instance, if you go
to my website and watch me perform my
Half-Dyed Color Changing Silk trick, you
will notice that I am using the handling
of the visible silk as a motivation to bring
the hands together. By bringing the hands
together, I can secretly transfer my silk

gimmick from hand to hand. Now you
might wonder, where did I get the idea of
using the silk as a motivation for transferring the gimmick? The answer is none
other than George Stillwell! He used that
idea for much of his act, as illustrated
in his book. It was unfortunate that so
many magicians chose to copy the worst
part of his act: the change-over palm.

Addendum for Last
Month’s Column
In my June 2013 column, I taught rule
number five by giving the example of a
silk from candle flame, which utilized the
concept of secretly picking up a rolled-up
silk at the same time you visibly pick up
a lighter. The reason I put this example
together was because last month I read how
Robert-Houdin made coins appear from a
candle flame, and how in the late 1800s

Bautier DeKolta picked up a rolled-up silk
(partially hidden) in a match box in order
to make a silk appear from a candle flame.
So with that on my mind, I put together a
silk from candle flame as an example to the
reader.
Since the publication of that column,
it has come to my attention that the exact
sequence I described had been a part of
Ricardo Fantasio’s act since 1957. Upon
learning of this, I talked to Fantasio
about it; interestingly, he had no idea that
DeKolta did a similar effect, albeit with a
match box instead of a cigarette lighter. In
any case, I must go on record as saying that
credit for the Silk from Candle Flame with
a lighter belongs to my dear friend and
mentor, Fantasio. 
©2013 Levent Cimkentli
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Mental Breakdown
By Christian Painter

Although Katalina and I don’t lecture
a great deal, when we do we are almost
always asked, “What is a good opener
for a mentalism show?” I know that most
people are looking for a quick and easy
answer like the Tossed-out Deck or the
Swami opener. They want something fast
and hard-hitting, something that will start
their show off with a bang. However, the
real answer is not so easy.
There are two questions I like to ask
before answering this question. The first
is, “What kind of show is it?” Is it a theater
show, a corporate show, a college show, or
are you part of a larger variety show? Each
of these venues will have a different feel,
a distinct audience, and a unique pacing.
A theater show allows you much more
latitude than a corporate show. People who
come to a theater show are more willing to
wait for the show to build. They have more
patience and are personally vested in the
experience.
A corporate show must move faster.
The entertainment was not the main
reason people have shown up to the event.
Because of this, they may be apathetic
to the performance. This means the
entertainer must quickly establish a connection with the audience. The performer
must grab their attention and demonstrate
some credibility to prove he/she is worth
watching. This can radically change how
you would open your show compared to a
theater performance.
The second question I like to ask
is, “What is your show about?” This is
usually answered with a deer-in-the-headlights look. After a few moments, I will
get the default answer of, “I want to show
people the powers of the human mind.”
With this answer you are telling me that
you have nothing more than a parade of
tricks. This really is not an answer; it is
simply a thin veneer of an excuse to have a
mentalism show. A show should be much
more than this.
The opening is one of the most
important moments of the show. The
opening sets the tone, pace, and timbre
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of the show. It is the shoehorn that allows
the audience to slip into the performer’s
world. Many times it also defines your
character for the audience, but not always.
This could be the moment where you lay
out the premise of your dramatic structure.
When choosing an opening for your show,
you must put yourself in the audience’s
chair.
• What do they need to know to
understand what your show is about?
• What have you given them to connect
with your character?
• What will they care about so they will
continue to watch your show?
To understand this scenario, watch a
few stand-up comedians. But only watch
the first three minutes of their show. You
can do this on Netflix. After watching
only a handful, you will begin to notice
that you can pull out a lot of information
in three minutes:
• The performer’s unique (or not so
unique) point of view.
• His dress, movements, and visual feel.
• His character, i.e. quirky, angry,
buffoon, guy next door, etc.
• His material. Is he making social
commentary, talking about the quirks of
life, talking about airlines, food, or the
opposite sex?
I would say that in those three minutes
you also were able to very quickly decide
if you would want to watch their whole
show. They connected with you and were
interested, or they were not.
If you were to now look at the first
three minutes of your show, how would
you compare?
Katalina and I start our theater show
with a seven-minute monologue. No
tricks, no mind reading, just talking and
connecting. There is humor, visuals, and
a compelling story, but no tricks. We hook
the audience by explaining what the show
is about. Our opener is simply talking
with the audience.
As an exercise, let’s try a very
challenging opening for a cowboy who
does mentalism. A performer walks
on wearing country-and-western gear,
including cowboy boots and a hat. Smiling
broadly, he takes off his hat and places it
on the table.
“Not what you expected is it? My name
is Hank. I’m a professional gambler...Not
in Vegas or some casino...no, those places
are for the suckers. They hope for luck. I

don’t do that. I bend the odds in my favor
using what is called proposition betting.
“Proposition betting means I know
the odds and you don’t. And the odds are
always in my favor. I see you’re skeptical;
let’s see how it works. Look over yonder.
I have five pictures hanging on the wall,
each different and each beautiful in its
own way: a horse, a cactus, a sunset, a
spider, and an advertisement for some
excellent chaw. You, lovely lady, please
choose one.
“The horse! Of course, I knew you
would choose this.” The performer turns
the picture around; written on the back it
says, “The lovely lady wearing blue will
choose this picture.” The other pictures all
have “Nope” written on the back.
“Marketing companies have proven
time and again that a woman of your
beauty, age, and social class will choose
the picture of the horse seven times more
likely than any of the other pictures up
here. I’ll take those odds any day of the
week. We are going to have some fun here
tonight; although some of you might lose
your shirt...figuratively speaking.”
After this quick and direct beginning
the audience knows many things:
• The character of the performer: A kind
of western guy who seems to know a
little bit too much about how we think.
• The pacing: Quick and direct, sticking
to more provincial and simple answers...
even if we don’t fully believe them.
• The premise: He’s a gambler and he
knows how to make a good bet based on
how we choose things.
• The promise: He’s clever; we are going
to have fun because he will have good
stories and interesting games.
Also notice that the opening trick is
not a big brain buster. It is a simple trick
that proves his point/premise and hooks
the audience. It’s not a big, fireworks
effect that is meant to show how amazing
the performer is. This opening trick
has purpose in that it starts to prove
the credibility and character of the
performer.
The opening was entertaining, interesting, and may have a deeper message
that the performer might reveal later
on. Sometimes, experimenting with a
character that in no way represents you
helps get your creative thoughts rolling.
I would never think of a cowboy being a
mentalist, but then again... 
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EBOOK NOOK
Excerpt From:
The Magic of Michael
Ammar
Written By:
Michael Ammar

Description:
Ebook, 328 pages
Available From:
www.llepub.com
When The Magic of Michael Ammar was published in 1991, it
was a big deal in the magic world. Gathered between two covers
were Michael’s signature routines (including his stand-up Cups
and Balls routine, Did You Order Salt or Pepper, Pencil through
Quarter, The Iceman Cometh, and The Crazy Man’s Handcuffs),
great contributions from David Williamson, Bob Chesbro,
James Lewis, and Mike Gallo, and chapters on Magic Management, Negotiating Higher Performance Fees, and Making Magic
Memorable. Michael was (and still is) a very popular performer
and lecturer, and his book was well received.
My thanks to L&L Publishing for allowing this excerpt to
appear in M-U-M. —Michael Close

Billy the Hypnotized Balloon
Comments: I believe that the Super Needled Balloon is intrinsically a great trick. The clear balloons look extremely thin and
vulnerable when inflated, and the huge needle and thread certainly
looks intimidating. Despite the fact that onlookers generally have
enough faith and confidence in a magician to loan him twentydollar bills and to place their heads into six-foot guillotines at his
request, they can’t help flinching and covering their ears when the
needle touches the balloon.
However, deep down, they still have faith the needle will
pass through successfully, just as the guillotine blade does. If
they somehow foresee this outcome, I believe the effect itself is
weakened.
The following is an attempt to strengthen the effect, “beef it
up,” and add a surprise comedy ending to make this a complete
routine in itself. This needled balloon effect is not presented in a
“look what I can do” fashion. Watchers are all the more compelled
to flinch and cover their ears, so consequently the penetration is
set up for a stronger impact.
There are two endings to this routine; I use both at various
times, depending on the situation. I will detail both methods, and
you can decide which will be the most convenient addition to your
show. First of all, this is an entire routine, and not just a demonstration with a balloon. It has a definite beginning, surprises in
the body section, and a surprising, unsuspected ending. It follows
a pleasing pattern to perform, and I’ll give an ending that eliminates the need for the dove.
Props/Set-up: You need: two balloons and the needle from the
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needled balloon set with a six-foot string; a pill bottle of Vaseline;
a live dove, a Balloon to Dove tray; an extra ring; and finally, a
black permanent-ink magic marker. The best thing about these
props (except for the dove tray and the dove) is that they can all be
easily packed in the super needled box.
To set up, draw a face with open eyes on one balloon and
a face with closed eyes on the second. I use a Dri-Mark 699
permanent marker, which dries quickly and doesn’t smear. Place
the extra ring into the neck
of the closed-eyed balloon,
about an inch down from the
opening (Figure 1). The extra
ring should have no sharp
points or settings. Place
these into your coat pocket
or out of sight on your table.
The needle is coated with
Vaseline to insure a smooth
penetration, and is placed out
Fig 1
of sight. Load the dove into
the Balloon to Dove. You are
ready to begin.
Effect/Presentation/Procedure: Begin by saying, “I’d like
to move right into one of the most fascinating aspects of mind
control: hypnosis. Hypnosis is a semi-awake, semi-asleep state.
Since there is always the chance that some of you in the audience
might already be semi-awake, or semi-asleep, it wouldn’t be fair
to hypnotize any of you.” Remove the open-eyed balloon from
your pocket and display it. Continue, “Instead, I’ll hypnotize
an inanimate object. I’m going to hypnotize this balloon.” This
always causes laughter from the audience.
“Now this isn’t just any balloon; this balloon has a personality.” Blow up the balloon about three-quarters full, which shows
the simple face drawn on it.
“This is Billy Balloon. Not only is Billy an excellent hypnotic
subject, he does impersonations too! Here’s Billy’s impersonation
of a Chinese balloon.” Put the end of the untied, partially-filled
balloon into your mouth. This frees both hands to reach up and
pull back on the corners of the drawn-on eyes, Chinese style
(Figure 2). (I did this once as a spontaneous gag and was surprised
at the laughter. It always gets a reaction.) The balloon is filled
between patter lines, avoiding any wait as the balloon is blown up.
Continue,
“Now here’s
Billy’s
impression
Fig 2
of
The
E x o r c i s t .”
Once again
the end is
placed into
the mouth,
as the hands
twist Billy’s
head around
clockwise in

a 360-degree circle (Figure 3). Make a noise like a rusty door as
you do this. This plays on the famous scene in the movie where
Regan’s head turns in a complete circle. The balloon is now completely blown up.
“Okay,
that’s
enough air. We
wouldn’t want Billy
Fig 3
to get a swelled
head!” Hold the
balloon with the
neck
pinched
between your right
fingers and thumb.
At this point
you merely act as if
you tie a knot in the
balloon. Actually,
just pinch the end
closed with the fingers and thumb. Say to Billy, “At the count of
three, I want you to completely relax. One, two, three!” The right
hand makes “hypnotic” gestures in front of Billy’s face. As you
snap your fingers,
release the balloon.
The balloon takes
off, propelled by the
Fig 4
escaping air (Figure
4).
“Oops! I guess
we regressed him
too quickly! That’s
okay; Billy’s cousin
is here tonight...
Bobby Balloon. Fortunately, Bobby is in
a permanent state of
hypnosis.” Saying
this, remove the
closed-eyed balloon,
and blow it up. The
Fig 5
face on Bobby has
closed eyes. Conceal
the extra ring in the
neck with your hand.
Hold on to the
ring so as to keep
it from falling into
the balloon. Figure
5 shows how to
hold the neck of the
balloon when you blow it up. Now tie off the balloon. Figure 6
shows the right second and third fingers pinching the neck of the
balloon below the ring, ensuring the ring does not prematurely
pop into the balloon as you start to tie off the end.
Once the balloon is tied off, the left second and third fingers
continue to keep the ring in the neck of the balloon (Figure 7).
Now transfer your right-hand grip on the neck of the balloon
so the ring is pinched between the forefinger and the thumb
(Figure 8).

Fig 6

Fig 7

Fig 8

Say, “Under the influence of hypnosis, Bobby can now accomplish things ordinarily impossible. For example, may I borrow
a gentleman’s finger ring?” Borrow a ring from someone in the
audience. Do not have the spectator come on stage with you. I
do this effect in nightclubs where the audience is very close, and
the ring is always obtained as quickly as possible. If you are performing on a large stage, you may want to borrow the ring at the
beginning of the effect in order to prevent any delays in the body
of the routine.
Address the owner of the ring. “Bobby will now eat your ring.
Open up Bobby. Not talking, huh? We’ll have to use force. Open
up! There...”
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EBOOK NOOK
Fig 12

Fig 9

Fig 10

The left hand now pinches the ring through the neck of the
balloon as the right hand winds up to smack the face of the balloon
(Figure 9). The right hand then thumb palms the ring as you slap
Bobby in the mouth, at the same time releasing the ring with your
left hand (Figure 10). The illusion that you pushed the borrowed
ring into the balloon is perfect; if the ring is kept in motion, a

Fig 11

with the tied end pointing up and Bobby’s face pointing down.
The ring comes to rest where Bobby’s nose has been drawn. Place
your hands where his ears would be, and squeeze together (Figure
12). Be careful not to burst the balloon, but squeeze enough to
make it appear as if you are trying to force the ring out. Give up
after a couple of tries and say, “Not going to give, huh? Well, I
have a persuader.”
Go over to the table to get the needle. As you do this, leave
the ring behind on the table. Display the needle with its six-foot
string. Wave it menacingly in front of Bobby’s face. The needle
gets a big laugh; the audience is not expecting it to penetrate the
balloon. The lead-in doesn’t give away the effect; they believe this
exaggerated prop is just a gag.
“Still not convinced? Well, you’re going to get a bang out of
this!” This may seem like an overly obvious line, but under these
conditions, it gets a laugh. Only now do they suspect what you are
going to do next.
“I’m going to go straight through his nose with this razor sharp
needle. If any of you don’t believe this is a very sharp needle,
you may actually come up and take the place of this balloon. No
takers? Here we go, right through the nose, down to the bottom,
pick up the ring, and out the back. Of course, this would be impossible were it not for hypnosis!”
Push the needle through the nose in the standard “needled
balloon” manner, pick up the ring with the end of the needle,
and then push the needle out the opposite side. Leave the needle

Fig 13

switch will never be suspected. This is a strong point of the trick
and sets up the penetration to come.
Take Bobby’s face into your right hand and the tied end into
your left hand; shake the ring around inside the balloon. Twirl the
balloon in a circle so the audience can clearly see that the ring is
inside (Figure 11). When Paul Daniels featured this effect on one
of his British television specials, this particular moment in the
routine got a tremendous round of applause.
“Now Bobby will blow your ring out his nose!” Hold the balloon
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sticking out both ends, with the ring sliding back and forth on the
inside (Figure 13).

Fig 14

Pause for the effect to sink in, and then draw the needle all of
the way through, leaving the balloon on the string (Figure 14).
Swing the balloon on the string with your left hand. As you do
this, say, “Guess it’s pretty obvious that Bobby is a swinger, but
that is no reason to let him keep your ring.” Draw the string out.
Then go back to your table and set down the needle. As you do
this, palm the borrowed ring that you earlier ditched on the table.
Attach Bobby by his tied end to your dove tray. It is very
important that the ring inside the balloon is not sitting on the
flap that flies up. This will shoot the ring across the room like a
catapult. If you set the ring onto the stationary portion, the flap
pops the balloon, gets rid of the extra ring by covering it, and
produces the dove.
Address the balloon, “Still holding? Well that’s okay, because
it’s not you that’s been hypnotized. It’s the entire audience. This
isn’t Bobby the Balloon; it’s Bobby the Bird...”
Release the dove tray and allow the dove to appear. Immediately continue, “...and there around his leg is your ring! A
real tribute to hypnosis!” Reach up and pretend to remove the
borrowed (palmed) ring from the leg of the dove. Then give the
ring back to its owner.
Alternate Ending: The above method combines two beautiful,
commercial effects. For those people who may prefer to perform

Fig 16

this without utilizing the Balloon to Dove, the alternative is
simple.
Procedure: The presentation and set-up are the same as
described, except that you do not ditch the borrowed ring while
getting the needle from your table. Instead, transfer the ring
from your right hand into your left, keeping it concealed until the
balloon is dangling from the string.
Take the string in your left hand near the end, holding the
needle in your right hand. The balloon swings on the string,
between the hands, as the right hand pops the balloon (Figure 15).
This leaves the extra ring on the string between two pieces of the
balloon (Figure 16). The left hand apparently pulls the ring from
the string, but actually leaves it behind, where it is concealed by
the balloon fragments in your right hand (Figure 17).
Show the borrowed ring in the left hand, as the right hand
places the needle (and extra ring) aside.

Fig 17

Fig 15

Alternate Handling: Those performers who might wish to
perform Billy the Hypnotized Balloon at children’s shows can
easily do so. Just follow the presentation as described, but don’t
include the ring penetration. That’s simple enough! The character
and delivery is entertaining and the patter can easily be altered to
follow the change in handling. Some stage performers may choose
to follow this path to avoid the possibility of delay in borrowing
a ring. 
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Focus on Funny
By Norm Barnhart

Last month’s column discussed using
comedy warm-ups in library and school
shows to establish rapport and generate
enthusiasm. A magical warm-up will not
only build audience anticipation for the
show and reward those who came early; it
will also help draw in a bigger crowd. At a
fair or festival there are so many distractions that people can be overwhelmed. We
have to draw a crowd and invite people to
come over, letting them know that a show
is about to start. If people hear laughter
and applause from your stage area, they
will be drawn in to see what is happening.
A bigger crowd makes the performer look
like a great attraction.
This is a different situation from the
quieter warm-ups used in libraries and
schools as described last month. With a
festival, you want to create a buzz before
the show to draw in a crowd. This is a good
place for the typical comedy warm-ups
that many family performers have written
about, but here they happen before the
show, drawing in the crowd and generating
a bit of noise so the people strolling by at
the fair will be attracted.
We want a big crowd in front of us
before the show starts; more people
generate more laughter, so it is fun for
us to perform for a bigger group than a
smaller group. The laughter is contagious.
And the person hiring you thinks you are
wonderful. Here’s a comedy routine that
gathers a crowd and generates pre-show
enthusiasm.
“Would anyone like to see the vanishing
dollar?” the magician asks. The audience
says, “Yes.” The magician replies, “Oh,
only three people want to see it? Is that all?”
The performer wants a louder response, so
he repeats the question in a louder voice.
“Does anyone want to see the vanishing
dollar trick?” The audience responds with
a louder “Yes!” The magician quips, “If
you want to see the vanishing dollar trick,
then you need to go to Washington!”
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Magician continues, even louder, “Do
you really want to see a dollar disappear?”
The audience yells back, “Yes!” This
byplay draws people in to see what all the
commotion is about. Of course, anything
with money perks interest too. “Okay, if
you really want to see a dollar disappear,
then I will need to borrow a dollar. I’m a
magician, not a millionaire.”
Spot someone wearing a hat (you’ll understand why in a moment) and borrow a
dollar from him. Now a crowd is gathering
as you wave the dollar around and remind
the crowd, and those passing by, that the
magic show starts in five minutes. Ask the
guy to put his initials on the bill and then
wave it around as you invite those passing
by to join the audience. “Grab a seat folks
quick before they are all taken; it’s almost
show time! Before the show starts you will
see Tom’s dollar disappear! It’s amazing;
it’s incredible; it’s moderately unbelievable!”
The performer continues, “This dollar
bill will vanish so fast that if you blink your
eyes you will miss the trick. You might take
a moment right now and blink your eyes.
I’ll wait for you.” Pause as they do this.
“That was an okay blink, but you really
want to get your eyes ready for the big
show coming up in just two minutes. I’ll
help you do a proper eye blink. Close your
eyes for two seconds; while your eyes are
closed, roll your eyes to the left, then to the
right, and then open them.” Demonstrate,
and then continue, “Ready to get a good
blink in? Say, yes.” They respond, “Yes.”
Hold the dollar bill up in the air and say,
“Let’s blink our eyes on the count of three:
one, two, three.” They blink and you stuff
the bill in the back of your shirt collar so
half is sticking out.
“Tom’s dollar has just disappeared,
but it has to be around here somewhere.”
Turn around to look for the bill; the kids
will yell and point out where it is. Do a bit
of comic byplay with this and watch the
crowd build as people are drawn into the
stage area by the excited sounds. Discover
the bill at the back of your collar; return it
as you announce that the show is starting.
Hit your introduction. (I have an intro with

music running through the sound system
with an announcer voice introducing me
cued on MP3. If you have an emcee, then
that person can introduce you.
Once the introduction is made, you can
apparently repeat the vanishing bill trick.
Re-borrow the bill from the spectator,
balling it up, and switch it for a flash bill.
As you go for a lighter, you leave the real
bill in your pocket. The flash paper ball is
lit and is tossed away into the air. “Behold,
the Vanishing Dollar Bill Trick!” Wait
for the applause, and when it dies down
ask, “Would you like to see a trick that is
twenty times better?” When the audience
responds, yes, ask, “Could I borrow a
twenty-dollar bill?”
Turn to the person you borrowed the
bill from and say, “Actually everyone here
seems to like that trick…except one. How
are you doing Tom? I’d like to do a trick
just for you, Tom. It’s called the Amazing,
Appearing Bill Trick.” He is invited on
stage. “I would like to direct your attention
to an envelope on that table. It has been
there the entire day and I have not gone
anywhere near it. Would you open that
envelope please? Would you reach in and
pull out the bill that you find in there?” He
pulls out a sheet of paper. “Please hold up
the bill, wait! Hey, that’s my electric bill!”
Look in the envelope; it is empty. Ask the
guy to check the back of your neck, where
the bill appeared the first time. Comedy
comes from your reaction to the situation
you find yourself in.
Borrow his baseball cap (this is why
you borrowed a bill from a guy with a hat
in the first place). When you turn away to
have him check your collar you simply
reach in your pocket and take out the bill.
Reach up, helping him to hold his cap in
the right location and as you adjust his
position, you drop the bill into the cap. You
are ready for him to say the magic words,
“George Washington, please come home.”
Have him look in the cap. He reaches
in, holds up the bill, un-crumples it, and is
asked if those are his initials. “Hold it high
as you go back to your seat; let’s hear it
for Tom.” 

On the Shoulders of Giants
Stage M agic and Theory
from Denny Haney
By Scott Alex ander

Creating an
Effective Opening
“His Judgment Cometh,
and that Right Soon...” —from The
Shawshank Redemption
The above quote is sewn in needlepoint
and hangs on Warden Norton’s wall in the
movie The Shawshank Redemption. The
whole central message of the movie swirls
around judgment. As a performer, from the
second the curtain parts and you take your
first steps onto the stage, you are being
judged. Your whole act hinges on the first
thirty seconds an audience lays eyes on
you. Just like when you meet a person for
the first time, a first impression is made.
You begin to formulate thoughts and ideas
about the person you are looking at, and
the audience does the same thing about
you. This is why you should focus a lot
of your effort on having a good opening,
not just the trick, but they way you present
yourself, your entrance, dress, attitude,
body language, facial expressions, and
your all-important opening line. The
audience should get a sense that they like
you, before seeing a single trick.

The Goal of Your
Opener
While the goal of your opener as a
magician should be to do a really good
trick and fool the audience, that goal can be
undermined by a bad entrance. Yes, your
opener should be a great trick, and indeed
fool them, but more important, it should be
a piece that will build on and showcase the
personality you put forward in your first
thirty seconds, helping the audience bond
with you. There has to be a “break the ice”
moment before you can build an attraction,
and, ultimately, a strong rapport.
If you’ve ever been a customer at
Denny’s shop, invariably he will end
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up asking the question, “Do you have
Fitzkee?” If your answer is, “What’s a
Fitzkee?” you’re in trouble. Dariel Fitzkee’s
Showmanship for Magicians is one of
the ingredients in the mortar to building
a strong magical fortress from which you
can launch solid attacks of wonder.
Boom! The book has some really good
foundational stuff about how to be an entertainer with magic. Even though some of
the information is a bit old-fashioned, the
real meat of it still applies to today’s performing situations. It is important to fight
through the “tough reads” in some of these
old books and listen to these crusty old
sages from days gone by, because you may
be able to glean that one idea that makes
your act click. This quote from Fitzkee
really has a great deal of insight: “Make
them like you, better than your magic.
Make them like you so much, they would
even pay to hear you sing, or tell stories.
Make them want to witness your entertainment regardless of what you do.” It’s just
like dating: No matter how much money
you say you make, or what kind of car you
drive, or whether you like Piña Coladas
and getting caught in the rain, if they don’t
like you, you’re not going to establish a
meaningful relationship.
With forty years of performing under
his belt, Denny has mastered his rapportbuilding skills. He has a terrific set of
lecture notes that covers all aspects of
putting a good act together. There is a particular chapter on creating this likability
in an opening routine that fits perfectly
with this discussion. In his notes, Denny
says, “Do not ever make the mistake of
thinking that your opening effect is the
thing that will get your audience to like
you. Norm Nielsen has the uncanny ability
to get the audience to like him before he
even reaches center stage. The fact that
his magic is great also only enhances his
likability.”
In today’s world of instant gratification, with everything happening at a more
rapid pace, it is important to establish this
rapport with the audience immediately.
In regards to this likability factor, Fitzkee
continues his thoughts on opening with a
quote that is just as relevant now as it was

then: “You haven’t many minutes to do it
[establish likability] in these days. But you
must do it. Or the next time they won’t ask
for you. They won’t want you. They’ll want
the tricks. And if they want the tricks, any
magician will do – just any one.”

From the Get-Go
You must realize that your show begins
not when you utter your first words, but as
soon as your foot breaks the curtain line.
From the moment you are first visible to
the audience, they begin judging you and
making assumptions about you. They are
considering the way you are dressed, so
make sure you are dressed well. Are you
the kind of guy who wears a business
suit, or skinny jeans? If you wear skinny
jeans, should you really be wearing them?
Dress age appropriately. If you are in your
late forties and still dressing like you’re
nineteen, you may think you look hip;
chances are you look like a dead teenager.
Clothes make the man, they say. But it
is not just your clothes that matter. Your
face can easily be washed out by the stage
lights, so putting on makeup is important
to creating a good first impression. Even
if you’re a manly man and haven’t considered makeup, you should. Do a Google
search for how to apply a simple stage face
and drop by a Mac cosmetics store at your
fancy-schmancy mall; buy some makeup
and let them show you how to apply it. Just
look at Denny with makeup and without.
Yeesh! It makes a world of difference
(Photos 1 and 2).
The audience is also assessing your
stride. Are you walking out quickly, or are
you lumbering onto the stage? Movement
creates excitement. Walk out there with
some energy. You should also enter from
as far upstage in the corner as you can and
then walk towards the center at a fortyfive degree angle so the audience gets to
see more of you. If you just walk out from
the side the audience doesn’t get to see you
at your best angle. Profile is not very flattering; it also looks aloof and alienating
(Photo 3 and 4). They should be able to see
you clearly. Another good tip is to enter

Photo 2

Photo 1

Photo 3

Photo 4

from stage right to stage left. From the audience’s vantage point, they will see you
walking in from their left side to their right
side. This is the way people read in the
western world and it is more comfortable
and familiar for an audience to observe.
The audience is also making judgments
based on your physicality. Are you fat,
skinny, ugly, disheveled, funny-looking, or suave? Or are you “bringing sexy
back?” All of these things are questions
you should ask yourself. You should know
the answers before the audience asks the
questions. Ask these questions of yourself
and answer them honestly; after all
nobody’s perfect. Let the audience know
that you are self-aware. Maybe you are old,
fat, ugly, skinny, neurotic, whatever. Come
up with a line about it. Not everybody is
David Copperfield. We will look at how
Denny answered some of these questions
about himself a little later.

beginning, when you hit center stage and
the applause is fading out, take a moment
to look three ways with your eyes. First,
take a moment to glance to the right and
scan the audience with your eyes; then
look center and do the same thing; and
once again take a beat and look to the
left side of the audience and scan around
(Photo 5). Though the lights may be bright
and in your eyes (creating a black void in
which you really can’t see anyone), the
audience doesn’t know that. If you scan
different parts of the audience and look
in the general plane of where you imagine

Acknowledge Your
Audience
First and foremost, you should acknowledge the audience, and do so warmly and
sincerely. According to Denny, “The worst
thing you can say when you walk out on
stage is, ‘How’s everybody doin’?’” This
is said by so many performers, but it is
an empty opening line. Denny continues,
“The minute you say that, the audience automatically knows you really don’t give a
damn. What if they all answered honestly?
What if one guy stood up and said, ‘Well
I just went thru a horrible divorce, my dog
just died, and my house is being foreclosed
on. How are you...jackass?’” That would be
embarrassing to say the least – funny, but
embarrassing. Denny put it to me this way,
“‘How’s everybody doing?’ is the opening
line for people who don’t have an opening
line.” He credited that little quote to the
great Bob Sheets, and that observation is
true. You may not have a killer opening
line that is perfectly suited to your show.
If you don’t, that’s okay. Simply greet
the audience like a real person and then
introduce yourself. It could be as simple as,
“Good evening everyone, I’m The Great
What’s-His-Face; it’s really nice to be
here with all of you tonight.” Just be sure
to deliver it with warmth and sincerity.

Scan the Room
It is said that the eyes are the window
to the soul. People enjoy eye contact.
When we are in a conversation, we feel
that someone who is looking into our eyes
is really connected to what we are saying.
Take the time to give the illusion that you
are looking at everyone in the room. They
want to feel as if you are seeing them. This
little tip goes such a long way. It is really
simple to achieve this by following a little
room-working geography. Right at the

Photo 5

their eyes are, you will be able, with just
a quick scan back and forth, to catch the
eye of most of the people in each section, if
only for a quick moment. Don’t forget any
balconies. This will do wonders for your
connection with the audience right off the
bat. Just make sure to keep this eye contact
up various times throughout your show.

The Ice Breaker
Humor is always a good way to break
the ice. Denny uses it frequently, as we will
see in the three openings he currently uses.
As I mentioned, if you have a funny line
that makes a reference to your own image
it can definitely be a great ice breaker. I
attended a comedy workshop by Michael
Goudeau; he said something that I thought
was great. He said, “Laughter is the sound
of assumptions breaking.” This means that
if you take something that the audience
is expecting you to ignore, and then shed
light on it, that is funny. They assume you
wouldn’t mention a flaw of yours; when
you do the ice is immediately broken.
A lot of great pros use this technique.
Mac King comments on how he is wearing
his granddad’s suit. Michael Finney
comments on the price of his cane-totable prop. Jeff Hobson comments on what
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on the shoulders of giants
the audience may be thinking regarding
his sexual orientation. Max Maven (with
his menacing look) walks out and gently
says, “Boo!” Denny has followed Billy
McComb’s “rice pudding night at the
home” approach and points out the fact
that he, too, is now up in years. I have
seen overweight performers effectively
comment that they will move the mic stand
out of the way so you can see them a little
better. Any little comment like that you can
use to break the ice and get the audience
rooting for you is a plus. Try to come up
with some of your own by taking what you
see in the mirror, or things your spouse or
friends say about you, and writing a funny
line around it.
I jotted one down in my notebook a few
weeks ago. A good opening line I thought
might be, “I knew I should become a
magician when in high school I realized
I had the amazing ability to make women
disappear...just by talking to them.” Get
some friends to sit around and jam on some
ideas; I am sure you will come up with
several creative ones if you put your mind
to it, and you’ll probably have some healthy
laughs in the process. Then, follow up that
funny opening line with a killer trick that
features your personality and also wows
the socks off them, and you will be well on
your way to a great opening. Now let’s take
a look at several ways Denny has opened
his act.

The Flashy Opening
Back in the day, Denny opened in a traditional flashy style. While Denny was in
his formative years he developed an eightminute manipulation routine including
doves, silks, manipulation, and a rabbit
production. This was his standard opening
for years. This type of opening adhered
to the idea of “razzle-dazzle ‘em right up
front and you have them in the palm of
your hand.” As good as this opening was,
Denny wasn’t playing to his strengths. A
comedy magician named Lee Allen once
told Denny that he didn’t need all that
flashy stuff as an opener. Allen realized
that Denny’s strength was talking. Allen
told Denny, “You are so funny, you don’t
need all that bird and rabbit stuff. Your
strength is talking. Open that way.” Denny
was relying on the crutch of the eightminute opener he had become attached to
and was afraid to just go out there and talk.
Denny took Allen’s advice and considered
experimenting with a talking opening.
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In the early 1980s when Denny was
getting bigger and bigger gigs in the
corporate market, he used illusions when
opening. His standard opener was the
Hindu Basket; when the money was a little
bigger he would open with the Crystal Box
and then do the basket later in the show.
Both of these openings were fast and flashy
and worked quite well for Denny. Then
fate intervened and made Denny realize he
didn’t really need all the bells and whistles
to have a good opener.
With the words of Lee Allen still fresh
in his ears, Denny found himself in a
sticky situation at a corporate event. Denny
was going to open with the basket while
working a corporate gig for IBM (not the
magicians, the business machines). He was
contracted to do three shows in one day.
However, when he got to the gig, Denny
found out that, yes, he had to do three
shows, but that the audience would be the
same for all three shows. He realized he
had to do three entirely different line-ups.
He now had to come up with three different
openers, on the fly.
He only had the flashy Hindu Basket
illusion, so he opened one show with that,
but he had to find two more openers. He
decided to open one show with the Egg Bag
and one show with the Torn and Restored
Newspaper. And each one worked just fine
as an opener. He simply walked out on
stage, re-introduced himself, and greeted
the audience. He tossed out a quick joke or
two and went into the tricks. He discovered
that just coming out and saying hello and
doing something worked. He didn’t need
all the music and flashy stuff. Denny had
discovered that just opening with talking
to the audience worked for him.
Denny does admit that this will not
work for everyone. He says, “If you are not
a good talker and you can’t engage your
audience with your voice alone, then by
all means open with music. You must play
to your strengths.” But if you have the gift
of gab, maybe consider dropping that tired
old cane and candle act and try just talking
to the audience.
Regardless, you should still open with
some kind of musical tag for your entrance
to set a tone. Again, make an age appropriate choice. If you are in the college market,
corporate market, birthday party market,
or cruise ship market, then choose an appropriate song for your entrance. Don’t
play The Cars, “Uh Oh, It’s Magic” for
your college shows, unless of course, you
are being ironic. Regardless, music has
power. Music has a way of getting you

an automatic emotional investment from
the audience. Music is inspiring, and if
you can hitch your wagon to a great song
you are well on your way of getting your
audience in a good mood and set up to
like you. A lot of corporate meetings play
exciting, upbeat music to pump up the
sales force before a big awards ceremony
or event. Athletes listen to music to get
them pumped up before games. Walk out
to an exciting song that is appropriate to
the venue and crowd you are working and
you’re halfway there.
Now if your entire opening is going
to be a musical, fast, flashy opening kind
of act, just be aware of one pitfall that a
lot of these types of openings can create.
These kinds of routines tend to alienate
the audience when the magician is just
focused on the tricks themselves. Often
they aren’t bothering to look at and engage
the audience. This is why so many illusion
acts tend to be perceived as devoid of
personality. When you hit the stage, take
a moment to acknowledge the audience,
soak them all in, give a nod, and accept any
applause you are given. Don’t overdo it and
stand there too long making them applaud.
That can be a sure turnoff to an audience.
You haven’t done anything yet! If you are
Copperfield, you can walk out and milk
it, because you have a proven track record
and a fan base. If you’re Joe Schmo Illusionist, get on with it. Acknowledge them,
but get on with the show. Creating truly
effective opening moments on stage is a
tricky business. Let’s take a look at three
different ways Denny currently opens his
act.

Denny’s Current
Openings
1) The Torn and Restored Newspaper
2) The Egg Bag
Denny rarely does any illusions these
days. He usually just does a one-man show.
Occasionally, he will work the Magic
Castle or other magic function as an emcee
or host. This means he opens with a short
bit of age-appropriate music, and then rolls
right into engaging the audience with his
opening ice-breaker joke.
“Good evening my name is Denny and
I am from Baltimore, Maryland. (There is
little response, usually because Denny insinuates that Baltimore is a “D-list” city). I
know, I feel the same way. When magicians
come on stage they usually don’t tell you

what they are going to do before they do it
and there is a reason for that. If you know
what is going to happen before it happens...
you watch too closely!”
First, Denny breaks the ice by telling
them he’s from Baltimore and then does a
bit of self-effacing humor to get them on
his side. Then Denny points out that he
knows they try to watch closely to figure
out the tricks. Denny humorously highlights this fact and lets the audience know
that he knows they are burning him; it
breaks the tension, and gets a laugh. Said
with his usual elfish charm, the audience
chuckles at the gag and immediately
starts liking Denny and his attitude. Your
opening line doesn’t have to get a huge
laugh. It just has to make you likable and
break the ice. After this brief intro, Denny
goes into either the Newspaper or Egg
Bag routine. Denny uses the Newspaper
and Egg Bag routines as opening tricks
because they allow him to continue talking
to the audience, building his rapport.
They are also tricks that pack a really big
magical wallop.
3) A Grave Mistake – Denny’s Castle
Opener
Denny is now what you might call a
“seasoned performer” (which is a nice
way of saying “old”). Denny takes his own
advice and lets the people in the audience
know that he knows he is old by performing Dick Stoner’s A Grave Mistake (Photo
6). This is a marketed effect that Denny
has really made his own with his personality and timing. It works for young and
old alike because of its common theme.
The piece even “hips” all the hipsters in
the crowd to the fact that Denny knows

his audience, they automatically jump to
his side, even the young, ironic, and jaded
ones at the Castle.
“Good evening everyone, my name
is Denny and I am from Baltimore,
Maryland...I know, I feel the same way.
It is great to be here at the Magic Castle.
You really have to dress up to be in here,
and I think that’s great. But when I first
came here I didn’t have a tie. So I went out
to my car and looked around, but there
was no tie. I must have left it at home,
so I quickly grabbed a pair of jumper
cables and tied them around my neck. I
went up to the doorman and said, ‘I didn’t
have a tie, but I put these on. Is it okay if
I come in?’ He looked me up and down
and then said, ‘Okay, you can come in...
but don’t start anything!’ (This gag gets a
big laugh.) Since I’ve been getting older,
I’ve started getting all of these telemarketing calls from funeral homes. They want
to sell me all kinds of final arrangements.
After getting all these calls, I decided to go
down and see what kind of a deal they were
going to offer me.”
Then Denny launches into the Grave
Mistake routine, which basically is a large
piece of paper depicting a coffin, drapes,
and a nice burial arrangement. By folding
it down you eliminate the drapes, then the
arrangement, and then the coffin (Photo 7),

Photo 7

Photo 6

he is old. This makes him hipper than the
hipsters. By acknowledging the fact that
he is decrepit and “Yoda-like” in front of

until finally you are left with just a trash
can. The folding of the paper is motivated
by you telling the salesman that you don’t
want to spend a lot of money, and is it
possible they have anything cheaper. The
picture of the trash can (Photo 8) is finally
revealed with the line, “Well, I think this
might be in your price range.”
When Denny isn’t at the Castle he
sometimes opens with the jumper cable
joke. He will often reference the Castle;
once the audience gets the concept that it is
a fancy place and you have to dress up, he
launches into the jumper cable joke. From

Photo 8

there he will segue into either of his three
opening effects, all of which are engaging
and above all, funny. “The important
thing for me is to get them laughing first,”
Denny told me. “If they don’t like me by
that point, I’m screwed!”

The Takeaways
• The show starts as soon as you set foot
on stage.
• Walk out with energy and excitement.
• Put some makeup on that pasty face.
• Use music to create or enhance the audience’s mood.
• Acknowledge your audience with a
smile.
• Scan the audience with your eyes to
establish eye contact.
• Greet the audience warmly and
sincerely.
• Know what your strengths are and
plan your opening lines accordingly.
• Try breaking the ice with a joke or
humorous comment about yourself or
your props.
• Pick a good, solid trick to follow up
the opening remarks, and you’re on
your way.
I’ll wrap it up this month with a quote
from Denny’s lecture notes. “Take a look
at what you are doing and how you are
opening. Maybe you can take out that
worn-out opening that you have been using
as a crutch for so many years and move it
to another place in your show. What is the
one routine that gets the audience to like
you best? Maybe you should open with that
first. Think about it. You don’t always have
to open fast and flashy, but you do have
to open with something that gets them to
like you. It doesn’t matter what you do, as
long as they like you while you are doing
it. Then you are home free.” 
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Building A Show
By Larry Hass

Penn & Teller
amaze me
Penn & Teller have clearly defined
points of view that are expressed in every
piece they perform. They use television
better than anyone. They are smart and
funny, and respect the intelligence of their
audience. They keenly understand the
psychology of magic and use it to fool us
deeply, just when we thought we knew what
was going on. They have a rare talent for
turning off-stage projects into pure gold,
from Bullsh*t! to Fool Us, from Penn’s
podcasts and recent books to Teller’s essays
and work as a director of live theatre.
And they are just about the most creative
magicians in the world. Having performed
together at the top of the heap for over
thirty-five years, they could do “greatest
hits” shows and settle into easy, familiar
patterns. On the contrary, they are always
working on new material and regularly
introduce bold new pieces into their show.
These guys are artists who inspire me to
stay creative, push the edges, and turn “the
box” on its ear (not just think “outside it”).
Instead of studying one of their shows
at the Rio in Las Vegas, I thought readers
might enjoy learning about a one-off show
they recently performed in Dallas.
Penn & Teller, Verizon Theatre, Grand
Prairie, Texas, 8:00 p.m., April 12, 2013
Pre-show: The Verizon Theatre is a
large, indoor concert venue, which is in
contrast to the cozier theater at the Rio. The
stage was simply adorned with a hanging,
bright red, partial “ampersand” that Penn
& Teller use as an icon.
1. Penn & Teller take the stage and
perform Cell Fish. That is, a guy with a cell
phone comes on stage, the audience (but
not the guy) sees Penn toss his phone to
Teller, who catches it in a red bucket that is
hoisted above their heads. Meanwhile Penn
pretends to crush the guy’s phone in a paper
cup, but then the joke is on the audience,
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for a box in the middle of the audience is
passed forward. Inside is a wrapped fish
on ice, which Teller cuts open to reveal the
missing cell phone!
2. Card Stab: A classic piece I hadn’t seen
live in many years. Penn has an audience
member select a card while going on about
how magicians secretly manipulate cards,
thereby annoying Teller. After provoking
Teller further, the cards are spread on a
butcher’s block table, the blindfolded Teller
stabs down, and Penn screams, holding up
a bloody hand with a knife blade sticking
through the selection! (Penn removes the
obvious gimmick, wipes off the fake blood,
and the show continues.)
3. Helium (an excellent new routine):
Teller climbs inside a large trash bag that
is held by Penn and an audience member.
Penn fills the bag with helium – Teller is
obviously inside – then bam! Lights flash,
the bag floats up in the air, and Teller is
standing there, freed from the bag.
4. Looks Simple: Penn plays the bass
and narrates while Teller, wearing a hat,
performs and demonstrates the seven
principles of magic. Classic P&T.
5. A three-phase, two-man Powers of
Darkness routine with an audience member.
6. Silverfish: Teller’s astonishing, artful
version of the Miser’s Dream, performed
with a woman from the audience.
7. The Psychic Comedian: A very
deceptive three-phase book test routine that
is themed as a denunciation of psychics.
At the end, the freely selected joke has a
punch line that matches a prediction in an
envelope that countless people signed in
the lobby before the show.
8. Teller’s famous Needles routine.
9. Cowboy: An audience member sits at
a picnic table across from Penn. The person
uses a small camera to film the action,
which is projected on a screen hanging
over the table. The audience delights in
watching Penn manipulating props (aided
by Teller) to fool the guy who is filming,
but soon Penn’s manipulations start fooling
the audience, and the piece comes to an
astonishing conclusion. (This outstanding, dizzying piece has to be seen to be
believed.)
10. Penn demonstrates that he has
memorized which slots in a pneumatic nail
gun cartridge are empty as he rapidly shifts
between punching nails in a board and not
doing so in his palm.
11. Stressing the importance of free

speech and the Bill of Rights, Penn & Teller
appear to burn an American flag, and then
expose that they didn’t, while vanishing
it again. The flag suddenly reappears on
an empty flagpole, where it was at the
beginning. The guys stand with hands
on heart expressing their pride to live in
America. No short description can do
justice to this conceptually complex piece.
12. Shadows: This is Teller’s surrealistic masterpiece.
13. Penn & Teller closed this show with
an exceptional variation on the fire-eating
routine Penn sometimes performs in Las
Vegas. It is, in effect, a heart-felt expression of why they do what they do and why
they work together. It ends with them each
smoking a cigarette and Penn saying, “You
are in our tent and the sideshow ain’t dead,
that’s for damn sure. Good night!”

Observations
While there are many lessons about
show building we could take away from
this show, I want to focus on its opening.
Indeed, Penn & Teller always have strong
openings. For instance, I have seen them
take the stage as giant inflatable characters (with a magical surprise), with Teller
having a concrete block around his head,
and with Teller emerging from a wooden
crate (that had just been shown empty) in
the middle of the stage.
Sometimes their openers have a quick
hit of magic, but more important is the
fact that the material expresses their characters. By the time the opening routine is
done you have an excellent sense of who
they are and what this show is going to be
about. In this case, with Cell Fish, we get
their “go-against-the-grain humor” as Penn
implores everyone to turn their cell phones
on, not off. But we also are introduced to
the dizzying dynamic that plays out over
and over in the show, where we believe we
are seeing how it is done, but end up being
profoundly fooled.
I invite you to carefully study your
own opening routines. Are they original
enough? Are they snappy and energetic? Is
there a strong magical payoff? And above
all, do they effectively communicate who
you are and what your show will be about?
No one shows us how to do this better
than Penn & Teller. 
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INFORMED OPINION
Latest Product Reviews
Compiled and Edited by W. S. Duncan

I’d like to depart a bit from our normal review process this
month and talk about a couple of items that were not submitted for
review, one of which isn’t even for sale. The first is Joshua Jay’s
new effect, Phantom Deck. The trick is an alternate, and much
improved, take on the overused OmniDeck meme.
In case you’ve never seen it, the OmniDeck is a block of
plastic shaped like a deck of cards. If you put a card on top of it,
most people will take it for a deck of cards. The meme concludes
with you “vanishing” the deck, except for a selected card. This
always gets a surprised (read: good) reaction, but to my mind it’s
not a magical event. A deck of cards is transformed into a lump
of plastic…hardly high art. But Josh has managed to finesse the
idea just enough to turn it into something that makes even a curmudgeon like me smile: instead of a block of plastic, the deck of
cards transforms into a collection of transparent cards. This ups
the effect considerably, and instead of a lump you have a spreadable pack of “invisible.” It seems harder (though it hardly is) and
the pack looks wonderful when you spread it between your hands
and there is a single card in the middle of the pack. If you use the

OmniDeck, you owe it to yourself to upgrade. If you don’t use the
OmniDeck, you should at least watch the video on Josh’s website
for Vanishing Inc. and see how good this looks. I recommend it,
and I’m a cranky old man.
The second item isn’t a recommendation, it’s a requirement.
Put down this magazine, log on to the interwebs, and visit Josh at
www.VanishingIncMagic.com where he has a free ebook for you
to download. The book is called Magic in Mind; it’s a collection
of essays by some of the best thinkers in magic. There are over
thirty articles, written by folks like Darwin Ortiz, John Carney,
Tommy Wonder, David Regal, and our own editor, Michael Close.
If there’s a name you think of when people talk about guys who
think well and long about our art, that name is probably represented here. Josh spent three years getting permission, collecting, and
editing this volume. It’s one of the best books on “magic theory”
that you’ll find, because it represents so many diverse viewpoints.
And it won’t cost you anything but your email address and your
time, which come to think of it makes it the most expensive book
you’ll get this year. Spend the time. You won’t regret it.

All In Two-DVD Set
By Jack Carpenter

new friends, very much in the seat of the old master. His companions – Ben Train, Chris Mayhew, Zach Lambert, and Tyler Wilson
– provide an audience, ask questions, and clarify instructions, but
mostly they just sit back in awe. To be frank, there’s very little
Jack could demonstrate that wouldn’t take most card workers by
surprise.
The discs are a mix of material, with most of the gambling
material featured on the first disc and most of the magic material
on the second. The moves and techniques are spread throughout the set. Some of my favorite items are: Running the Aces/
Table Bluff Shift, an Ace production and control; Touch My
Heart, which is a diabolically simple, clear, and direct approach
to a two-card transposition; 451 Stack, a comedy gambling demo
inspired by the late Earnest Earick; and Jack’s revised method
for his Ultimate False Deal demonstration. Center deal demos are
almost a dime a dozen – Jack ups the ante by placing four Tens on
top of the deck, four Queens on the bottom, and four Aces in the
middle and then somehow deals all the Tens to one player, all the
Queens to another, and the Aces to himself. The astonishing part
is that it’s easier than it sounds. Another standout is Hustler’s Rip,
a great take on the Three Card Monte that allows you to visibly
tear a corner off the money card only to have the tear and the
corner magically jump to another card. A routine that I hadn’t
seen before is Imagine, a very good way to find two selected
cards, one physically chosen and one purely thought of. It also
happens to be one of the easier items on the discs. Jack’s not afraid
to work if he has to, but he never works hard for its own sake. If
he can get strong results with minimal effort, he will. Either way,
though, his work is never dumbed down.
The moves include some terrific multiple card controls, a
number of card switches, and a bottom palm that will have you
shaking your head (but will definitely improve your approach to
the move). For my money, the tips on second and bottom dealing

Available from: www.penguinmagic.com
Price $50.00
Review by Antonio M. Cabral
Jack Carpenter is one of my big
heroes in card magic. He was the first
card magic idol of mine I got to meet
and befriend. His creative output
over the last few years has been so
astounding that, with the release
of his latest DVD set All In, Jack
Carpenter is starting to honk me off.
I’ve had the pleasure of seeing
much of the material on All In previously, because Jack has shared it
with friends and colleagues via his
YouTube channel. It’s become a bit
of a running inside joke as to how
incessantly often Jack posts a new
idea or routine. The astounding part is that there’s never a stinker
in the bunch. Jack has an uncanny knack for sharp, astonishing,
and entertaining card magic, whether it’s a quick trick or a longer
routine, or whether it requires advanced shuffle-and-deal work
or a double lift and a subtlety. All In is two discs’ worth of such
material, and there’s something for everyone here.
As I observed in my review of his Seattle Sessions DVDs, Jack
works very well in a casual atmosphere. Here, the crew at Paper
Crane sat him down at a poker table with cigarettes and whiskey
and let him go to town on some very talented young cardmen. On
the Seattle Sessions he was among old friends; here, he’s among
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are worth the price of the discs alone. Any time Jack talks about
false dealing, I listen. And the over-the-shoulder point of view on
his hands as he demonstrates the moves drives the point home.
Seeing these routines in a professionally produced setting is a
real treat. The routines I mentioned are personal favorites; I can
recommend every item on these discs, however. (Okay, here’s
another recommendation: Poor Uncle Joe, a five-card poker hand
repeat routine.) The only complaint I have is the title: All In. I
know there’s more material where this came from, and as I said
there’s not a stinker in the bunch. It’s just not fair. Highly (and
grumpily) recommended.

Fat Brothers 2: The Magic Continues DVD
By Dani DaOrtiz, Christian Engblom,
and Miguel Gea
Available from: www.Kaps-Store.com
Price $60.00
Review by Curtis Kam
If you enjoyed Fat Brothers
1, you’ll want the next volume
in the series. If you’ve missed
the whole Fat Brothers thing
so far, but you enjoy powerful,
deceptive, clever close-up with
cards, mainly, but also with
bills, thread, a coin or two, or
more, you’ll want this, too. I
mean, it stars Dani DaOrtiz,
Christian
Engblom,
and
Miguel Gea, and features Juan
Tamariz, Michael Weber,
Javier Benitez, Howard Hamburg, R. Paul Wilson, Pit Hartling,
and David Williamson. If you recognize these performers – and
you should – and you’d enjoy seeing them doing and discussing
some excellent magic in a fun, casual way, you should buy this.
If mere names don’t convince you, perhaps this will: included
is the explanation for the trick Dani DaOrtiz has been rocking
all over the world – Dani’s famous Open Triumph. This is Dani’s
solution to the following card problem. Find a way to do Triumph,
Vernon’s self-righting deck effect, with one important condition:
the deck is shown mixed face up and face down one moment, and
then all facing the same way the next – no cutting, no mixing,
and no pause in between. Dani’s solution to this problem not only
creates that illusion perfectly, but does it almost without sleights.
Sure, you need to do an almost-faro, and a decent thumb-drag fan,
but that’s just about it. Oh, and you need to lie and smile at the
same time, that’s important.
Dani’s Open Triumph is one good reason to own these discs,
but it’s hardly the only one. Some magicians will have another
Triumph in mind, the one that Dani performed, but did not
explain, on Fat Brothers 1. The explanation for Quick Triumph is
here, too, and it’s sneaky. As always, Dani relies less on difficult
sleights and more on subtlety, with a healthy dose of perceptual
deception mixed in.
As for the other Brothers, Miguel Angel Gea contributes
coin, card, and coin-and-card magic, sampled from his excellent
Essence set, which I had the pleasure of reviewing last month.
Included is a coins from purse routine in which you never touch
the coins, a Collectors featuring two startling vanishes of outjogged cards right from the top of the deck, and a handling of
David Roth’s Wild Coin in which the first half dollar becomes

copper, the next shrinks, and the last becomes a half coin – fun,
different, practical, and mystifying. What more could a coin man
ask for?
Christian Engblom presents some very useful and commercial material for workers, including an excellent double Haunted
Pack that ends with the cards cutting themselves in the spectator’s
hands, leaving the deck clean. Workers will also be fooled and
intrigued by Christian’s Bill Change, which starts and ends with
the hands completely empty. Sleeves are not involved, you never
dip into your pockets, and the audience never looks away. The
technique has many other applications, and will be a revelation to
you, unless you’re familiar with some of Jay Scott Berry’s early
stage work.
Mr. Engblom also presents a multi-phase cards-through-table
routine that is surprising and entertaining in its own right, and also
sets you up for a near-perfect handling of Vernon’s Triumph. In
fact, the most difficult thing about this set may be choosing from
the Triumph versions presented. Along the way, several “Fat”
techniques are described here, involving hiding objects within the
performer’s “body crevices” (to use Christian’s phrase). Chicago
magicians will recognize the basic idea as Matt’s Hideaway from
The Magic of Matt Schulien, (Willmarth, 1959) and many of you
will find the technique, well, unsettling.
There’s more from each of the Brothers, but I have to mention
some of the unique contributions of the guests. Card experts will
want to hear what Michael Weber has to say about the mystical
anti-faro, because he has studied it in super slow motion, and can
explain how it works. Paul Wilson tips a beautiful instant production of the Aces on the top of the deck. All you do is to wave your
empty hands over the face-down deck; they simply appear face up
on top. You’d swear it was Marlo’s Rise, Rise, Rise technique, but
his hands are empty right after the Aces appear. There’s nothing
to ditch. The only thing prettier than this is the application he tips,
and that’s all I’m going to say about that.
Magic Castle star Howard Hamburg is here with something
that will finally make you rethink the ending to your Ambitious
Card routine, because his sequence with a paper-clipped card is
likely better than anything you’re doing. Speaking of enhanced
classics, Javier Benitez will fool most of you with his über-clean
handling of the Gypsy Thread. This is performance only, as it
should be.
Other excellent mysteries and goofy bits by the Brothers
abound. The “Three Kings of Magic” are introduced by Juan
Tamariz, who does some magic himself. There’s magic in the
sauna, at El Escorial, in the Magic Castle, and in Las Vegas.
You’ll see Michael Weber pull a table full of decks and cigarette
packets from two jeans pockets, and other inexplicable things. But
just a warning – many of these involve extreme close ups of nearly
naked fat guys. Not for the faint-hearted, but great fun for all.

True Mysteries DVD and Book
By Fraser Parker and The 1914

Distributed by Murphy’s Magic Supplies
Price $56.50
Review by Joshua Kane
The ad copy for Fraser Parker’s True Mysteries is reminiscent
of those wonderful ads we used to read in the backs of comic
books, the ones that compelled us to send our money in for X-Ray
Specs and Hypno-Disks. We are lured in with suggestions that we
will learn the secrets that will give us the appearance of powers to
remove a spectator’s ability to speak, to cause him to be unable to
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let go of an ordinary
deck of cards or
lift it from a table,
or to even change
his personal belief
in the existence of
God. The difference
between those ads
and True Mysteries
is that the product
delivers what it promises. The combination of linguistics and psychological twists blend together to create a fine set of subtleties
that, when executed, will create the illusion of having spectators
behave as if in a hypnotic state without ever having to put them
in an actual trance. No long inductions, no increase of risks to
your insurance rider, and yet you will appear to have the ability to
cloud men’s minds (and women’s, as well).
This is not a collection of tricks, but a set of principles and
subtleties that can be used to enhance your existing repertoire.
The work is bold and direct. It is not for the faint of heart. You
have to be able to act as if you are a hypnotist, to be comfortable
with manifesting moments of subtle confusion, and to embrace
the principles involved in creating dual realities. The principles
will be as effective on a big stage as they will be in intimate performances.
Pseudo-hypnotic principles have been explored in our art for
many years. The subtleties will work if you are confident in your
words and persona and are nice to your audience. True Mysteries
is also a much needed mini course in the often misunderstood and
misused principles of dual reality. Most dual reality effects are in
fact episodes of instant stooging. That is not the case here. Fraser
Parker ensures in his work that both the participant and audience
walk away having had a satisfying experience. In addition to
the principles and subtleties taught there are also several “bonus
effects,” including an interesting take on the Berglas Effect. For
the record, I do not like it when something is called a bonus effect.
If I bought it and it is printed in the book or on the DVD, then it
is not a bonus, it is just part of the contents. I really do not care if
something was included in the original work or not.
The book itself is well written and edited. It is a short book.
There are approximately thirty dense and thoughtful pages bound
into a case that also holds the two-hour, region-free DVD that is
included as part of the package. The production values are very
high. The audio and video are clear and there is no annoying
background music. The ebook version of True Mysteries has been
unavailable for quite a while and the demonstrations and discussion on the DVD are worthy of your time. Parker offers a disclaimer on the packaging and advertisements: “Disclaimer: With
great power comes great responsibility. Performer discretion is
imperative when utilizing the principles taught on this disc; some
of the effects may cause distress to some audiences.” Some of the
themes will be frightening and offensive to some people. To his
credit, we are both warned and offered alternate themes to explore
for those who do not wish to play fast and loose with references
to the almighty.
Fraser Parker self identifies as a student of Kenton Knepper, so
it is no surprise that Kenton has contributed a glowing Foreword.
If you are a fan of Kenton Knepper’s works, you will already
know that you want this work. If you are not yet a fan of Kenton’s
Wonder Words and such, then this work might compel you to give
his works a second glance. I will be revisiting this work soon
and look forward to more work from Fraser Parker and more fine
products from The 1914.
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Packs Small Plays Massive Vols. 1 and 2 DVDs
By Jamie Allan
Distributed by Murphy’s Magic Supplies
Price $30 each volume
Review by Dan Garrett
Jamie Allan is a British
magician who has worked
theater magic shows and cruise
ships for most of his career.
He was among those who
figured out how to make his
close-up magic visible to large
audiences, using techniques he
discovered on his own. Perhaps
he was influenced by watching
David Copperfield pioneer these
techniques.
Over half of Volume 1 is
spent on not one, but two live
performances of an Ambitious Card routine followed by a lengthy
explanation. The two live routines are not identical, and the
explained routine is not the same as the two live performances.
The best part of the routine is the finale to the first live performance, which uses a semi-transparent plastic “filter”; this allows
the signed card to gradually appear face-up on top of the deck.
This is a commercial item, and produces a really wonderful visual
effect. Unfortunately, there is no mention of the item or explanation of its use during the teaching phase. I was very disappointed.
Mr. Allan also includes his routines with Professor’s Nightmare
and a “simulated” Any Card at Any Number effect.
To balance the scale, the advice on setting up and making your
close-up magic visible to a large audience in a theater is outstanding. Jamie covers cameras, projectors, lighting, and screens to give
you a good knowledge of what is important and what equipment is
the current state of the art, technically.
Volume 2 begins with two live performances of the Gypsy
Thread. Yes, there are again two when only one is needed. Jamie
explains his pet routine in full detail, giving every nuance. The
routine is quite standard, but with some good touches in the
preparation of the thread. The message is more about the type of
thread to use (UV thread) and the type of UV lighting to make
it visible on stage. The final half-hour of the disc contains two
(again?) performances and an explanation of Dan Harlan’s CardToon, a commercial item.
While this two-DVD set does not contain any bad magic, most
of it is fairly standard. One of the best bits of magic is Banded. It
is a clever Ambitious Card routine with a deck, a rubber band, and
gaffs you can easily make. There is good information regarding
the staging of close-up magic for a larger audience, using lighting
effects, a high-tech camera setup (on a stand with a custom table
attached), and a large screen. There is also great advice, gleaned
from a lot of performing experience, on theatricality and stagecraft. The only problem is that the real meat of this project could
have been presented on a forty-minute DVD. Why do we need
three-plus hours of Jamie Allan?
Thanks to the skills of director Russ Stevens, the production
values and editing of the video are good. Most of the explanations
appear to have been shot at the Magic Circle in London. The performances in front of live audiences appear to be on a cruise ship
theater stage.
If you want to port your close-up magic to the stage, these

DVDs will provide some good advice. But due to the length (too
long) and price (too high for the value of the information), as well
as the repetitive nature of the video, I have to give Packs Small,
Plays Massive a grade of C.

The Dance: The Tumbling Muscle Click Pass DVD
By Brian Platt
Available from: www.Plattmagic.com
Price $24.95
Review by Curtis Kam
The Dance focuses on a coin
move by Brian Platt, a talented
guy who seems to be determined to explore advanced coin
work all on his own, which is a
fine enough thing. But one runs
the risk of reinventing the wheel
from time to time. The move
itself is a handling variation of
a click pass from Japan’s Akira
Fujii, first published in the U.S.
in Genii magazine in October
of 2001. What Brian has done is add a nice retention of vision
aspect to Fujii’s move, and that change adds significantly to the
illusion. He has also (I’m sure) independently rediscovered work
first done by another talented coin magician from Japan, Hidekazu
Kimoto. Hidekazu is not well known in the U.S., despite his being
a frequent attendee and performer at the Midwest Jubilee and
Obie O’Brien’s F.F.F.F. I had recalled that Hide first showed his
move to me in the late 1990s – early 2000s, and he just happened
to be visiting Hawaii when I received this disc for review. So he
was able to confirm my recollection, and the fact that he had not,
to his knowledge, ever shown this move to Mr. Platt.
None of this changes the fact that this click pass is a valuable
technique, and the teaching on this disc is good. Like many
retention sleights, the move looks best when viewed head on,
but only viewing from the extreme sides or behind will actually
expose anything. Even from sub-optimal angles, the sound
element makes this pretty convincing.
But I’m getting ahead of myself; here’s what the move does.
In the course of performing a Coins Across routine, or, hopefully,
something actually entertaining, the performer shows one coin
sitting on his right palm. He displays a second coin at or on the
fingertips of his left hand (two different positions are discussed).
He drops or tosses that coin to join the first, and the audience sees
that coin fall. They hear it hit the other coin, and they see a coin
in the right hand as it closes. Despite all that, both coins are now
hiding in the left hand. This puts the performer two steps ahead
of the audience, a strong position to be in. Anyone familiar with
Akira’s original Jet Coins routine understands how useful this is
in a standard Coins Across effect.
Mr. Platt calls this a Tumbling Muscle Click Pass, and on this
DVD he will teach you, in a friendly, informal, conversational
way, the TMCP, a variation, and a solid three-phase routine that
uses it. Since the TMCP relies on the muscle pass, Mr. Platt starts
by explaining that move, and he has a couple of ways to describe
it that I’ve never heard before. If you’ve tried to learn the muscle
pass, but just couldn’t get it, you might want to listen to Mr. Platt.
His “Fonzie Thumb” teaching technique might clear things up
for you. The production values are not dazzling. This is a singlecamera production, but it’s thoughtfully shot and edited.

Having explained the muscle pass, Mr. Platt then teaches the
retention pass half of the move, and then puts it all together into
the TMCP. He does not credit the retention pass that he uses here,
but I believe it’s something we owe to Ishida Tenkai. He also
teaches a variation of the click pass using a grip and retention
mechanics closer to the sort that David Roth teaches. He teaches
clearly and smoothly, without the ums, okays, or uhs that plague
the unscripted explanations of others.
The whole click pass is then assembled, and Mr. Platt teaches
three variations. One uses a more conventional grip and retention
pass, one is a steal rather than a click pass, and the last is a closelyrelated variation of the Sylvester Pitch.
Since the first part of Mr. Platt’s routine is the classic Tenkai
Pennies (done here with larger coins), he goes on to explain that
trick, adding details not evident in the description in Bobo’s
Modern Coin Magic. He does blur the distinction between the
original Tenkai move and the Sankey/Sanders Pointing Transfer,
but that distinction eludes me, as well. He also teaches a little
touch on that transfer move (which was a favorite of Roger
Klause), published in Kabbala circa 1971.
Finally, Mr. Platt teaches a three-phase two-coin routine that
he calls The Dance. In the first phase, a coin is in each hand,
and they gather into the same hand. This is repeated, but with a
different method. Finally, both coins are placed in the left hand,
and both coins travel to the right. No presentation is offered for
these events, as that doesn’t seem to be the point of this DVD. The
main idea is to teach the move and show it in action, which Mr.
Platt does pretty well. If you have any interest at all in the muscle
pass or in advanced work with coins, this DVD is worthy of your
attention.

Combustion DVD and Props
By Arron Jones

Distributed by Murphy’s Magic Supplies
Price $31.50
Review by Jamie Salinas
Who doesn’t like to play
with fire? This DVD is only for
performers who are eighteen
years of age or older. There is
a disclaimer at the beginning
of the video. A magic effect
with fire and a disclaimer at
the beginning of the video definitely has my attention.
The effect is very simple.
A match is lit, blown out, and
handed to a spectator. After a
few moments of discussion of
the emotion of anger, the match re-ignites in the spectator’s hands.
Does it really look like the description? Yes, it does! Does it play
well? Yes, it does. This is a very good effect for mentalist and
magician alike. But please read on.
The DVD is well produced, but does not include any of the
supplies you will need to perform this effect. You are provided
with the necessary information regarding what you will need,
how to prepare your gimmicks, and suggestions for performance.
Combustion uses chemicals and fire, so you must use every safety
precaution when making and performing this effect. The supplies
that you need are easily obtained and the instructions are easy to
follow. You will need to purchase additional items to prepare for
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this effect.
After purchasing the necessary equipment and supplies to
make your gimmicks, the effect is relatively easy to perform. The
reactions you will get are great, and I love the fact that this uses
a common object (a wooden match and a matchbox), with a very
easy to follow routine. If you have any concerns about working
with chemicals, storing chemicals, preparing the gimmicks,
working with fire, or you are under the age of eighteen, then this
is not for you. If you are willing to invest in the time and money
($15+ depending on the amount of chemical you purchase), collect
the supplies, and take the necessary precautions when working
with chemicals and fire, then you will want to purchase this DVD.

then forms the grid, as a demonstration of his ability to control
the cards and create the final outcome. I think The Grid, given
the right presentation, could be a very powerful effect. I am not
always a fan of single-trick decks, but The Grid is an exception to
that rule because the effect is very strong. I think it might be best
for you to watch the demo; if you like the effect, you will not be
disappointed with the props or method.

The Grid DVD and Cards
By Richard Wiseman

Review by Payne

Available from: www.essentialmagiccollection.com
Distributed by Murphy’s Magic Supplies
Price $35.00
Review by Danny Archer
The Grid is a version of the classic
Magic Square using specially printed
cards. From a deck of cards with
numbers on the front, a spectator
selects a card. The magician deals out
four hands of four cards and asks the
spectator to guess which hand’s total
equals his chosen card. The chosen
hand adds up to his selected number.
Each of the other three hands also
reveals the chosen number. The four
hands are quickly arranged into a 4 x
4 grid to form a Magic Square. Each
column, diagonal, row, corner, etc.
adds up to the chosen number. Finally, the cards are turned over
to reveal a message written on the backs of the cards that predicts
the chosen number.
In addition to the DVD, well produced and filmed by Luis
Matos (and with guest spectator Dani DaOrtiz), you receive a
specially printed deck of Mandolin cards. The deck will only be
used for this effect. The cards are well made, but you will have to
do a one-time preparation of writing the prediction on the backs
of the cards. Richard explains everything carefully and clearly;
once the deck is set up the effect is self-working. The spectator has
a totally free choice of cards from a small group and can change
his mind if desired. Once learned, the handling is very easy, so
attention can be paid to the presentation.
So who is The Grid for? The first thing that leaps to mind are
the many people who want to perform a Magic Square but have not
taken the steps needed to learn one. This is a square that anyone
can do. Usually a Magic Square is performed in a stand-up or
stage environment, but there are many close-up versions scattered
throughout the literature. (The strolling version I do was learned
from the Stockholder effect sold by Gregory Wilson). In my
opinion, The Grid is not a true Magic Square. To me, a true Magic
Square has a random number generated by the audience and then
the performer fills in the grid, displaying a form of mathematical
ability. Because of the cards used, that mathematical prowess is
missing from this version.
That said, using this version opens up other presentational
possibilities. What if after they selected their card they told you
their number? Then the performer shuffles and cuts the deck and
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Stash Trick
By Dan Harlan

Available from: www.DanHarlanMagic.com
Price $19.95

I’m a sucker for “borrowed
object to impossible location”
effects. I possess many more sets of
Nest of Boxes than a rational man
should. I have also been known to
stuff bills, cards, and all manner of
ephemera into multiple varieties of
fruit. So I was thrilled when I came
across Stash, Dan Harlan’s latest
entry into the wonderful world of
“bill magically transported to a
highly improbable object” tricks.
The effect is simple and direct. A bill is borrowed from
a spectator and marked by the magician. In the scenario that
comes from Mr. Harlan this marking is in the form of drawing a
mustache on Ol’ George with a Sharpie. The Sharpie is handed to
the spectator, leaving the magician’s hands free to slowly fold up
the bill. As the bill is being folded the spectator is told not to take
his eyes off it, even for a moment. This ruse allows you ample
opportunities for bits of business as you try to get the spectator
to take his eyes off the bill. It doesn’t matter if he takes his eyes
off the bill or not, however, because the magician causes it to
transform into an orange piece of paper right before his eyes. The
magician unfolds the note to reveal that it contains the message
“uncap the pen.” The spectator removes the cap of the pen he has
been holding the entire time, only to find the previously mustachemarked bill rolled up inside it.
I really like this effect because there is no fuss, no muss,
no loading of bills into sticky fruit, or having to carry around
hollowed out lemons in a special holder in your jacket. This makes
Stash a fun little trick for walk-around and impromptu situations
because it’s easy to carry around with you. It’s ready to go and
resets in less than a minute.
Yes, it really isn’t the spectator’s bill that ends up in the pen.
So a switch needs to be done to ring in the pre-marked bill from
the beginning of the effect. But this is done on the offbeat, long
before anyone knows what’s going on. So there is zero heat on the
move.
This means that the marking made on the bill must be done by
the magician’s hand and be of his own choosing. You can’t have
the spectator write on the bill. Some will think that this weakens
the overall effect. But once again Mr. Harlan’s handling helps to
overcome this weakness by making the drawing of the mustache
an exhibition of skill rather than an intentional marking of the bill.
The trick is also designed to be done one on one, or for a small
group of people. The supplied bill switch does have some angle
issues (as do most bill switches) and there is a little bit of subterfuge involved in uncapping the pen. So don’t plan on doing this in

the middle of a throng of observers.
But if you are looking for a great “bill to impossible location”
trick that resets quickly, packs small, and plays big, then Stash is
well worth a look.

The Grumble Glim DVD and Gimmicks
By Nathan Kranzo

Available from: http://kranzomagic.myshopify.com/
Distributed by Murphy’s Magic Supplies
Retail Price $35.00
Review by Jamie Salinas
What the heck is a Grumble
Glim? Simply, it is a secret
device for finding out the identity
of playing cards. Has this been
out on the market before? Yes it
has, so read on to see what is new
and what is not with this item.
Nathan Kranzo has taken an
old idea and refined it in a very
clever way. The basic principle
is the one you may know, but
what makes this different is that
Nathan has created a method for getting the gimmick into play
and then ditching the gimmick in view of your audience. You
will have to get crafty because you will have to assemble your
gimmick, but Nathan has included most of the supplies you will
need to prepare your glim. You will most likely have the other
needed supplies to finish the gimmick, but if not, a quick trip to an
office supply store and you will have what you need.
After Nathan covers the assembly of the glim he walks you
through various ways to use the gimmick, and the act of ditching
it. A few ideas are covered for routines that utilize the gimmick
and the information that you secretly obtain. Nathan also includes
a few ideas using numbers, words, or simple drawings rather than
a deck of cards.
What you will not find here is a high-end produced video; this
seems to have been recorded in Nate’s kitchen. But the quality is
very good and the instructions are easy to follow. Priced at $35,
I would have expected the gimmick to be already made, but it is
easily constructed. This is an improvement on an old idea that has
been simplified to get the gimmick in and out of play. It is a great
utility item for the card worker.

The Key of the Chrononaut Trick
By Brian Cook and Master Payne
Available from: www.MagicCrafter.com
Price $129.95
Review by Jim Kleefeld
Since I perform a Steampunk magic show, I was totally
intrigued by the new Steampunk close-up effect, The Key of the
Chrononaut, routined by Master Payne and crafted by Brian Cook.
If you’re not sure what “Steampunk” is, keep reading, because you
might like this anyway. The Mystery Time Traveler (or magician)
shares an envelope with an aged letter inside. Upon opening the
letter, a small copper gear falls out, the key to the time machine.
Your job is to return it to the past (or future) from whence it has
come. You stack two wooden-and-brass gears and a business card
over the copper gear; when you lift them, it has vanished. You find

that it has returned back inside the
folded letter.
The props and materials are a
giveaway to the secret for knowledgeable magicians: a flat object
is covered with a ring, a card, and
another ring, and then disappears
when the top ring and the card are
lifted. The small paper letter has
been folded into a square, then
unfolded. But do not dismiss this
as just a simple employment of
the Ring Vanish and the Buddha
Papers. The pair of rings is finely laser-etched to resemble gears
and inset with fine brass edging and they hold a new secret: they
can both be shown, and in fact examined, as simple hollow rings
both before and after the effect. No glued felt bottom on either.
In fact the brass gear vanishes so completely that everything –
business card, two rings, and the envelope in which they were
stored can be examined. Payne and Cook have devised a clever
and subtle addition (two secret additions, in fact) to make this a
magician-fooler as well as a crowd-pleaser for regular audiences.
The wooden rings/gears are about two inches in diameter.
The small copper gear that vanishes is about one inch. Everything about this is first-class, from the custom engraved envelope
with its authentic antique postage stamp (did it really used to
cost three cents to mail an envelope?) to the parchment letter and
gear-like clip to hold it folded shut. I was impressed also with
Master Payne’s ability to have the vanish of a small gear make
sense with a Steampunk story. The instructional DVD is quick
and simple, but to the point. If you want to tell a futuristic or
sci-fi story, or mold this into an antique or “haunted” event, those
are distinct possibilities. It is a close-up trick to which you can
bring a wonderful level of presentation. If I had any qualms about
the product, it would be the price. Not everyone will pay $130
for a close-up trick with small paper and wooden props with few
gimmicks and no moving parts. But this is priced for the discerning, and you get a routine that is clever and which few others will
be performing. Although my Steampunk show consists largely of
platform magic, I’m definitely bringing this along to my bookings
to use as pre-show ice breaker material.

Thindex - The Ultimate Prediction Device
From The Miracle Factory
Available from: www.MiracleFactory.net
Distributed by Murphy’s Magic Supplies
Price $24.95
Review by Joshua Kane 
An indexing system allows a
performer to create multiple-out
situations. There are indexing
systems such as Harvey Berg’s that
enable you to pluck a named card
instantly out of your pocket. Others
hold envelopes or folded slips of
paper, often referred to as billets. The
best indexes do not require you to
look for the desired billet, but by their
design permit you to instantly and
accurately access the targeted item.
Thindex is designed to be kept and
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used in your own wallet. The Thindex itself is a common item and
has thirteen compartments that can accommodate up to fifty-two
outs. To access the billets, you have to take out your wallet and,
while presumably looking for something else such as a bill for a
wager, either flip through to the pocket you want or riffle down the
edge while performing a concealed count.
You will need long, thin, and dexterous fingers to negotiate
removing a billet smoothly and swiftly when the index is fully
loaded. Angles are an issue. There are the equally disagreeable factors of a significant fattening of the wallet and having
an important prediction written on a small piece of paper. That
said, I am no stranger to Costanzo-wallet syndrome and can see
this working well in a bar and other casual situations where the
heat on the performer is low. Where the heat is high, I would be
loath to use a wallet to index outcomes, as the public is cognizant
that wallets by their nature do have multiple pockets. Also, I feel
it would strain my audience’s credulity in a stage performance
situation, to have a prediction in my wallet on an itty bitty piece
of paper, rather than in a big envelope on display. Karr does offer
approaches that will permit you to slim your wallet while imperceptibly minimizing the range of choices.
We are told the index can also be used without the wallet. This
does not alter the previous caveats. Fifteen routines are described
in the eighteen pages of accompanying text (I do wish that the
text had not been printed white on black, because I find that hard
to read). The premises of the routines are contemporary and
should play well in a variety of social situations. While there are
more subtle and effective indexing systems available, Karr has
clearly given a lot of thought to this release and his desire to turn
an everyday object into a workable and useful tool. Too often a
multiple-out wallet looks nothing like a standard wallet that an
average guy would carry. In this case, you actually can use a
standard hip wallet.

Index-terity Book, Video, and Work Kit Combo
By George Parker
Available from: www.TheoryAndArtOfMagic.com
Distributed by Murphy’s Magic Supplies
Price 39.95
Review by Joshua Kane
George Parker’s Index-terity is
everything one would want in an
index system. The accompanying
book is well written and clearly
illustrated by the late, great
Earl Oakes. Five strong routines
are taught from Parker’s repertoire, and I suspect they will be
adopted by many who purchase
this package. They are all well
choreographed with no wasted
motions or unnatural or ill-timed
movements to tip the methods used. This is classic billet work:
no envelopes are used. The index is not a pocket index; it can be
effectively employed without a jacket and can even be used when
wearing a t-shirt and shorts. If you have ever manipulated thimbles
or billiard balls, then the timing and management of angles to
maximize the utility of the device will be readily apparent. This is
the index equivalent of an Upside-down Topit. This is not a buyand-try deal, and I am grateful for that. Dilettantes will admire
the technique and not use it; dedicated workers will delight in
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the power offered. Instead of upping the price and supplying a
ready-made index, we are given a crafts kit with precut pieces
and crystal clear instructions on how to assemble three indexes
and two cardboard dice that are used for one of the routines. You
will need to supply your own scissors, tape, and stapler. Assembly
time is less than half an hour; after making several, the prep time
will be halved and you will have gained the ability to reconstruct
or replace one on the road if your prop bag goes astray.
There are two different indexes, one that holds sixteen outs
and a more slender model that holds ten. Folded playing card sized
billets are ideal for the routines. In addition to the book, we are
provided with a link to nine short instructional videos. You will
need a copy of the book to access the hidden page, because the
password changes regularly. The videos show with great detail
how to build the indexes and also include extra tips on their concealment. Lessons in steals and switches are provided, as are full
performances of the routines taught in the book. I would have
preferred that instead of an online link to view the videos, we had
been given a download option or an actual DVD. The first time
I tried to access the page, the website was down due to a server
issue. Lawrence Hass, the publisher of the package, assured me
that this was a first for his site and indeed this morning all was
back to normal. A hard copy of the video would not be dependent
upon an Internet connection and would have increased the value
considerably without adding a lot to the cost. Refill kits for those
who do not want to cut their own card stock to build more indexes
are available from Theory and Art of Magic Press for the low
price of $15.
Lawrence Hass has been building a strong reputation as a
purveyor of fine products and clearly has no intention of stopping.
Index-terity is reasonably priced and provides excellent opportunities and value.

Bob's 3 Shell Boot Camp DVD
By Bob Sheets and Glenn Morphew
Available from: www.ChefAnton.com
Price $50.00
Review by Payne
The Three Shell Game is something
I’ve played around with for years and
years. I’ve purchased books, DVDs, and
watched many an online video. But try
as I might, I could never come up with a
routine or settle on a selection of moves to
keep in my arsenal. This was most likely
because of the self-inflicted information
overload I had subjected myself to.
But I’m pleased to say, I’m now on
the road to recovery and will soon be
able to count myself among the number
of thimble riggers wandering the land.
All thanks to Bob Sheets and his 3 Shell
Boot Camp DVD. Mr. Sheets has stripped the Three Shell Game
down to its very essence, and has worked only the moves, subterfuges, and patterns one really needs into a one-minute workout.
You then practice this sequence for fifteen minutes in the morning
and fifteen minutes in the evening; within three weeks you will
be able to perform the shell game with the best of them. At least
that’s what Mr. Sheets promises, and after watching this video I
have no reason to doubt him. I’m halfway through the program
and am already seeing marked improvement in my shell game

skills. In fact, the routine, though thoroughly demonstrated by
Mr. Sheets, is actually taught by Glenn Morphew, a student of
Mr. Sheets who achieved his mastery of the game by using this
boot-camp methodology.
So, if you want to add the shell game to your repertoire, or are
just curious about the effect, I cannot recommend 3 Shell Boot
Camp highly enough. You receive the DVD, a supply of School
for Scoundrels Perfect Peas, and three plastic bottle caps in lieu of
the traditional walnut shells. Not only are bottle caps the preferred
cover for the peas these days, but their small size and somewhat
more difficult handling makes them the perfect vehicle to learn
with. If you master the caps, then moving to the larger, easier to
handle shells will be a breeze.

DVS DVD and Gimmick
By Criss Angel and Mark Calabrese
Available from: www.funinc.com
Dealers contact Fun Inc.
Price $25.00

Review by Norman Beck
DVS is a play on the word
“devious.” I am very excited to have
the privilege of reviewing a magic
project by someone as famous as Criss
Angel. I would like to mention that
this is a very hard product to review.
To be honest, I have never talked about
anyone as famous as Mr. Angel, so this
is a review that has nothing good or
bad to say about the product, but rather
is a review full of questions.
The first question is, why
was DVS released? The first thing I did
upon receiving the product was to look at the ad in the February
issue of Genii magazine. I was so happy to see a quote from a
magician whom I know and respect: Bill Malone. The ad quotes
Bill as saying “DVS is so good it should be kept a secret.” That
quote could be taken one of two ways. I called Bill about this;
he had no recollection of ever seeing DVS. I wonder how this is
possible.
The second thing I did was to look at a YouTube trailer of one
of the effects that is performed on the DVD. The effect is that
you locate a freely chosen card from a borrowed, shuffled deck
while blindfolded. I am curious how you would have the duct
tape to blindfold yourself to do the trick, but not have a deck of
cards. The trick in the trailer is not explained on the DVD, but
the explanation stresses that you must keep track of the orientation of the deck prior to dealing. If you were to perform it as it is
done on the DVD (in which Mr. Angel makes his appearance), you
have a chance of failure. I would like to know why this was not
taught. The performer is truly blindfolded, and yet is able to find
the card. The spectator does not mess him up by turning the deck
around, but what if she does?
The actual DVD lists six effects, but they are all the same
effect: the spectator selects a card and you find it. The effects vary
only in handling. With all six effects the outcome is always that
you find the card. I have become more Spartan in my old age;
for this trick you have to carry a secret something with you at all
times. In one of the effects you simply must control the card to
seventh from the top; if you can’t do that without help, you are not
ready for a product of this type.

Mr. Calabrese tips his hand in the first trick when he tells us
the most important thing is that you can do this with a borrowed
deck. I know all I need to know. He spends 2:18 teaching me how
to shuffle a card to the bottom of the deck and then back to the top,
and later on how to use the magician’s choice force (total time to
learn that 1:35). I can’t even say a proper hello in 1:35, much less
teach anything.
One of the effects is as follows: The spectator uses his own
deck and shuffles it, yet you are able to find the card. The problem
is that you must touch the spectator’s forehead. I do not feel like I
could get away with this. I notice on the DVD that “DVS is a brilliantly simple concept that allows you to perform utterly impossible card magic that transcends sleight of hand.” I need to know
what that statement means. They also tell me that I can “cause
someone to stop dealing at his card from a borrowed shuffled
deck.” What does that mean? I’ll tell you what it means. It means
that you yell out the word “stop” when he gets to his card.
The feel of the DVD is that Mr. Calabrese found this really
cool method, and now needs some tricks to go with it. I like the
concept of the product, but I doubt I would ever use it in real life.
Much like a baby elephant, this is cute to look at but what am I
going to do with it when I get it home?

Heartz Trick
By Dan Garrett

Available from: www.DanGarrettMagic.com
Price $20.00
Review by Jim Kleefeld
Dan Garrett has a knack
for producing commercial,
workable routines, and his
newest offering, Heartz, is no
exception. You show your hands
empty and form the shape of a
heart using both hands. Then
you separate your hands and
instantly produce a bright red
heart. You hold a red pen behind the heart to symbolize an arrow
going through it, then produce a second heart. You place one heart
in a spectator’s fist. When she opens her hand, she sees two hearts
where there was one. Heartz would be great for table-hopping, or
anywhere there are couples and a romantic atmosphere.
The props are easy to pocket, but large enough to be seen in
low light. You get two soft Goshman sponge hearts, each about
two and a half inches across, a fairly well-known gimmick to
use for the bare-hand production, and clear simple directions.
Although this might sound like the familiar sponge ball trick that
everyone uses, the wonderful story line about love and the use of
red sponge hearts (specially custom-made for this effect) puts the
routine in a higher class. Heartz is priced very reasonably, and I
see no reason why everyone should not have one to pull out for the
right situation. 

If you wish to have your product
reviewed, please send it to:
Bill Duncan
P.O. Box 50562
Bellevue, WA 98015-0562
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A Joke for Tech Magicians
What is the difference between an iPhone and a magician?
An iPhone actually does have 32 gigs.

Try to Remember
It’s always a difficult decision to select which memorized
deck stack you are going to devote two months to learn. Do
I learn Simon Aronson’s or Juan
Tamariz’s? Once you decide,
what tools can you use to help you
memorize the stack? I personally
decided on the Aronson stack and
set out finding an app to help me
learn. I found one.
Flashcardlet is a very easy to
use iPhone app that creates any
flashcards you want to use. Like
any mnemonic link that you have
to memorize, there is a list of words
that associate with numbers. In the
app, I put a number from one to
fifty-two on the front of each card
and the corresponding word on
the back. Now when I study, I can
choose to show the cards in order
or randomly. You can also show
them either the front side or the
back side first.
Another great feature is that
I can make up the cards and then
store them directly in Dropbox so
I can pull them down on whatever
device I happen to be carrying,
whether it is a phone or a tablet. Lists can also be shared with
other Flashcardlet owners. The ease of use makes this a top
pick for me.
Don’t limit yourself to using this app to memorize a deck.
Anything you have to study can be created here. You can make
a list of joke order or show order, you can train yourself on code
act key words, or it can even help you remember your kids’
names.
I have made up the mnemonic list for memorizing words for
the numbers 1 - 52 from Aronson’s book A Stack to Remember.
It’s the first step in memorizing a deck of cards. If you want a
copy of this list for your Flashcardlet, email me and I will send
it to you.
Flashcardlet is free on the iTunes App Store. Android
users, try the Android app, Flash Card 101.

A Spark of Light
James Laudermilk wrote to me recently about an app that he
has created to work with D’Lites, billiard balls, silks, etc. It’s
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called D’Ball.
James wrote: “It’s really a very simple
app, nothing fancy, but it has a nice effect
on people. I’ve used it all over the world,
in restaurants and at Android phone
stores. At first I only had the white color,
but since its inception I have added other
D’Lite colors. I did it mostly for fun and
my own usage at first so I could use it in
Iraq and Afghanistan. I have gotten some
really great reactions from it.”
D’Ball is basically a round light on
your screen. When you tap it, the light
goes out, allowing you to pull the light from the screen. You can
also tap the screen and leave the light there. There is so much
more that can be added to this app; it will appear in the future
in an iPhone version. Right now it is only available for Android.
D’Ball is in the Google Play Store for 99 cents.

Props to Fred
Fred and Friends, a Rhode
Island based company with lots
of graduates from the Rhode
Island School of Design, are
always adding to their line of
unusual tchotchkes. In the past,
I’ve told you about their Crime
Scene Tape Scarf, Sawing in
Half Knife Sharpener, and their
Salt and Pepper Wands. Here
are a few more props that I
think will have a place in your
performances.
Cake
Candelabra
is
simply a junior version of what
Liberace would have on his
piano. Imagine singing “Happy
Birthday” and blowing out the
candles on this mini-decadent
celebratory light.
Bottle Blade is a four-anda-half-inch long giant razor
blade. Sure you can open bottles
with it, but the sheer size of it is
wonderful for the stage. I’m sure you’ll find a use for it.
If you have a crying baby during your show, just take out
this Chill Baby Volume Control Pacifier as a suggestion to the
parents; demonstrate how it works on yourself.
All of these items are available on amazon.com or your local
Barnes and Noble. 
Found a cool gadget, app, or website for magic applications? Share your discovery with Bruce to include in a future
column. Email him (SAMtalkBruce@cox.net).

Treasures from
the Salon de M agie
By Ken Kloster m an

Carter’s Inexhaustible
Beer Keg

For nearly three decades beginning in 1907, Charles
Carter toured his audience-pleasing, stage-filling production around the globe seven times! His life and career are
documented in Mike Caveney’s wonderful book Carter
the Great. From his home base in San Francisco, Carter
presented a show filled with dramatized illusions like
The Lion’s Bride, The Enchanted Palace, The Witcheries
of the Ethereal, Sawing a Woman in Half, Levitation, the
Vanishing Sacred Elephant, and more.
Interspersed between such spectacles were marvelous
small effects like the Spirit Rapping Hand, billed as The
Astral Hand, and the topic of this month’s column, the Inexhaustible Beer Keg. Carter was always on the lookout for
new material for his show; during his final world tour he
wanted to add the Inexhaustible Beer Keg to his show. It
was a popular feature of the Dante show, and if it was good
enough for Dante, Carter wanted it in his show, too.
He tried unsuccessfully to track down the maker of
Dante’s apparatus, but finally borrowed one from an Australian magician. After playing in Singapore, Malacca, Kuala
Lumpur, Bangkok, Hong Kong, and other Asian cities,
Carter ended up in South Africa. There he found a plumber,
G.J. Thiel, who produced an exact copy of the borrowed keg.
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Carter’s prop appears to be made from wood, but the
eighteen-inch-long, double-walled keg is in fact, constructed completely from heavy gauge steel plate. Capping the
ends of the apparently empty barrel with pieces of paper,
Carter inserted a spigot, twisted the valve, and out flowed
rich, heady beer. Next came red wine, followed by brandy,
sherry, and whisky. It was a trick in which Carter served any
drink the audience called for. And each libation came from
inside the “empty” beer keg.

However, the Inexhaustible Beer Keg never saw extensive
use in the Carter show. It was delivered to him in July or
August 1935 in Cape Town, South Africa. He tinkered
with it briefly, and then slotted it in as a feature in his
full-evening show. But he suffered a heart attack in Calcutta,
India, in January 1936, and died the following month in
Bombay.
The keg now in the Salon de Magie was among Carter’s
other props in San Francisco when the entire show was
purchased by Mike Caveney and Bill Smith in 1990. 
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S.A.M. PHOTO CONTEST

Congratulations to Mike Snyder on winning the
S.A.M. gear photo contest this month. Here he is
pictured with some famous (or infamous) “celebrities.”
A group of magicians were among the guests at
David Starr’s Rock & Roll-themed costume party. From
left: Kelly Axe as Boy George, David Starr as Tom
Petty, Jay Sterling as Sonny Bono, Nanette Sherrard as
Cher, Mike Snyder as Ozzy Osbourne (in S.A.M. logo
hat), John Westford as Johnny Ramone, and Donna
Snyder as Dee Snider. —Steve Marshall

INSIDE S TRAIGHT
BY NORMAN BECK

REALLY?
We all know that there are words that are so negatively charged that you shouldn’t use them in polite conversation. (Such words are often referred to by the generic form
“letter”-word.) I sidestep the problem due to the fact that
I simply don’t cuss. The reason is simple: you will never
offend someone by not cussing.
Today I want to talk about the word “really.” I never
thought about that word as being a problem, but it really can
be. Every year, I take my mother somewhere for a week of
vacation. My father won’t travel, but my mom loves to. I gave
her a choice: we could stay at a nice hotel and eat okay food
or we could stay at a lower-end hotel and eat great food. She
picked great food.
The highlight of the trip was a place that for me was
expensive – $250 per person. If you wanted to pair up each
course with a wine selection, it was an extra $200 per person.
The place only seats twelve people. You must pay before you
go; if you don’t show up, they still charge you. I would call it
a hoity-toity place.
The two people we sat next to were out for their thirtieth
wedding anniversary. They were wearing no gold and no
diamonds. The man did have some clues to his station in
life. He was wearing John Lobb custom leather shoes, an
Egyptian cotton shirt, and a Patek Philippe wristwatch with
a plain leather band. I did not say to him, “Nice watch,”
because he already knew that. A Patek Philippe watch costs
more than most cars.
At one point, near the end of the dinner, the man asked the
sommelier about one of the wines. The customer was told,
“Sir, that wine is really expensive and really hard to find. I
would not worry about trying to find it.” I knew immediately
that the sommelier didn’t get it and had misspoken. He didn’t
understand that although this guy doesn’t sign his paycheck,
he does pay his salary. This man did not stumble into this
restaurant, and he did not fall off a turnip truck like I did.
I am reluctant to use the word “haughty” (arrogantly
superior and disdainful) when describing someone. But there
was no question that the people who worked in this restaurant were haughty. They told me I could not take pictures of
my food. When told the wine was really expensive and really
hard to find, the customer said nothing.
We as a group were moved (or herded) into the bar so they
could turn the tables, and that’s when the Patek Philippe guy
showed me how the word “really” when used in a haughty
way can be a really bad idea. He asked the wait person in the
bar to send over the sommelier. Upon his arrival, he informed
him that by the nature of his job (which was selling wine), he
did not know what really expensive meant. He then pointed
out that what is really hard to find depends on your contacts;
the sommelier had no idea who Patek Philippe guy’s contacts
might be. Was the customer a jerk? Was the sommelier being
haughty? I just kept my mouth shut and watched the show.
Note: As an early New Year’s resolution, I have decided
to be less condescending. You know what that means,
right? 
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The Dean's Diary
By George Schindler

Creeble
For many years I worked at a trade
show called Pittcon that was devoted
to laboratory sciences. The show was
named for the city of its origin, Pittsburgh, but has since moved to various
convention centers around the country.
In Atlantic City I was asked to perform
at a breakfast sales meeting the day
before the show opened. There was
no entertainment budget, so the sales
manager arranged to hire me as a
speaker. The company I was working for
manufactured spectroscopy equipment,
which measures light and energy. This
equipment had been used to analyze a
moon rock. All I knew about them was
that they had a problem with Freon gas.
And so that morning, I was introduced as Dr. Schindler, the head of the
science department of Dartmouth University, which used their equipment.
Armed with a pocketful of ropes, silks, and some cards, I began
my “speech,” which I had learned from my old friend Sid Lorraine.
Sid, for those who remember him, could speak on any subject
using a combination of doubletalk and the technique of forming
sentences for which there were no endings. For example:
“Good morning. I am happy be here today; except for some
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small Freon problems I am happy with your equipment.” There
were a few groans and “oh no’s,” but I went on. “By a show of
hands, how many of you agree with me that the process of the
corbel can or cannot be estimated to be the sole cause of intransient problems?” (A few hands went up.) “I can’t tell you how
pleased I am that the torment, and sometimes they have not
seemed to have the basics, but they aren’t
what they seem.” It was difficult for
me to keep from laughing out loud as I
noticed two Japanese scientists sitting in
the front row taking notes. I then segued
into bringing up a few spectators, displaying a few moon rocks direct from
Goshman’s sponge ball company, and
performing some magic. “I am, in fact,
George Schindler, but I am not a scientist.
Your sales manager told me that to get
this group excited about the conference it
would take a magician. That’s me!”
I have used this technique to motivate
sales people in every field. And it
always paid better than my standard
fee. By using a combination of real and
contrived words along with incomplete
sentences you can speak on any subject.
Many people are too embarrassed to
admit they do not understand you, and
if your credentials seem legitimate, what
you say seems to be believable. Words
used out of context make the sentences more authentic. Try this
with the usher in a theater. “My wife is sitting with her filigree
and the variant is lost. While she is watching the rustic, I’d like to
find mine. Can you help?” Watch how the listener will alibi out of
a reply. Have fun, and think of Sid Lorraine before you send me
your creeble. 

